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Abstract 

Musical identity and music in everyday life have bo也 enjoyed increasing 

popularity in recent research and discourse. 叮le present study is related to both 

these themes and investigates the nature and function of~i~ging in men's 

everyday lives. 

Using Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA), the study looks 

specifically at vocal lives constructed in interviews with 13 men 企om northeast 

Iceland. Additionally these men and sixteen others, who sing in the same choir, 

kept one-week voca1 diaries in order to facilitate the sampling of their everyday 

voca1 experience. Interpretations of this data are situated contextua11y by the 

critical use of historica1, anthropological, sociologica1, and ethnographica1 data. 

Emerging themes suggest 由at these men see singing as a central concept 

of Self. Furthennore, these themes appe訂 to correspond c10sely to the 

psychologica1由切可 proposed by Robert Weber in his recent revision of William 

James's seminal, triadic model of Self. Men in the study locate Self in singing: 

their voca1 behaviour appe前s to be an important technology of Self; th叫 is， a 

forming agent and defini河∞nce伊 in elem~nt&-~f physical, socia1 and spiritual 

Self. Findings illustrate singing's agency in the changing Self and in the 

maintaining of core and unitary Selves. They exemplify ways in which vocal 

behaviour configures persona1 and socia1 life and how personal and socia1 

identities can be voca11y constructed, performed, and celebrated. Additionally, 

men' s vocal behaviour and men' s narratives about them, construct complex and 剖

times contradictory masculine identities. The study argues for the importance of 

phenomenologica1 paradigms and in particu1ar, for a music psychology of 

individua1ity whichattempts to build 也eory from individua1 case studies towards 

the nomethetic. These research 企ameworks are shown here as being able to 

provide unique perspectives on the nature of musical and voca1郎的tion.
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Recordings on Compact Disc: List and Notes 

1.“Tvísöngur in rehearsal". Island Icelandic folksong. Words: Jónas 

Hallgrímsson. Male Voice Choir Hreimur, September 2005, Ydalir 

Community Hall. 

The most wel1 koown of Icelandic tvísðngur, it was sung on 1廿 June 1944 at the 

declaration of the Icelandic Republic at Þingvellir by the Festival Choir of the Icelandic 

Union of Male Choirs. Whilst it became emblematic for Icelandic identity, it was, and still 

is, mostly sung for foreign dignitaries or on overseas tours! Most performances use a 

transcription 企'om Þorsteinsson' s 1906-9 collection. Ing6lf忌son however, suggests that the 

melody was being sung at the cathedr這1 in Skálholt by the early 17曲 centu可 and discusses 

its possible relationship to earlier works, particular the tenor line of polyphonic pieces 

(2003: 143-46). The strongly nationalistic text, recalling Iceland's former glory and fame, 

was written by J的aS H到19rimsson (1807-1845) in 1835 個d is seen 的 one ofthe 街st and 

most influential calls for national rebirth (see p. 21). Because of也e insight that this poem 

provides into many of the contex個al themes ofthis study's 甜的ing， the 甘anslation is given 

here in full. 

Iceland，品rtunate isle! Our beautiful, bountiful mother! 

Wherear電 your fortune and fame，的edom and virtue of old? 

All things on earth are transient: the 曲ys ofyour greatness and glory 

flicker like flames in the night, far 切 the depths of the past. 

Comely and fair w閏 the coun旬， crested with snow-covered glaciers, 

azure and empty the s旬， ocean resplendent1y bright. 

Here came our 晶mous forebe帥，“冶金eedom-worshipping heroes, 

over the sea from the east, eager to settle the land. 

Raising their families on farms in the flowering laps ofthe valleys, 
hearty and happy they lived, hugely content with their lot. 

Up on the outcrops of lava where Axe River plummets forever 

into the Almanna Gω'ge， A愉ing convened every y胡r.

There lay old Þor8俏" thoughtfully charting our change ofreligion. 

There strode Gissur and Geir, Gunnar and H的inn and Njáll. 

Heroesrode 位ll"ough the regio帥， and under the crags 00 the coastline 

tloated their fabulous ships, ferrying wealth from abroad. 

o it is bitter個蜘ndhe咽 stall吋 and penned in the pre甜的!

Men fu11 of sloth and 閥leep simply drop out of曲e race! 
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How have we treated our treasure during these six hundred summers? 

Have we trod promising 伊拉lS~ progress and virtue our goal? 

Comely and fair is the countlγ， crested with snow-covered glaciers, 

azure and empty the sky, ocean resplendently bri的t.

Ah! but up on the lava where Axe River plummets forever 

into the Almanna Gorge, Althing is vanished and gone. 

Snorri's old site is a sheep-pen; the Law Rock is hidden in heather, 

blue with the berries that make boys - and the ravens - a feast. 

Oh you children oflceland, old and young men together! 

See how your forefathers' fame faltered - and p臨時d from the earth! 

(Translation: Ringler, 2002) 

2. “Tvisöngur in rehearsal". Ó min flaskan 企fða. Icelandic folk song. Words: 

Eggert Ólafsson. Male Voice Choir Hreimur, September 2005，寸da1ir

Communìty Ha1l.' 

Drinking song from E路ert Ólafsso的 28 stanza “bottle verses". 1832. The transcription 

comes from Þorsteinsson's 1906-9 collection. Cited by Ingólfsson (2003: 150) 倒~ secu1ar 

contrafactum to two popular Marian texts, possibly pre-Reformation. The text uses sexual 

imagery to describe the drinking of alcohol 企'om “my beautiful bottle" - kissing its hot 

mouth and being surprised upon discovering its contents! (see p. 21) 

3. Rím叮.Indri說， September 2005, Y甘心可a11. (see p. 20) 

a) Battle scene 企om Hålfc晶narfmur.

This r(mur recalls an ancient battle, long before Iceland was settled, told in the epic saga 

Heimskringla, and recounted in this r(mur by Hannes Bjω羽翩。n (1 776-1838). 

b) Skålfhendinga 

訂lis particul紅色rm ofrím肘 is known 路 ská.仰endinga (lit "shaking phrases"). The 白宮t

verse here is from Há仰'ánarlmur; the second was made up by Indriði's fj岫er for his 

children and concems the comings and goings of imaginary people who lived on imaginary 

farms all over the family's farmt 

c) A folk ta1e 

Thisp的m recalls an old folktale ofa man 油at escaped judgement and the death penalty (7), 

presumably in the middle ages. 

Whilst Indriði does not sing with the Male Voice choir, he is one of the only 間maining

practitioners of Icvæð耐切rpur in the locality. 1 have taken 必e liberty of including the three 

e油'acts here 企om his repertoire of thousands. Taken together with Þórgrímur's two 
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examples they illustrate something of the great diversity in vocalising rfmur and indicate a 

far less homogenous and far more individual style than studies appear to suggest. 

4. Rímur and folk rnelodies. Þorgrím\汀， August 2005, Húsavík. (see p. 20) 

a) Stδkur 

Two verses from Númerímur by Sigurður Breiðfjö的(1798-1846). Sigu的叮 is widely 

considered Iceland's best poet of也is most popular and prolific fonn - rfmur. These verses 

describe sunrise on a summer moming, the sun combing its hair, and animals waking up. 

The two melodies heard here were taught to Þorgr虹nur by Margrét Hjálmarsdóttir (see p. 

234) 

b) Átj如 hrossa afl sem bér 

Þorgrfmur was taught this rímur by his grandfather; its subject Is a larger than life “ 18 

horsepower" figure from ancient times. He is unsure of its origin, but its subject matter 

suggests one ofthe classic sagas ofheroism and strength. 

c) Sw虹i ha11缸

d) Vðgguvisa 

Two Icelandic folk tunes: the frrst, describes the passing of summer and the arrival of snow 

in the mountains - tbe meJody sung here has some slight variations from the one more 

usually sung. The se∞nd is a children's verse (Vðg伊vísa， lit “cradJe song") that Þo增加叮

leamt from his aunt and, he claims, was once widely sung. The text talks of somebody bad 

being outside the bedroom window, perhaps an outlaw or evil spirit. 

5. “Mother & Son". Sestu f homið 阿通 rnér. Music: J6nas Þorbergsson. Words: 

Stephan G. Stephansson. Baldir Baldvinsson & Sigrún J的sdóttÎr frå Ran阱，

1965(?). 

Family recording ofBaldur aged 17(?) singing with his mother. (see p. 68) 

6. “Song brothers". Baldur Ba1dvinsson & Baldvin Kr. B a1dvinsson, 

accompanist: Ulrich Ólafsson, 1986, Hafnafjö的前﹒

吋 Hríslan og lækurinn. Music: Ingi T. Lårusson. Words: Påll Ólafsson. 

The song was written by Ingi T. Lárusson (1892-1946), an amateur composer from the 

Eastern fjords. The text is concemed with the lover-like relationship between saplings and 

streams.τ'he saplings are woken to life by the spring's hot kiss. Recording: Sigurður 

Árnason. 
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b) Gras. Music: Sigfì的 Halldórsson. Words: Ulfur Ragnarsson. 

Written by one of Iceland's most prolific composers of popular. light and dance music 

( 1920-1996) 企'Om Hafuarfjörður near Reykjavik, the sentiment is best expressed thus: being 

clever means knowing that summer comes after winter! Recording: Sigw加r Ámason. (see 

p.69) 

7. Rósin. Music: Friðrik Jónsson. Words: Guðmundur G. Halldórsson. Male 

Voice Choir Hreimur & Baldur Baldvinsson, April 1999, Y dalir Community 

Hall. 

Friðrik Jónsson (1915-1997) was a local amateur composer and church harmonium 

player/choir director for many decades. Rós;n (The Rose) is one of his most popul訂

melodies. Arrangement: Robert Faulkner. Recording: Sigurður R臼1ar Jónsson. HR002. (see 

pp. 192 & 214) 

8. 凹， bí og blaka. Icelandic folk melody and text. Male Voice Choir Hreimur & 
Baldur Baldvinsson, April1999, Ydalir Community Hall. 

Bí, bf og blaka is the most well-known and well-used of Icelandic lullabies. Recording: 

SigurδurR郎1ar Jónsson. HR002. 

9. Wedding Dance. Estonian folksong. Translation: Friðrik Steingrímsson. Male 

Voice Choir Hreim凹， November 2003, Hólakirkju, Reykjavík. 

Inviting people to a wedding feast 自 drinks， good cakes and a great night ahead for the bride 

and groom. Recording: Sigurður Rúnar Jónsson. HR003. (閱e p. 142) 

10. Mamma ætlar að sofna. Music: Sigvaldi Kaldalóns. Words: Davíð 

Stefánsson. Male Voice Choir Hreimur, April 2002，可('dalir Community Hall. 

A popular lullaby - the sister is encouraged to sleep, because mother is so tired and needs to 

rest. (Recording: Sigurður Rúnar Jónsson. HR003. (see pp. 113 & 211) 

11.“'A song for a funeral". Lengi grét alda ein. Music: Russian, unknown 

composer. Words: Einar G. Ein前son. Male Voice Choir Hreimur & Ólafur 

Kj缸臨n Sigurðarson*, accompanist: Juliet Faulkner, November 2003, 

Hólakirkju, Reykjavík. 

This Russian song is concemed wi自 a storm at sea and its tragic impact on a ship's crew. 

Recording: Si.卸的urR的ar Jónsson. HRI∞3. (see p. 183) 
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12. Kvöldblíðan lognværa. Music: Fredrich Silcher. Words: Guðmundur 

Guδmundsson. Male Voice Choir Hreimur, April 1999, Ydalir Community 

Hall. 

A German piece sung to an Icelandic poem describing a stilllcelandic summer evening and 

a vision ofrural idyll! Recording: Sigurður Rúnar Jónsson. HR002. (see pp. 77，肘， 214&

258) 

13. A Sprengisandi. Music: Sigvaldi Kalda泊的. Words: Grímur Thomsen. Male 

Voice Choir Hreimur, April1999，寸dalir Community Hall. 

This song, one of Iceland's most well known, is about the uninhabited Icelandic highlands 

and outlaws. It also reflects belief in á/agablettir - haunted or deadly places. Recording: 

SigurðurR白nar Jónsson. HR002. (see pp. 111 & 181) 

14. Í Ásbyrgi. Music: Aðalsteinn fs仰的. Words: Þorgrímur Bjömsson. Male 

Voice Choir Hreimur, accompanists: Erlingur Bergvinsson, Aðalsteinn 

Ís盼的， Þórarinn Reynir Illugason & Juliet Faulkner, April 1999，寸dalir

Community Hall. 

Aðalste恤， who plays here on the harmonica, composed this song about a romantic 

encounter in the natural monument of Åsbyrgi. The text is by the same Þorgrfmur Bjömsson 

who sings the Icelandic rimur above. Recording: SigurδurR伽lar Jónsson. (see pp. 106, 111, 

161 & 191) 

15. “Singing in the power station". Ulfì眩， Laxárvirkjan hydroelectric power 

station, September 2005. (see pp. 102 & 154) 

a) Engi græ個r Íslendinginn. Icelandic folk melody and text 

Another text to the popular Hólωemma melody, widely sung, though normally in 2-開巾，

especial1y by men when under the influence of alcohol.. .. 

b) Erla, góða Er1a. Music: Sigvaldi Kalda峙的. Words: Stefán 師 Hvítadal.

Another popular lullaby, composed by Sigva1di Kaldalóns nationally acclaimed as 

“Iceland's Schubert弋

16. “A night in the mountain hut", Icelandic sheep-farmers, Icelandic highlands, 
September 2004. (see p. 119 & 152) 

a) Sveini kátur syn的. Music: unknown (German?). Words: unknown. 

This exhortation to “happy lads 個 sing" is we l1 known and often sung informa11y at parties 

and gatherings like this. The men have 個 spend two nights in the mountain hut whilst 
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rounding up sheep and despite the need for an early start the morning after, singing and 

dr凶king may carry on into the night. 

的 Yfir kaldan eyðisand. Icelandic folk melody and text. 

Yfrr kaldan eyði胡nd or “H61astemma" is probably a 1伊 century tune (see Ing61fsson, 

2003: 191). Though sung in 2-parts, it has nothing stylistically in common with tvísöngur, 

but remains one of the most popular songs at informal gatherings - especially when 

Icelandic brennivln is consumed! 

17. 叮n the coach on the way home after the concert." Nú máttu hægt. Music: 

Heinrich Pfeil. Words: Þorsteinn Erlingsson. Male Voice Choir Hreim\汀，

October 2004, Skagafjörður. 

A romantic import from mainland Europe, Stil1 ruht der See, by the German composer 

Heinrich pfeil (1 835-1899), is a great favourite among Male Voice Choirs in Iceland where 

it is known as Nú máttu hægt - a lullaby for a “gentle, bright July ni訓". Several notes in 

the published Icelandic version are not apparently the same 部 pfeil's original melody. This 

is fairly typica1 of a large amount of repertoire here that h酪 depended upon oral 

transmission. (see p. 145) 

18. “Singing children to sleep". Bensi, September 2005, Hólmavað. (see pp. 

109住 &208的

吋間， bí og blaka. Icelandic folk melody and poem. 

An intimate, private version ofthe lullaby sung publicly above by Ba1dur and Hreimur. 

b) Sofðu unga ástin mfn. Icelandic folk melody. Words: Jóhann 

Si邵.ujónsson.

Local poet J6hann Sig叫的sson wrote the text of this nationally well-known lullaby. The 

melody is an old Icelandic fo1k制ne.

c) Dvel ég í draumahöll. Music: Thorbjörn Egner. Translation: Kristján frá 

Djupa1æk 

This song comes from the Norwegian children's musical Animals in the Woods by 

Thorbjörn Egr鯽. but is traditiona11y sung for almost all Icelandic children 

d) Jésu bróðir be叫.Mu討c: A. P. Berggreen. Words: Páll Jónsson. 
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One ofIceland's most popular children's hymns, even though the melody, by Berggreen, is 

not Icelandic. 

e) Fljúga hvítu fiðrildin. Icelandic folk rnelody. Words: Sveinbjöm 

Egi1sson. 

叫lÎs folk melody is sung to dozens of different texts in thisferskeytlur form. 

19) Úr 白tsæ rísa Íslandsfjδ11. Music: Páll Ís61fsson. Words: Davíð Stefánsson. 

Male. Voice Choir Hreimur, accompanist: Juliet Faulkner, Apri1 1992, Ydalir 

Comrnunity Hall. 

This song by Páll Is61fsson (1893-1974), a pupil ofMax Reger, was originally written for 

solo voice. It is far more regularly performed by male voice choi嗨， and is almost 

compulsory repertoire for them. Its themes of Icelandic mountains appearing on the 

horizon, glacie嗨. the importance of the Icelandic lan仰醉， rural settings, and the farming 

class, all echo the main constructs of the Icelandic nationalist movement. Recording: 

Sigurður Rúoar J6nsson. HR 001. (see p. 77) 

20) “Stretching musically". S61skin í Dako個 (exce中t). Music: örlygur 

Benediktsson. Words: Káinn. Male Voice Choir Hreirn\汀， April 2002, Ydalir 

Community Hall. 

One of two short “stemma", written by the son of one of the men 切Hreimur male voice 

choir. The text is 紛ken 企om Só/skin I Dakola - “Sunshine in Dakota" by Kåinn, one of the 

thousands ofIcelanders who emigrated west across the Atlantic. (甜e p. 275) 

* Un1ike the singers who are the 臼ntra! focus ofthis s個旬， Óla伽利artan Sigurðarson is a 

professional singer. Ólafur Iives in Reykjavik and has sung with Male Voice Choir Hreimur 

as a guest soloist in both concerts and recordings. Trained at the Royal Academy of Music 

inLοndon and Royal Scottish Academy in Glasgow, Ólafur has sung many roles in opera 

both in Iceland and in Europe notably with English Touring Opera and Holland Park Opera. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 On Being a Singer 

1 am a singer. 1 have been sure 'Of that fact since 1 was ab'Out 9 'Or 10 years 'Old 

when 1 sung S'OI'O t'O an audience 'Of ar'Ound 'One hundred 'Of my primary sch'O'Ol 

peers. As 1 remember it, a11 the 'Other children at this end-'Of-year cabaret sh'Ow, 

t 'Old j 'Okes 'Or mimed t'O P'OPul叮 s'Ongs 'On 45 r.p.m. gram'Oph'One rec 'Ords. 1 clearly 

remember feeling differe帥. feeling special, singing a s'Ong called 

The impact 'Of t血ha剖t V'Ocal epiphany. and the subsequent and c 'Ontinuing influence 

也別 my V'Ocality has had thr'Ough'Out my life, and 'On all 的pec的'Of my Self, is 

s'Omething 血at 1 haveoften th'Ought about, but have c'Ome t 'O understand m'Ore 

fully 的 1 have been investigating the role 'Of singing in the everyday lives 'Of 'Other 

pe'Ople. 

This is n'Ot 也'Ough an aut'Obi 'Ographical study, but a study 'Of 'Other singers 

and singing in 'Ordinary, everyday settings. Thr'Ough v'Ocal bi'Ographiesand 

ethn'Ographies, 1 shall attempt t 'O examine v'Ocal behavi'Our and the meaning 也at is 

made 'Of 祉， in investigating psych'OI'Ogical percepti'Ons of singing's r'Ole in the 

creati'On 'Of pers'Onal and S'Ocial identity and its functi 'On in daily life. Because 'Of 

this w 'Ork's psych'OI'Ogical f'OCUS and my undeniable implicati 'On in the symb'Olic 

interacti'Onist paradigm 1 have ad 'Opted, s'Ome kind 'Of psych'O-self-analysis seems 

appr'Opriate, if 'Only t'O rec 'Ognise my 'Own sU均ectivity 'Openly. The V'Ocal incident 

recalled above 企om my childh'Ood, my mem'Ories 'Of it and many 'Other v'Ocal 

experiences are relevant t'O my position 扭曲is study as ethn'Ographer, researcher, 

and ìnterpreter 'Of 'Other pe'Ople's experiences. They raise important 

epistem'OI'Ogical questi'Ons that have c'Ome t'O the f'Ore in recent ethn'Ographical 

disc'Ourse and in phen'Omen'OI'Ogical research 也e'O討的. F'Or n'Ow, 1 ask the reader, 

especially 也.ose 'Of m'Ore l'Ogical-P'Ositivist persuasi'Ons, t'O hum'Our my app前ently

anecd'Otal indulgences a little l'Onger. 

Reflectively analysing my 'Own experience ab'Ove, 1 have n'Oticed 也at

there was a syn'Onymity f'Or me between being a singer and being a perf'Ormer. A 

singer is s'Omebody special and my identity as a singer enabled me ωdifferentiate 



positively between others and mySèlfby projecting Self as vocal performer. In her 

discussion of solo performer's identity, Davidson notices a similar “projected 

self' in reflections about her own developing musical identity and relates this to 

Goffman's theory (1959), where the ability 切 use this “mask" or “projected self', 

is seen as essential to effective social interaction and to public discourse, which 

vocal performance undoubtedly is (Davidson, 2002b: 102). This was 也e kind of 

Self 也at dominated the next twelve or thirteen years of my life. Following the 

vocal event recalled above 1 was soon singing solos regularly with a church choir; 

it was especially popul缸 to have a boy soloist at the many weddings held in this 

busy parish church. In addition, 1 sang the title role in a production of Gian Carlo 

Menotti's Amahl and the Night Visitors and sung bo也 sacred and secular 

repertoire at occasional concerts. Through puberty, adolescence and early 

adulthood I aspired to construct and maintain an identity as vocal performer, a 

singer. Without doubt, this was a vision of the “functional", professional singer, 

not 血e singing as everyday life in social or culture 也eory. Popular music, often 

seen as more representative of the aesthetics of everyday and social sites of the 

expressive，前 in Wil1is's seminal study Common Culture (1990), was not played 

in my teenage home at all. Listening to it elsewhere always felt like an illicit act 

of my alter ego, though never sufficiently tempting to distract me from the single

minded pursuit ofbecoming a professional singer. 

Research looking at a11 aspects of the professional singer can be found in 

abundance in a wide range of pat吋igms inc1uding vocal physiology, vocal 

acoustics, teaching and training strategies, and vocal identity. Individuals in this 

co中間 have a particular role or “function" to play as specia1ist singers in modern 

Westem society and in capitalist systems. Even their repertoire- a great deal of 

which was certainly never intended for “functional" singers and which originally 

had much more in common with everyday life than contemporary recital hall 

performances of it suggest 一 has been researchedand analysed from a myriad of 

musicological, literary and technical perspectives. Academic and popular 

biographies of professional singers abound, and wi也 the aid of modern marketing 

strategies, some of. these. individua1s have been eleva紐d to almost mythical 

celebrity status. 甘lis
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franchised version! Pop Idol's search for the latest and best marketable vocal 

commodity unashamedly reinforces the notion of singer 的“functional

professional performer". In itself, it would make for an interesting subject for 

ethnographic or social-psychological research, just as the karaoke phenomena has 

before it (see Welch and Murao, 1994. Lum, 1996). 

It becomes c1ear very quickly therefore, that 出eories of everyday life and 

of special events are dialectical and not as discreet as some might imagine 凹的

my own story of early vocal experience sugges個. As Abrahams (1 997) and more 

recently Berger and Del Negro (2004) have pointed out, the concepts can be more 

useful when they are seen as reflecting a continuity of interpretative frameworks. 

Defining and developing these concepts as they relate to an individual's vocal 

behaviour will be one ofthis study's concems. 

Even allowing for the obvious problems with definitions of everyday 

expressive practices, very little rese訂'ch can be said to address the issues of 

singing in contemporary Westem societies except via the professiona1 or aspiring 

professiona1 singer. Notable exceptions have been concemed wi也 singing，

infancy, and early musical development and with questions relating to music and 

vocal education generally. A growing literature reports on investigations into 

early infant-carer interaction and looks at the very special role of vocal behaviour 

in the everyday life of adult female carers and infants. Trevarth閉's concept of 

communicative rnusicality and other research by Malloch,. implicate vocal 

interaction as a fundamental socializing agent (Trevarthan, 1999, 2002; Mallo泊，

1999). Looking at an older age grm中， Campbell has adapted her considerable 

ethnographic experience to the urban setting of the everyday American 

playground in her study of Songs in Children 's Heads (1998). 

With the exception of the karaoke phenomena - subject of some 

considerable research, academic conferences, and publications - adult vocal 

behaviour has fared far worse in research 1i記rature. What little there is has tended 

to look almost exc1usively at 由e choral experience. In the language of cultur叫

studies，出e choral experience is normally interpreted as a special event in special 

spaces, rather than as the everyday. It nevertheless plays an important p缸t in the 

vocal experience of individual men whose stories will be related here later and 也e

choral element helps to illus扯到e 也e dia 
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exception is a version of the three boys' song from Mozart's The Magic Flule, 

which 1 now know as a popular Icelandic carol enjoying folk song-like status. 1 

have subsequently learnt, sung and even taught many of these tunes 

Here was another of those seminal vocal experiences; the realisation that 

出is family were all singers and, more impo此ant1y， that a mother and father and 

their two daughters could sing in harmony a whole repertoire of songs in a manner 

也at seemed to be 的 natur叫 to them as eating and drinking. The “socialness" of 

musical experience as a co中orate and democratic activity..shared in a very 

specific social context outside of what 1 had assumed to be singing's natural 

setting of the concert or recital hall, opera-house or church, caused me to question 

very seriously what it was 也at 1 had always thought a singer 的 be. As an aspiring 

“扣nctional" singer, it struck me 也at the rest of the populace could not simply be 

dismissed as dysfunctional ones. 

Having lived in Iceland for almost twenty ye缸丸 1 have seen plenty of 

evidence 由.at， for members of this p前tic叫ar extended family, and for many others 

- some of whose stories are told here - singing plays a fundamentally cen甘al part 

in everyday behaviour, and that 也.e meanmg 也ey make of singing, and of the 

songs 吐ley sing, appe前s to have strong social and person叫 significance. 1 have no 

evidence to suggest 也at everybody in this sp虹sely pop吋叫“缸ea ofN.E. Iceland 

sings, but having witnessed 由e prolific use of song in the everyday lives of these 

people, 1 have felt compelled to investigate their vocal behaviour and its social 

and personal function more fully and systematically. 

1.2 00 Beiog a Man 

It is not only my vocal identity th前 implicates me in this study: 1 am a man and 

this study is specifically about men's vocal behaviour. Ignoring questions about 

the gendered nature of vocal behaviour and vocal identity is oot an option. The 

fact 也at 也atitw部 ever possible at all, illus甜甜的 the kind of masculine hegemony 

which feminism and gender theories have attempted to cha11enge. 叮lis research 

might justifiably be seen as belonging to the realm of men's studies, enquiring 

into the social and psychological functions that singing plays in men's lives 前也e

beginning of the third millennium; how does sex and gender - seen eitherω 

social constructio的目的 biological determinan個- impact men's voca1ity? What 
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difference does being a man make to being a singer, or being a singer make to 

being a man? How, what, where and why do men sing? 

Some people in the West may feel 也at men' s singing in everyday life is an 

endangered phenomenon. Certainly, the apparent1y increasing problems of ge前mg

boys to sing in schools are well known to many working in education (Adam 

Adler, 2003; H訓， 2005). As an educator myself, and as a conductor of mixed 

children's choirs, it Ìs my contention that what goes on here, to use a concept from 

a classical psychological theory of gender, is masculine protesr(Al. Adler, 1992). 

Whilst striving to emphasize or even achieve masculinity is more commonly 

linked with aggression or highly competitive behaviour, boys refusing to sing can 

be seen in similar terms as the denial of the feminine and the accentuation of the 

masculine. Feminine associations with 曲e soprano voice in particular and, since 

we 缸'e t祉king here about unbroken voices, by implication wi也 song in general, 

can easi1y lead ωthe establishing of a value-judgement system that makes 

singing, especially for boy's with unbroken voices, a highly undesirable activity. 

In any case, when the need arises, modern technology can compensate for the 

absence of personal vocal skil1s: contempor前y Western man can pay others to 

sing for him. He can store a whole range of vocal repertoire to suit the moods and 

demands of everyday 1i品， instant1y accessible at 也e press of a button on identity 

accessories like the iPod. Instead of wooing potential p訂tners by singing sexual 

sentiments, 1ike Don Giovanni's “Deh vieni alla finestra", he is much more likely 

to revert to a CD compi1ation for affective impact over a candle-lit supper. The 

music is custom chosen to make an impression，的“sing" something about the 

men.lf， ωJames (1892) claims, man has as many different Selves as there are 

people whose opinion he cares about, then he may have a CD collection to match, 

enabling him to try out different songs with different 組nds of visitors, despite 也e

limitations or even the absence of a real, personal, physiological voice. Perhaps 

this is where the cliché 

collection" really comes from. 

Reflecting on my recent first visit to an international rugby match, 1 

remind myself that, regardless of the problems 油倒 have been observed in getting 

boys 切 sing， men do in fact still sing. Hearing tens of thousands of men singing 

the spiri胸前，“Swing Low",' and phrases from Parry's nationalistic hymn, 

“'Jerus叫em弋 raised questions in my mind about c 
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identity. Similar displays of collective masculinity can be heard on the terraces of 

certain Italian football clubs, as fascist Mussolini songs are sung; vocally 

untrained, male “non-performers" do use their singing voices, and they clearly use 

them as agents in the construction of a11 kinds of social identities. Furthermore a 

wide range of ethnographic research, including studies into the Barber Shop 

tradition (Stebbins, 1996) the South African male vocal 甘adition of “Nightsong" 

(Erlmann, 1996), of men singing in Crete (Magri剖， 2000), Bulgaria (Ri切， 1994) 

and Albania (Sugarman, 1997), al1. appear to underline the importance of gender 

in vocality and ofvocal behaviour in the performance of gender identity. 

1.3 Methods and Theoretical Frameworks 

1 have no intention however of pursuing a generic theory of men's vocal 

behaviour, even though cross-cultural comparisons may be made when they seem 

appropriate. 1 shall in fact be fo l1owing an essentially idiographic paradigm and 

employing fundamentally different methods to those used in the studies 

mentioned above. The individual singers featured here live in the north east of the 

remote North At1antic island of Iceland, just south of the Arctic Circ1e; their 

voices and life histories will be the main focus of discourse. Through informal and 

extensive interviews, thirteen menhave engaged in autobiography: they have 

shared very personal stories of their voca1 behaviour and of singi峙's role in their 

lives. Additionally 也ey and sixteen 0也er men kept vocal diaries for a week, 

making regular note of 也eir voca1 behaviour, of its content and context and 

reflecting upon the function and agency of vocal events in their everyday lives. 

Once 1 have completed an exposition of theoretica1 and local contexts in the next 

three chapters it is my aim th剖 these men's voices, and in particular that 

belonging to one man, Ba1d\汀， should never be far from our ears and minds. This 

is consistent wi由 a phenomenological power hierarchy and through a detailed 

analysis of interviews and di甜的;I hopeωbe able to develop provisional 

theories about men' s vocality by 1istening very c前'efully， to what they themselves 

sayabout 由eir voices and about their singing.This is an open study about re剖

people who really exist: no attempt is made at keeping their rea1 identity secret. It 

would be impossible and would serve no useful purpose. The men whose stories 

are told here have given their consent to such an approach and 1 甘ust that their 

-open col1aboration is respected here in proper ethica1 terms. Whilst many of my 
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interpretati'Ons 'Of their st'Ories have been sh訂ed with the men in the study, they 

remain the researcher's interpretati 'Ons 'Of 'Other pe'Ople's lived experience; the 

demarcati 'On between the tw'O will h 'Opefully bec'Ome c1earer as the study devel 'Ops. 

Generally speaking, it is seenωessential t 'O academic status and validity 

t'O limit a study t'O a singular, clearly defined framew'Ork within a c1early defined 

discipline 'Or even sub-discipline. Whilst having already ann'Ounced my intenti'On 

t'O f'Ocus 'On phen'Omen'Ol'Ogy, 1 feel that this needs t'O be qualified 企om the 'Outset. 

Essentially, 1 suggest, phen'Omen'Ol'Ogy is n'Ot a paradigm-specific meth'Od 'Or 

the'Ory, but an interpretative 'One, applicable t'O any manner 'Of phen'Omena acr'Oss 

the wh'Ole range 'Of disciplines and, n 'O less S'O, t'O 'Our understanding 'Of the 

structure and nature 'Of musical experience 一 t'O the s'Ocial sciences 'Of music like 

ethn'Omusic'Ol'Ogy, music s'Oci'Ol'Ogy and music psych'Ol'Ogy. In additi 'On, 

interpreting percepti'Ons 'Of phen'Omena rather than just qu'Oting them requires 

c'Ontextual kn'Owledge. As 1 shall explain later, it is p'Ossible t 'O make acase f'Or the 

unmediated rep'Orting 'Of Baldur's 'Or any 'Other individual's percepti'Ons 'Of v∞al 

behavi'Our, but interpretative meth'Ods rec 'Ognise the explicit r'Ole 'Of the researcher 

in devel'Oping meaning and the'Ory. 訂lis is n'Ot 'Objective empiricism - thou拉 1 do 

intend t'O make a case for its legitimacy as a rigorous academic meth'Od 一 the

researcher kn'Ows things and has experienced things that prejudice his 

interpretation. 百le wider and more th'Orough 也e knowledge, that can be brought 

to be前 on such an interpretati'On，由e greater the potential t'O devel 'Op deep and rich 

theories, however contingent such theories inevitably remain. Yet even 由is

knowledge, it should be recognised, is firmly situated in specific contexts and 

l'Ocales, and further dangers lie in the over-reading of the contextual fact'Ors up'On 

which 1 shall expand in the foll 'Owing chapters. 

It is f'Or 也is reas'On th剖 1 wish to postp'One the ad'Option of 

phen'Omenological meth'Ods and tum first to methods m'Ore traditionally associated 

with musicology, ethnomusicol'Ogy, or s'Oci'Ol'Ogy of music. In doing S'O, 1 副n

attempting to share what 1 think 1 know about this study's specific setting, so 油倒

也e reader might understand h 'Ow this has inf'Ormed 伽 interpretation 1 make and 

the theories 1 attempt 的 devel'Op. My interpretati'On is phenomenol'Ogical t 'O'O: it is 

n'Ot exhaustive and it is not impartial. In any case 1 think that 
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ethnomusicology, music sociology'and music psychology and in music education, 

without their being properly acknowledged or theorized; such studies may be 

theoretically the weaker for it. It is for this reason 由前 1 reserve a whole chapter of 

this thesis to 也e theorizing of phenomenology and to explaining its potential as a 

tool for understanding musical meaning and behaviour. In the same chapter, 1 

sha11 expound in detail the specific method of Interpretative Phenomenological 

Ana1ys妞， which is, in spite ofthe qualifications above, my main tool of enquiry. 

Whether this study might fit more neatly into ethnomusicologica1, 

sociologica1, or psychological paradigms is not then, my chief concem. Efforts at 

developing a comprehensive theory of Icelandic men's psychological perceptions 

of their voca1 behaviour must surely attempt to gain as many perspectives of it as 

possible and use whatever tools and methods are at our disposal to do so. At 也e

heart of phenomenology is Husserl's c1aim that every perception of a re剖 thing

provides only a partial. perspectiva1 adumbration of it (ci切d in Gior函. 1995: 29). 

The more profiles we 缸'e able to add to our portfolio of the thing, the richer our 

view of it will be. My perspectives on men' s singing and my interpretation of 

their perspectives on their singing have been formed by data that 1 have collected 

by applying historical, musicologica1, ethnomusicologìca1, sociological, and 

psychologica1 methods. This process does not sit easi1y wi也 the singular noun 

‘'framework", nor its metaphorica1 connotations of containment and therefore of 

exclusion, typical of many descriptions of specifica11y chosen research methods. 

Inclusive, contingent, and organic theoretica1 networks might be more useful in 

terms of developing post-positivist research methods. Moreover, it is my 

contention that re-thought music psychologies, in particular a soundly grounded 

conceptualisation of phenomenological music psychology, might facilitate the 

re∞，nstitution of the comprehensive study of the structure, content, and meaning 

of musica1 behaviour. Such a re-framing of music psychology might challenge, or 

副 least complime瓜， the simplistic reductionist sub-disciplinary approach, in 

favour of a holistic and individua1istic mode1. These 前e claims 1 intend to develop 

later. Initia11y thou阱， and in the following two chapters of 也is study 1 wi1l 

attempt to develop profiles of men's voca1 behaviour in Ice 
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the eidos of that experience, any worthwhile interpretation needs to be grounded, 

not just in these men's symbolic interactionist reconstruction site"s, but also in 

perspectives of 由eir singing's 肌肉ue sit明扭曲less， and of the musical objects 

themselves. These perspectives will gleaned and developed from the various sub

disciplines of musical study. Recognising, as interpretative phenomenology must, 

the role of the researcher in both the forming and the analysis of data, and in the 

building of theory, requires 也at 也e rese訂cher acknowledge the many and various 

perspectives - his view of the things in question 一出at inform" his interpretation. 

This is the precarious route to a rich and multi-layered theory of men's vocal 

behaviour that is my aim here. 

1.4 Structure 

Attempting to exhaust as many possibilities of the data as possible demands 曲.at 1 

engage with what Berger ~d Del Negro describe as the “chronic dia1ectic of 

theory and data" (2004: 38). The various chapters of 血is dissertation reflect an 

e缸。的 to engage di叫的個lly wi也 Icelandic men's voca1 behaviour; presenting their 

perceptions of, and reflections upon, singing; providing enough contextua1 

evidence to enable the reader to understand my interpretation of these men's 

voices; and developing contingent theories about the practice and meaning of 

men' s vocal activity. 

The second chapter contex仙alizes men's voca1 behaviour in Iceland by 

providing details of the settings from which their voca1 behaviour has emerged 

and some of the musica1 artefacts which have often been seen as peculiarly, and 

perhaps even uniquely, lcelandic. Whilst preferring the phenomenological route 

oflived experience and psychological perceptions ofvocal expe白的丸 rather 出an

traditiona1 ethnographic, musicological methodologies, there is still a rea1 need to 

consider to what extent pursuing a psychology of individua1ity excludes the 

significance of cultura11y specific and historically emergent themes. Many of 

these themes are subject to brief exposition in this chapter, reminding us of 也e

situatedness of all lived experience and the distinctive se版時 of this p前ticular

voca1 behaviour. Context like this is an essentia1 element in the informed 

interpretation of the men's voices th剖 1 sha11 provide later. 1 fe缸也at given the 

limitations of space, and the problems of deciding what con'記xt is relevant and 

what is not, the reader might be left wi也 superficial， genera1 impressions at best, 
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and at worst, stereotyped or highly selective ones. In problematizing some 

commonly held beliefs about the specific setting of the present study, and about 

the homogenized contexts quite widely adopted in ethnological and 

anthropological rese訂ch generally, we are reminded 也at any claims about the 

homogeneity of cultural settings, or about 由e proclivity of members of a group 

because of it 一 this perceived cohesion and uniformity - need to be thoroughly 

tested. In doing so, we find ourselves exploring the dialectic between the 

idiographic and the nomothetic, the collective and the individual. . 

Whilst talking of a psychology of individua1ity has been increasingly 

common in general psychologica1 discourse for more than a decade, a music 

psychology of individua1ity seems still far removed. Efforts at maintaining certain 

qualities deemed prerequisite to academic respectability for a discipline still on 

the periphery of music studies might perhaps have denied us important 

perspectives on musica1 phenomena and limited our understanding of musical 

meaning and behaviour. Rethinking some ofthe basic tenets ofmusic psychology重

we might find 曲的 there is an altemative model, not bound to the natural sciences 

but to hermeneutics, and in particular to the kind of hem闊的utics based on 

introspection and ref1ection. Whilst stil1 maintaining an appropriate academic 

rigour, the application of such methods might enable the development of theories 

of musical meaning which 甘uly recognise musicians or more specifica11y in 也is

instance, singers，的 persons and not 的 nat叮a1 0旬的ts. This is 曲e kind of model 1 

have attempted to develop in order to investigate Icelandic men's voca1 behaviour. 

In chapter three, 1 review some of the literature and 血eories 也at have been centra1 

to the development of this general psychology of individuaIity and make a claim 

for its fuller integration and wider acceptance in the psychology of music along 

the lines ofthe present study. In chapter four, 1 wish to tum attention to concepts 

of the everyday, identity, and idiography, and to some innovative work from 

music sociology th剖 is particularly relevant 如 the present s如dy. A recent 

publication by Del Negro and Berger attempts to rebalance what they perceive as 

也e under晶eorization of concepts of the everyday and identity (Berger and Del 

Negro, 2004); many of the 曲eoretical issues 也.ey raise are relevant to 也e

discussion of men's vocaI behaviour here. Ot 
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企ameworks she has developed from music sociologist Adorno (DeNora, 2003). 

At this stage, the theoretical framework for this study should be well established 

at last. If the journey seems a long one it is because of the importance 1 attach to 

examining men's singing from as many perspectives as possible: 

phenomenological psychology is essential1y the lens through which 1 hope to be 

able to illuminate and focus upon various sociological, ethnological, 

anthropological and psychological face的 ofmen's vocal behaviour. 

If 1 am to remain faithful to the phenomenological psychology paradigm, 

then nothing Ìs more important than my maintaining the clarity and authority of 

men's own voices, oftheir perceptions and oftheir making ofvocallife histories. 

In chapter five therefore 1 briefly expand on the significance of life histories as 

research method, explaining the particular methods used here in their collection 

and in the collection of other personal data about men's vocal behaviour. The 

chapter focuses primarily 也ough on the story of one individual Icelandic man -

Baldur. In doing so, 1 move Baldur's voice to central stage, tel1ing his vocal 

biogr叩hy 卸的 much detail as possible, providing some local context where 

necessary, but as fi訂的 possible without my mediating or interpreting. Chapter six 

turns to the building oftheory: firstIy, 1 hope to c1ar.ify a dichotomy between real 

things and perceptions of them，倒也ey relate to Baldur's life history. Secondly, 1 

wish 的 look at one more app前ent dichotomy that may have relevance for our 

understanding of Baldur's perception of singing: the s% performer and the 

everyd.砂 singer. Thirdly, we shall look at emerging themes, in particular those 

relating to singing and the construction of social and physical Self and 的 the vocal 

performance of gender. The importance Baldur attaches to singing as a central to 

his construction of Self willlead to a tentative hypothesis about the role of sin斟ng

as a core element of his personal identity, for which I borrow frarneworks from 

William James (1890,1892,1902) and from Weber's recent revision of James's 

seminal 也eory of Self (Weber, 2000). 甘le chapters following examine this 

hypothesis in more detail, constructing its extension by looking at other men's 

narratives and vocal diaries. Brief biographical profiles of these men 的 provided

in chapter seven, and chapters eight, nine and ten look respectively at how singing 

has agency in each of tl 
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'Of this interpretati 'On a priori 'Ont'O the data. Many 'Of Ba1dur's th'Oughts have very 

clear implicati'Ons f'Or the c'Onstructi 'On 'Of gender identity and it W 'Ould seem 

wh'Olly inappr'Opriate t'O write ab'Out his and 'Other men's singing, with'Out tackling 

gender issues head 'On. This study can in many senses, be described as bel 'Onging 

t'O the realm 'Of “men's studies". Chapter eleven exarnines v'Ocal behavi'Our 仕'Om

the interpretative frarnew 'Ork 'Of masculinities and gender studies. 

Agency implies change. Ifmusic, 'Or m 'Ore particularly, singing has agency 

in pers'Onal and s'Ociallife, then it needs t'O be illustrated clearly h 'OW and what it is 

that singing changes. Chapter twelve l'O'Oks at h'OW men perceive singing as having 

the P'Otentia1 t 'O change Self in all S'Orts 'Of directi 'Ons and senses. S'Ometimes 由is is 

a questi 'On 'Of regulating m'O'Od in everyday life. whilst 'Other ex前nples indicate 

h'OW v'Ocal behavi'Our is seen as life transf'Orming 'Or, 'Of having the P'Otentia1 t'O 

change national m'O'Od and nati'Onal identity. In l'O'Oking at s'Ome 'Of these v'Ocal 

incidents, 1 retum again t 'O w'Ork by DeN'Ora, using her m'Odel 'Of musica1 events t'O 

analyse men's percepti'Ons and devel'Oping it t 'O l'O'Ok at voca1 events 'Over wh'Ole 

life spans. The final chapter summarizes the study's vari'Ous findings, rec 'Ognises 

its limitati'Ons, and discusses the p'O記ntia1 f'Or devel 'Oping s'Ome 'Of its maj 'Or themes 

in future research. 

Pr'Oviding 曲。 reader with an experience 也at pr'Ovides anything m'Ore than 

the m'Ost superficia1 'Of insights int'O a f'Oreign c'Ommunity and its v'oca1 practices is 

a difficult challenge. Reading Magrini' s 甜甜甜'Ch 'Of Cretan men and their v'Ocal 

practice was interesting in 2003, but a ye前 later. having visited the 訂閱 h

western Crete 'Ofwhich Magrini speaks. 1 rushed back t 'O her study, reading it with 

the landscape. hist 'Ory, and pe'Ople f切sh in my mind t'O disc 'Over It greatly changed. 

Few readers 'Of my study will have had cause t 'O vÎsit Iceland in the n'Orth Atlantic 

and l'Ong bef'Ore my visit t'O the Mediterranean island 'Of Crete 1 had c'Onsidered 

how the huge gap in 也e reader' s experience might be bridged. 百le visit 

enc'Ouraged me t'O pursue an unc 'Onventi'Onal s'Olution that 1 had been 

experimenting with f'Or the pa到 year 'Or S'O. Music rec'Ordings acc'Ompany many 

ethn'Ographic studies 一 1 have kept with that traditi'On, in pr'Oviding both studi'O and 

field recordings 出.at might prove enlightening. The rec'O吋ings reflect a wide 

range 'Of settings and repert'Oire 血.at rnen in the study implicate in the study 'Or 由at

1 c'Onsider important t 
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performed by “ functions" groups, in which several members of the choir play and 

sing for ba11s and dances. As we shall see, this would have made the recording 

collection even more ec1ectic, and more faithful to the variety of many of these 

men's experiences. It should be stressed however, that it is not an aim of this 

study to provide analytical study of musical performances or of any of the wide 

range of vocal genres 也at appe訂 here. Other ethnographic publications often 

contain a few plates of black and white field trip photographs, providing some 

kind of perspective, however limited, on often-exotic locations. 1 decided to 

remain closer to 也e interpretative phenomenological framework in collaboration 

with Iong-standing 企iend， artist, and photographer, J6n Ásgeir Hreinsson: the 

photographs that are inc1uded here should be seen as interpretations of data. 

thought out, and selected from an analytical perspective. Some of the photographs 

are realistic snap shots. others are carefully produced and selected images: all 訂e

offered as yet another perspective on men' s eveηday vocal behaviour in the north 

of lceland and an effort 切 situa但也is study in a specific conte~t through visual 

senses. 1 have no more control over the viewer's interpretation of these pictures 

由an 1 have over the interpretation of the 100,000 words that accompany them, 

though in academic circles there is a tendency to think we have. 1t is in the nature 

of the theoretica1 framework adopted here to question such presumptions. 

Whatever, both the viewer and reader must reflectively and critica11y sort out the 

epistemological issues for themselves. 

Notes on quotations in the thesis: 

Ellipses between brackets [...] indicate that part of the original qu叫“ion is omitted. Ellipses 

without brackets ... indicate pauses by the speaker. Italics between brackets indicate explanations 

or translations added by the author 抽 clarify quotations. Other italics are indicated by “My italics" 

and are used for emphasis, the narrator's original emphasis in speech, or the author's. In the case 

ofthe former, this is stated. 
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2 DEVELOPINGA THEORETICAL BASIS FOR 

INVESTIGATING MEN AND SINGING IN 

ICELAND 

If ever there was a bounded, self-contained society, it might be Iceland. 
It is a moderately large island in the middle of the North Atlantic with a 
small and relatively homogeneous population descended from ninth
century refugees from 也e unification of Norway. If ever there was an 
island of history, it, too might be Iceland. The settlers had hardly 
disembarked when 血eir descendants in the twelfth century began writing 
about their histories, fam i1y relationships, hardships, and victories. 
Iceland presents an image of a homogeneous island population with a 
long, well-recorded history - an apparently ideal subject for 
anthropologists looking for neat boundaries, self-contained cultures, and 
naturallaboratories (Durrenberger and Pálsson, 1996: 1). 

The quotation with which 1 begin this chapter, is the opening paragraph from a 

volume edited by Durrenberger and Pálsson，也at acω叫ly goes on to challenge 

these simplistic and .essentialist notions in a collection of anthropological images 

of con但mporary Iceland, covering such diverse themes as fishing, whaling, 

tourism, mountain women and the woman president, literacy, domestic violence, 

and housework and wage work. A tendency for researchers to homogenize is not 

limited to 也e traditional anthropological studies of which Durrenberger and 

Pálsson 前e critical. In appropriating 也e practices of other cultures and 

environments, scholars, and perhaps anthropologists, sociologists and 

ethnographers inμrticul缸， have often shown a proclivity to generalise about 

pattems of normative behaviour, to construct objective narratives about ethnicity 

and identity, and de品le neat, homogenous social systems. As Berger and Del 

Negro point out,“It can be difficult to avoid the essentialist error of reducing the 

diverse everyday experiences of an entire population to one under1ying wor1d

view" (2004: 128). 

The same is surely true of a great many ethnomusicological studies 曲at

present remarkably discreet and consistent music systems and behaviours in 

preference to a more problematical kaleidoscope of musical experier泌的出.at may 
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more accurately reflect everyday life for many members of any given society. 

Bruner's observation that the focus offoreign scholars on certain dance and music 

forms in Bali and Java has led Indonesians themselves to “privilege those forms" 

(1 993: 20), serves as a warning about the researcher's implicity in the field. Our 

work may affect more than the academic audience for whom we write, especially, 

it appe前s， when cohesive and neatly packaged findings are presented 企om

positions of power without appropriate efforts at problematizing 也em， or 剖

emphasizing their contingency. Fortunately, a reflexive re-positioning of the 

researcher in the field, and an acknowledgement of her/his impact on it, in 

anthropological and ethnographical literature generally, and in ethnomusicology 

specifically (see Titon, 1994), were already reflecting Bruner's concerns. As Rice 

acknowledges in his study of Bulgarian music, these developments made it fì叮

叮ess possible to write musical ethnography unselfconsciously and without 

embarrassment" (Rice, 1994: 9). 

Discourse surrounding the relationship between researcher and his subjects 

raises epistemological questions which make it far less tempting to claim 也.at

neatly formalised analyses and homogeneously defmed systems 前'e based on 

impartial observations of a social groups' behaviour in a naturallaboratory，部 if

they were somehow inherently cohesive or even congeni旭1. Individuals may not 

simply be the product of culture as bo也 Erchak (1992) and Morris (1994) have 

suggested. Cohen (1 985) has explained how such theories controversially treats 

society 部 a reified object, ontologically independent of its members, rather than 

Self as an ontology 也at informs and creates society. Nevertheless, Erch此's

theory does give proper regard to the constrictions and expectations that cultures 

may place upon individuals, and Lubart (1 999) has illustrated how different 

communities may encourage or restrain individual creativity both in general and 

in domain specific spheres and behaviours. It may well be the case then, that 

theories which recognise both possibilities and which desist from a simplistic 

dichotomy prove a far more frui位ù， if far more complex pa血， for those of us 

wishing to deepen our understanding of music's agency and meaning in society 

and in the individual liv.es of those who, in making music, make "伊 those

socíeties. 

Notable among e也nomusicological efforts to balance an underst 
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study of Bulgarian music through the Varimezov family (1994). His study 

illustrates one of the most difficult conundrums challenging all those who engage 

in research in the social sciences 一 the dialectic between the idiographic and the 

nomothetic, the individual and the collective. In a similar manner, a common and 

consistent theme in Durrenburger and Pálsson' s anthropological studies of 

contemporary Icelandic society is the notion of every Icelander as a special case. 

If every Icelander is special though, what is it 一 if it is anything - that makes him 

or her Icelandic? 8peaking the Icelandic language? Eating sheep's heads, so叮ed

ram's testicles, and shark at the Mid-Winter Feast? Or singing? Moreover, even if 

this is 甘ue of Icelandic society as a whole, to ~hat extent, how and why is it true 

for any individuals that make up th剖 society?

80 it is wi也 this particul訂戶oject 也斜， rather than concentrating on 

supposedly representative styles, genres or traditions, 1 prefer to focus on 

individual people and their vocal behaviour, singir毯's functionality in their social 

噁ency and in their personal and col1ective identities - singing's role in their 

everyday 1ives. 

None of this necessarily undermines the' importance of historical 

situatedness, nor those vocal styles and traditions 也at 前e in some ways at least, 

peculi缸 to Iceland. What it does, is to caution against an over-reading of their 

importance without grounding them thoroughly in somebody's experience. As the 

quotation at the beginning of this chapter suggests and even with the reservations 

expressed above，也is remote and exotic North Atlantic island might be expected 

to provide a richly fecund setting for music research adopting traditional 

ethnomusicological or historical perspectives. A case could be made for a study of 

men singing in Iceland following a similar kind of journey as recent studies about 

Cretan men singing, by Magrini (2000), or Erlmann's survey of men singing in 

SouthA企ica (1996), both ofwhich focus centrally, though in very different ways, 

on the ethnography of music in their respective settings. Whilst choosing to adopt 

a different method of investigation ﹒也at of phenomenological psychology - it is 

stil1 essential to place individual perceptions and experience in historical and 

social context. wh剖 fol1ows 也en， sets the scene for an informed, contextualised 

interpretation of Icelandic rnen's perceptions of vocal experience presented later 

in 也is thesis. ln th 
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relates to its small popul剖ion which has mitigated against the proliferation of 

significant sub-cultures (though 由ey are clearly and increasingly evidenced in the 

rapid and continued growth of the conurbation centred on Iceland's capital city) 

and emphasizes the specialness of being Icelandic. Traditionally the coun旬's

small population demanded individual versatility as opposed to specialisms; there 

has been a tendency therefore for Icelanders to play many roles - having more 

than one job. for example, was extremely common until very recently. Similarly, 

there is a clear tendency for Icelanders to claim joint ownership of al1 outstanding 

achievements by Icelanders, especia11y when any individual Icelander plays a 

successful role in an international arena. Secondly, Iceland's transformation in the 

twentieth century has been a particularly dramatic one and fo l1owed a period of 

isolation without parallel in Europe at least. During 500 years of famine, 

pesti1ence, colonial trade monopolies, a mini Ice Age, and volcanic activity，也at

has no equal in the modern world; Icelanders appear for the most p削 to have 

clung to voices from 也eir distant past. As systems theories of creativity would 

predict, expending a1most all energy and resources simply in order to survive 

these extraordinary hardships, combined with isolation from 1前ger c叫tura1

centres and over-riding pessimism, would hardly have facilitated the development 

of new songs or. of significantly individual voices (see Lubart, 1999: 345的

Nevertheless, in terms of Icelandic poetry or rímur, a great number of variant 

stanzaic forms developed 仕'om the origina1 quatrain form. Furthermo時， in spite of 

great materia1 hardship, this 開rticul訂 literature genre was passed on as a written 

tradition a吋 not just as an 0 ra1 one. 

2.1.1 Ancient Voices and Vocal Styles 

Two vocal ge肘'es in p缸ticul釘 appe前如 have dominated Icelandic singing for 

more than half a millennium until the closing decades of the nineteenth century. 

The most famous of these, the Icelandic Epic song or kvæðas.如rpur， is concerned 

with the performance of narrative me制叫 tales or rímur whose e前Hest ex胸前

texts date back to the fourteenth century (Steingrímsson, 2000). Iceland is 

universally renowned for its literature; from 也e Viking sagas,l to the works of 

Nobel prize winner Ha11d6r Laxness，2 曲e status of Icelandic literature belies the 

fact that there are probably little more than half a million speakers of the Icelandic 

language worldwide. In spite of the worldwide popul前ity of the many Icelandic 
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sagas, no Icelandic literary form has been produced in greater quantities than 

rÍmz帆 and from the available evidence it appears that rímur were rarely, if ever, 

simply read aloud (ibid.). Based on pre-existing sag帥， romances, or novels, rímur 

缸'e typically declaimed within a limited melodic range of around a minor third, 

using a narrow, bright, upper chest register, constricted pharynx and idiosyncratic 

tremolo or dillandi on final notes of phrases or seimur (ibid.). Expert kvæðamenn 

appeared to have enjoyed almost professional status even in difficult times, often 

moving between isolated turf farmsteads where 也ey would be offered hospitality 

in return for the reciting of these epic stories to extended families and farm 

labourers living there (ibid.). Whilst essentially a solo form, it seems 也別

members of the wider audience would often join in the sustained final cadences or 

seimur of each stanza. Nevertheless, even as 也e kvæðamaður was reciting, the 

audience was expected to be working, making ropes from horsehair, mending 

nets, making saddle girths, carved tools, spinning, knitting, and sewing. This once 

widespread social practice called Kvðldvαka (lit. evening wake), where 

kvæðaskapur was the dominant form of diversion, died out wi也 radical political, 

social. economic. and materialchanges in the second half of the nineteenth and 

e前'ly twentieth centuries. Remaining practitioners of kvæðωkapur 前er前'e indeed, 

though two occasional kvæðamaður make an appe前ance here. The first, Indriδi 

(CD 3). does not in fact sing in the male voice choir. but he is one of very few 

remaining kvæðαme1憫. and probably the most experienced practitioner of this 

style, in 由e whole ofthe county. I have included short ex甘acts performed by him 

in order 曲，at comparisons can be made bo也叫出 the styles of music that replaced 

this once popul訂 form. and with performances th剖 follow by Þorgrímur (CD 4) 由

自，e only member of the male voice choir who suggested 晶晶晶ey could p前form

this genre. There are very obvious differences between their styles and taken 

toge血er 也e examples suggest a style of vocalising rlm肘， which is fì缸 less

homogeneous than studies have tended to suggest.3 The decline in the usage of 

these particular kinds of vocal style should not however be confused with a 

decline in domestic vocal behaviour generally; as we shall see, while vocal styles 

changed dramatically in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. it seems 

也別 vocal behaviour mai 
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In remarkable contrast to the isolation of Iceland's dark ages, the Viking 

age in Iceland was a time of international travel and trade. Medieval Icelandic 

bishops and c1ergy studied in Norway, Denmark, Germany, Paris, Bologna, and 

Lincoln, often for many ye訂'S at a time, and others made pilgrimages to Rome and 

even Jerusa1em. Neither was travel in just one direction: the thirteenth century 

narrative Hun部l1'Vaka， recounts how a French pri闕， Riki剖， appears to have been 

responsible for teaching the singing of liturgy at H61叮 cathedral in the far north of 

Iceland, just south of the arctic circ.1e and 由前，“as time passed, there begun in the 

church a beautiful concordance of the singing of the choir, and the sweetest 

sounds of the voices" (cited in In的lfsson 2003: 18). 

The quotation above does not necessarily refer to vocal polyphony, but 

two-p訂t singing was practiced in Iceland 仕om the early fourteenth century at 

least. It is surely in 由is kind of setting that the roots of the Icelandic tvísöngur 

tradition 一 litera11y “two-songs" ，也ough more usua11y known as “quint吟inging"

can be found. Whilst 也.~ relationship between the 關cred wriUen traditions of 

tvísöngur and secular oral ones is，的 Ing61fsson (2003) has shown, complicated 

and evidence scant, a quasi-improvisatory practice of singing in paraIIel fifths 

often converging and crossing to end again at a fifth, has just about survived as a 

secular 0 ra1 tradition, even to the present day.4 This is clearly a very different 

musica1 style to the dec1amatory solo kvæðaskapur discussed above. Nevertheless, 

值lese two vocal genres dominated Icelandic vocal behaviour for over 500 ye前s.

Whilst researchers have argued about 也e origins of tvísönguJ闕， seen variously 的

medieva1 organum, Viking music, or the accident of limited voca1 ability，出叮叮e

S凹'ely to be found，的 In的lfsson concludes, in European ecclesi的tical written 

models. \\也ilst still occasiona11y audible in certain naturalistic settin蟬， tvísöngur 

repertoire appears to be limited to just two or 也ree examples and it is much more 

likely to be heard in emblematic performances by Icelandic choirs on overseas 

tours or in performances for foreign dignitaries 你的lfsson 2003), or in 

前rangements or compositions by twentieth-century Icelandic composers. Two 

tvísongur are re∞rded here on the accompanying compact disc (CD 1 & 2) 甘le

first Jsland, is arguably the most well known: the melody w:的 being sung in the 

early 1700s 剖 Skålholt cathedral, whilst the poem is one of Iceland' s seminal 

nineteenth century nationa1ist texts by the poet J6n部 Ha11gr卸油油n (Ing61fsson, 

2003: 143的.官le second example is a pop叫前 drinking song loaded with sexua1 
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imagery; the text dates from the middle of the nineteenth century and the melody 

itself may well be pre-Reform剖ion (see Recordings on Compact Disc: List and 

N。但s). The occasional use of these two tvísongur and of one or two other 

examples as “authentic" Icelandic music, either for visitors or on tour, contrasts 

strongly with its systematic and deliberate rejection in everyday settings and, 

generally speaking, from choral practice too. 

Research into both these unique musica1 styles is scant. In the case of 

Icelandic Epic Song or kvæðaskapur, three significant musicological studies exist: 

a short article by the Icelandic composer Leifs (1 929); Nielsen's analysis of. 

recordings of the performer 泌的ur Gu的dartsson (1 972); and Steingrímsson's 

wider study of Epic Song practice (2000). In the case of Icelandic tvísöngt吭

Hammerich's 1899 study w的 published in both Danish and German. The genre 

has subsequently been the subject of several other studies, the most 

comprehensive being a recent unpublished survey by In的lfsson (2003). Whi1st 

both genres may historica11y be perceived as idiosyncratic media for Icelandic 

voices, and there undoubtedly remains plenty of space for fu叫ler theoretica1 

investigation, further discourse 扭曲is volume will only focus on them as far as 

they 前e appe前 relevant to the vocal lives of contemporary Icelandic men and to 

their perceptions, or to my interpretation, of them. 

2.1.2 Romantic Nationalist Voices 

The eighteenth cen如ry was undoubtedly the most tragic in Icelandic history: 

following devastating sma11pox epidemics, famines and natural disasters the 

population fell to below 40,000 people, ha1f what it was around 1100. The second 

half of the nineteenth century saw little relief in ordinary Icelanders' fortunes: 

several extremely severe winters exacerbated poverty, disease and general 

deprivation, and thousands of Icelanders sought a new world across the north 

Atlantic to the west, mostly settling in Canada. Nevertheless, with 也e

reconstitution of the Icelandic Alþingi 的 a consu1tative assembly in 1843，也e

relaxing of trade restrictions, and the development of Icelandic adminis個.ti嗨，

admittedly still firmly under Danish control, new voices were emerging. Often 

inspired by the romantic nationa1ist movements in main1and Europe，也ey were to 

lead to dramatic changes in vocal behaviour and a fundamenta1 re-orientation of 

both Icelandic musica1 life and national identity. 
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One of the most significant factors in the decline of indigenous vocal 

styles was the introduction of Westem European diatonic harmony in the middle 

of the nineteenth century and the subsequent systematic and conscious use of this 

“new music" as a tool in what might with some justification be called, cultural 

cleansing or more precisely vocal cleansing5
• In 1841 Pétur Guðjónsson, the first 

Icelander to study music overseas, at least it seems, since the Viking Age, 

returned to Iceland from Copenhagen, with a new three-part hymnody and set 

about “improvir泡" on the “ ...singing of Icelanders (which) in general, hardly 

deserves to be referred to by such a noble term as song." (Islendingur. Ný 

hugvekja, 1870, cited in Ingólfsson, 2003: 209). At the same time as Icelandic 

sagas and Viking history were pressed into service in the construction of a new 

national identity. voices singing kvæðaskapur and more especially tvísðngur, 

which was still widely practiced in churches, were silenced. The genres were 

pressed out of everyday service and into a pejorative association with 也e poverty, 

hardship, and subjugation from which Icelanders were increasingly aspiring to 

escape.6 

However widespread and dominant 也ese vocal practices may have been, 

the idea 也at only two genres，肘. metaphorically speaking, two voices, were heard 

in Iceland for nearly 500 y臼悶， suggests 也e kind of simplistic view of things 

which 1 have criticized earlier in thischapter. A collection of manuscripts and 

recorded da臨倒也e Stofhun Árna Magnússonar in Reykjavík and at the Icelandic 

State Broadcasting Service, illus細胞也e diversity and undoubted individuality 

within 伽se vocal genres and in other rel帥d folk song form話. Neither, as 

Ingólfsson il1ustrates, is the idea 油倒 these forms were simply “deep frozen" for 

half a mi11ennium, sustainable (Ingólfsson, 2003). Nevertheless these 

idiosyncratic styles of singing, undoubtedly 剖 the core of Icelandic v∞al 

behaviour for 500 ye缸趴 were to be silenced: such was the contempt with which 

they were held in some “educated" circles that Þorsteinsson' s early twentieth 

century collection oflcelandic folk songs, including 42 tvísðngur, fi剖led to secure 

funding for publication in Iceland, 80 worthless was the task considered 

(Ingólfsson, 2003: 4).7 

In the second half of the nineteenth century, others followed Guðjónsson 

abroad, assimilating three- and four-p前t vocal 阿les and keyboard skills and 

re如rning with almost missionary zeal ωtravel around the country on horseback, 
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urging communities to organise formal church choirs, reject tvísöngur and 

practice these new musical forms. Ap訂t 企om Guðjónsson's publication of a 

three-part psal臼r in 1861 , a four-part psalm book followed in 1885 edited bY'J 

Jónas Helgason, and then no less significant1y, Helgason published a series of 

three and four-part collections of secular songs for four-part choirs. Subsequent1y, 

almost all of Iceland's foremost composers followed similar overseas routes, first 

emulating Guðjónsson in going to mainland Europe, but later in the twentieth 

century heading elsewhere.8 Romantic influences imported from Europe were 

assimilated too by “amateur" composers in Iceland in the early twentieth century, 

的 illustrated by the works of one of Icel~d's most popul前 and prolific 

composers of songs Sigvaldi Kaldalóns (1 881-1946). Kaldalóns possessed a 

genuine gift for melodic invention 曲剖 earned him the nickname 叮he Icelandic 

Schubert", Along with many other amateur composers throughout the twentieth 

century, he wrote copiously - both solo songs and four-part choral music - to 

meet demands 企'om， and in turn encouraging the development of 也1S new 

Icelandic vocal culture. 

In the region ofNorth-east Iceland where men in the present study live, the 

first keyboard instrument - central to these new forms of vocal behaviour - a 

harmonium, arrived during the last quarter of the nineteenth century.9 Within 

about 50 ye訂S 也ou帥， there was a harmonium on virtually every other farm in the 

county (Jakobsson & Jónsson, 1990: 23). That people living in poor, over

crowded, pre-industrial revolution small-holdings, some of them turf farmsteads 

with little if any means of heating, should have made sacrifices to buy 

instruments, transport them, tolerate and accommodate them, learn 的 playand

cherish them as so many people here did, revea1s something about the socia1 

significance attached to singing and to this particular kind of singing 剖 this

particular time. The first mixed choir in the 訂閱 app倒rs to have begun rehearsing 

s∞n after 1880, the same ye前也at a group of men begun to practice regularly to 

sing in one of the local churches in a neighbouring valley, lO Other choral groups 

soon emerged; most notably a countywide mixed choir of 的 men and women 

rehe訂閱d to sing at an open-air festival to celebrate the new century in 1901. This 

festival in particular appe前s to have been the ca:抽lyst for a widespread chora1 

wakening and 也e founding of mix 
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programmes f全om early choral groups and anecdotal accounts have been 

preserved, no systematic studies of this vocal revolution exist. 

The new Romantic Nationalist repertoire, the choirs founded and trained 

to sing 祉， and instruments imported to sustain it, can all be seen as serving a c1ear 

social and political purpose in the construction of a new Romantic Nationa1 

identity - an identity which, while full of contradictions and paradoxes, and 

having no place for 也e “old" ways of singing, proved effective in the struggle for 

Icelandic independence from Danish rule. The political, social and vocal struggle 

for independence led to home rule in 1918 and eventually, in 1944, to the 

dec1aration offull independence and the founding ofthe Icelandic Republic. 

2.1 .3 Male Voice Choirs 

The influence of the Romantic Nationa1ist movement on singing in Iceland during 

the twentieth century cannot be over-estimated and this is especially true of the 

life-histories of the men whose stories are told in this dissertation for one reason 

in particular; a11 the men whose voices are heard in ïhe next chapters of this study 

sing in the same male voice choir, and it is probably fair to say that no other 

musica1 institution is more intrinsica11y linked to the romantic nationa1ist 

movement, to the construction of new Icelandic identity and to the struggle for 

Icelandic independence. Following the first public performance by a men's choir, 

in Reykjavík in April 1854, this became the dominant voice of Iceland's public 

musica1 life and an extensive repertoire of songs was composed, or imported and 

translated to sustain it. Ma1e voices were soon heard in chorus a11 over Iceland. 

and in the first decades ofthe twentieth century, male-voice choirs were formal1y 

founded and the Icelandic Union of Male Choirs es臼，blished in 1924 (Samband 

íslenskra karlakóra). Extensive historica1 documentation exists and severa1 male

voice choirs have published their respective histories, but only the feminist 

historian, Bjõrnsd6ttir (2001) has attempted a c討tical analysis of this 

phenomenon, firmly implicating the men's choral movement in the construction 

and maintenance of a hegemonic and highly gendered nationa1 identity. Questions 

about the role of ma1e-voice choirs and their musical，的sthe恥， social, politica1 

and gender implications wi1l be addressed later as men share their persona1 

perceptions about the vocal institution to which 由叮叮e committed and about 

their singing in it. 
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2.1 .4 Classical Voices and Singers 

Today Iceland has its own intemationally acclaimed symphony orchestra, 

professional opera company,11 and a highly developed community music school 

system.12 The intemational success of professional Icelandic singers is particularly 

noteworthy, and although the prominent role that singing has played in the 

construction of national identity and in social agency is surely implicated, and 

perhaps some typical Icelandic physiological features may explain an apparent1y 

high ratio of tenors among the population, this all awaits more detailed 

investigation. wh剖 is indisputable 扭曲at a remarkably high number of Icelandic , 

singers have pursued classical training overseas and th剖 some have e吋oyed

considerable intemational success. The phenomenon is generally seen 的

beginning wi由 Stefl如 Íslandi13 who was engaged at the Royal Opera House in 

Copenhagen, and sang leading roles in opera houses in bo由 Italy and Germany in 

the middle of the twentieth century. More recent1y, singers like Kristján 

Jóhannsson, Kristinn Sigmundsson, and Gunnar Guðbjδmsson have played 

leading roles at some of Europe's most illustrious opera houses. The impact of 

such success on a small populace like Iceland's is considerable and, as 1 noted at 

the beginning of 也is chapter, there is a tendency for Icelanders to claim 

ownership of all Icelandic voices, especially those that have received international 

acclaim. “Ste品n Iceland", mentioned above, was given his nickname by the 

Italian public, but it was quickly and widely adopted in Iceland. Whi1st Stefån 

Íslandi remained a household name here for half a century, 1 suspect 也at few 

Icelanders would attach any special significance to his real n缸ne- Stefl飢

Guðmundsson. In a society where few questions 叩開前 more important than 

“whose son (or daughter) 前e you?" 也is is very significant indeed. This sense of 

national ownership often appears to have outweighed cultural factors 油倒 polarize

low and high art in most Westem societies. Classical vocal works and opera are 

certainly not unpopular among men in the study and many of them in fact seem 

如nili前 wi由 a considerable quantity of standard classical vocal repertoire in 

addition to 也，at which 也ey sing in the male voice choir. 
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2.1.5 Popular Voices and Singers 

Iceland also has a unique story to tell about the development of popular vocal 

styles and performance ìn 伽 twentieth century especially following the Second 

Wor1d War and Allied Occupation. Since then Iceland has undergone economic 

and social transformations of extraordinary proportions. In less than half a century 

Iceland has been transformed from a dominant1y pre-industria1. rural society to 

one of the most affiuent countries in the wor1d. Today the m吋ority of Iceland's 

population, numbering less than 300,000 people in total, live in the southwestem 

conurbation, which continues to attract young people in particular from rural areas 

and fishing towns scattered all around or near the island's 4000 km-long 

coastline. 14 It was here in particular 出at Iceland's second music revolution took 

hold，那 new， essentially urban musica1 voices and styles spread out 企om 也e

American base at Keflavík. Today a wide range of contemporary music styles 

may be heard a11 over Iceland and several of the men who appear in the following 

pages, have performed or sti11 perform, in “functions~ ban缸， playing extensive 

repertoires from mainstream Icelandic and intemational pop scenes. Whi1st the 

growth of Iceland's music industry can be traced 也rough the anna1s of the Félag 

fslenskra hljóm!istarmanna (Association of Icelandic Musicians), and is now 

intemationa1ly recognised through the remarkable success ofBjδ此~ and to a lesser 

extent bands like SigurR，的 and Quarasi, no systematic research from any 

theoretical standpoint exists wi也 the exception of a recent study of the economic 

impact of the music industry in Iceland (Einarsson, 2004). Fascinating themes 

remain unexplored, including a conjectural hypo血的is th的 Björk's highly 

idiosyncratic voca1 style relates musically, literally and socially to Iceland's Epic 

Singers，的 the vibrant amateur pop叫ar music scene and its agency in social 

settings; and in particular the proliferation of altemative music styles and the 

construction of sub-cu1tural, local, gender, sexual and group identities which, 1 

suggest, continue. to undermine what were, until fair1y recently, relatively 

homogeneous Icelandic voices. 

2.1.6 Contemporary Musicians and ldentity 

In relation to music and identity, a recent unpublished study by Baldwin (2001) 

presents an伽opologica1 cωe studies of 也ree musicians living and working in 
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Reykjavík. In it, Baldwin examines concepts of Self-hood in the face of perceived 

sexual, national and gender identity negation by both historical and present 

hegemonic structures, and looks at music's role in these identity construction 

sites. These are central themes in this study too, though here I focus explicitly on 

vocal behaviour as 由e construction of Self and on vocal autobiographies. Of 

additional interest is the fact 也at one of Baldwin's subjects, like me, is an 

immigrant. "也ilst Baldwin' s Ger，ηis not a professional musician himself, the 

impact on Icelandic musical life by foreign nationals throughout the twentieth 

century is worth noting here. They have made particularly significant 

contributions to the development of Iceland's community music school system in 

the second half of the twentieth century and no less so to the vocal lives of the 

communities in which men in the present study live. In fact, as I have i1lustrated 

above, the impact of foreign nationals on Icelandic musical life is not just a 

twentieth century phenomenon and the romantic idea of Icelandic musical 

indigenousness bears. li~le close scrutiny despite several hll1ldred years of 

isolation and hardship. It should be clear even from the brief survey above 出at

neither Icelandic people nor their musical traditions provide the sort of 

simplistically cohesive homogeneous groupings and classifications once so much 

sort after by researchers from all kinds of disciplines. There have been times in 

lceland' s history when 也ey might have done 鉤， but these are clearly not the . 

times inhabited by men singing in lceland today, even if some of their songs recall 

- accurately or not - those times and places. ln spite of lceland's apparently 

remote location in the North Atlantic the island's popu1ation has been and 

continues to be subject not just to the gulf stream, but to an international flow of 

ideas, images and voices. 

At the beginning of this chapter, 1 attempted to review some of the 

theoretical objections to treating “society as a reified 0句ect弋 1 wish to end this 

chapter by emphasizing how the symbolic interactionist paradigm adopted in this 

study helps guard against this objectification. According to symbolic 

interactionism ethnicity and gender, along wi由 other components of individual or 

collective identity ru電∞nstructs of the imagination: continuing creative processes 

shape them, as bo也 individua1s and groups press all k.inds of performative 

behaviours 一 including vocal performance - into the service of building and 

. maintaining these identity constructs. With 也at in mind we may find ourselves, 
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like Rice (1994), wishing to emphasize much more our subjec峙， encounter with 

musica1 symbols, their perception of their musical behaviour and the meaning it 

has for them, rather than our observations of them and their settings from a 

position of power. Prioritizing our participants' perceptions, emphasizing their 

supremacy and acknowledging that the researcher勻 role is not th訕。f an objective 

observer but th剖 of a subjective interpreter brings us to important questions of 

phenomenology and psychology. Why might a study 也.at focuses on people' s own 

perceptions of their vocal behaviour be at least as worthwhile as one following a 

more logical-positivist paradigm? Establishing a case for the validity of a 

psychology of individua1ity is essentia1 to the va1idity of the study undertaken 

here. Doubts about the limits of logica1-positivist frameworks have emerged in 

psychology, where the dominance of psychometric and experimental psychology 

has been challenged by a fundamenta1 reassessment of the discipline's theoretical 

foundations to take account of phenomenological and symbolic interactionist 

paradigms. Whi1e mainstream psychology has been tackling these questions for 

more than a decade, the psychology of music, struggling to establish academic 

respectability, has shown as yet, little sign of response. 尋

The following chapter briefly reviews the already well-articulated case for 

rethinking some of general psychology's most widely held theories. It illustrates 

how 也別 discourse might facilitate a reappraisa1 of the 甘aditional boundaries of 

music psychology itself, opening up possibilities for a deeper and richer 

understanding of musical behaviour and everyday life. 
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The importance of Icelandic sagas both in terms of world literature and as historical 
documentation can hardly be over-estimated. These medieval prose narratives range 企'om
historical accounts (for ex肌肉 ofViking Iceland, Norway. Denmark, Sweden, and the Orkneys 
- Ís[endingabók, Heimskring，旬" Knytlingasaga, Or，的eyingasaga)， the most important resources for 
Norse mythology (Eddas), to eve可day family sagas, romances anä tragedies (Hr妒1ke/ssaga.

Egilssaga, Njálssaga, Laxdælasaga. Grettissaga). 

2 Halldór Laxness won the Nobel Prize for literature in 1955 for his book Independent People. 
Most of his b∞ks， which have been widely translated, are concemed with the hardships of the 
farmers and fishermen, often combining the tradition of sagas and mythology with national and 
social issues. 

1 spent my entire childhood in an environment in which the mighty of the earth had no 
place outside story books and dreams. Love of, and respect for, the humble routine of 
everyday life and its creatures was the only moral commandment which carried 
conviction when 1 was a child. (from Laxness's Nobel acceptance speech, Gjömingab恤，
1959) 

3 Real-life observation of these forms in Iceland would be very much limited to practitioners 
belonging to a society devoted to the preservation of these ge恥間， inevitably raising questions 
about their relevance to any study of eve可dayness. Whilst there has been a tendency to see 
contemporary performances of these genres as anac加onis郎， some isolated but recognizable 
remnants of their practice can still be observed in naturalistic sett泊gs. It is more than a decade 
since 1 worked with young teenagers on a “rap and rimur" project in the community where 1 live, 
but more recently the emergence of Icelandic rap and the rlmur revival has seen commercial 
efforts at developing this unlikely，訕。ugh certainly not illogical fusion. Interestingly, the release 
of several commercial recordings and the publication of a collection of music and texts, a11 over 
t!1e past few years, sugge約 a growing cult 制lowing. Recent releases Raddir., 1998, 
ÁmastofnunlSmékkleysa -SMK7CD & Silfu中/ðtur lðunnar - Tónlistara祕r ls1endinga, 
2004.provide representative recordings ofthis genre 

4 Ing61fsson discusses the i胸中lay of written and oral tr叫itions. As Ing61fsson observes，由is
model, developed from Þórsteinsson's 42 位ëUlScriptions. does not re f1ect the wider 島海edom of 
intervals and voice leading evidenced in other extant transcriptions and recordings (2003: 1 53). 

s Ingólfsson (2003: 211-212) describes the speed at which the old manner of singing was rejected 
as “collective historical amnesia" and quotes Benedikt from Auðnum - in the locality of the 
present study - describing in ] 898, how “seeds of dislike and contempt were sown in my mind 
regarding all native singing". This kind of reaction 仰伊倒'S to have been widespread and is even, 1 
suggest, discemable today in men's unwillingness to sing tvfsðngur, except when a) drunk b) 
singing overseas c) when asked to record it for the present study! 

6IIIS6lfkson notes 誼1at similar vocal practices with slow tempos, weak sense of rhythm and 
extraneous pitches and their systematic rejection have been documented in both seventeenth 
centu可 England and early eighteenth century New England (ibid.:205); see also Small (1977) for 
an account of this phenomenon. 

7 Fortunately a great number of lcelandic vocal melodies were collected and transcribed by the 
Reverend Bjar當 Þ6rsteinnson early in the twentieth cenωry. All subsequent research into 
Icelandic music is indebted 如 his remarkableωllection of ls1enzk þjóðlðg (1906-9). Even though 
subsequent comparisons of Þorsteinsson's transcriptions with J6n Leifs's field recordings in the 
1920s appear to cast some doubt over their accuracy, and whilst accepting 曲at some of his 
commentaries and interpretations are now seen as highly controver軍ial (see In.gólfsson 2003: 3-12), 
Þorsteinsson's work can, with some justification, be seen as no less significant in lceland 船閥y
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Cecil Sharp's in England or Bar的k and Kodaly's in Hungary. The Icelandic Literary Association 
(Hið islenska bókrnenn泊的ag) refused to fmance publicati側的 being a worthless undertaking and 
the work was only completed with support from the Danish Carlsberg Foundation. 

8 Sveinbjöm Sveinbjömsson (1 847-1927), composer ofIceland's national anthem, Påll ísolfsson 
(1 893-1974), a student ofMax Reger, and J的 Leifs (1 899-1968), arguably Iceland's most original 
compose丸 all studied in Leipzig; Jón Þórarinsson (b. 1917) was a student of Paul Hindemith at 
Yale in the USA and more recently Hafliδi Hallgrimsson (b. 1941) studied in the United Kingdom 
with Peter Maxwell Davis and Alan Bωh. 

9 It is a regular source of surprise to visitors to Iceland interested in folk music practices, to 
discover that it is almost totally dominated by vocal behaviour and that what little instrumental 
traditions there are, are almost entirely concemed with the subservient role of accompanying 
singing. ln the area where 1 Iive however,“lcelandic fiddles" were played in the latter part of the 
eighteenth century, superseded by the “lcelandic langspil" before the appearance of fiddles and 
flutes in the middle of the nineteenth century. One theory is that they were brought here by 
overseas visitors - quite possibly English - who often stayed in the locality during summer months 
(Jakobsson and Jónsson, 1990: 21). Much of the rnusic played w船 clearly influenced by 
Norwegian and Danish fiddle tunes, and even 1 suggest, the Shetland and Scottish fidd1ing 
b法ditions.

10 _ 
Benedikt 企om St6ruvellir is said to have rehearsed a srnall mixed choir singing 3 part-hyrnns 

企om Guðj的sson and 4-part works from Helgason. According to Jakobsson and Jónsson it was 
short-lived. A male voice choir began rehearsing in neighbouring Reykjadal in 1880, with 12 men 
initial1y to sing with church services (Jakobsson &泊的son， 1990:31). 

11 ís]enska óperan was founded in 1979 and has since staged ~early 50 oper臨 wi也 Icelandic and 
overseas singers and conductors. The company have performed 2 operas in the locale ofthis s切dy，
both with participation from members ofthe local cornmunity. 

12 
Wbilst the first music 8chool was founded 泊 Reykjavtk in 1930, the next was not opened until 

1945 in the north of the country and it was not until the passing of a fJfSt music education act in 
油e Althingi in 1963，也at cornmunity music schools became widespread, nurnbering rnore than 70 
today. Many students over the past 40 years in particul缸. have continued their 8tudie8 at leading 
conservatoires overseas and returned for example to jo泊 the ever-growing number of Icelandic 
nationals in the intemational acclaimed Icelandic Symphony and to teach. 

13 Stefán íslandi was given his nickname by an Italian critic folto叫ng a performance as Pinkerton 
in Puccini's Madame Butte.研[y in 1933. Stefán adopted 伽 name and soon afterwards, 80 did the 
Icelandic people. 

14 The founding of a modem fishing industry and the development of lucrative oversea8 markets 
was and remains the rnain so叮ce of Iceland's prosperity and in many ways facilita能d Iceland's 
independence (Pålsson & Durrenburger 1996: 180). In spite of often harsh weather conditions and 
se巾us soil erosion problems, Iceland has enjoyed a high level of self-sufficiency in terms of 
agriculture, traditionally in sheep and 也.iry 伽mi嗯， and more recently in poul旬， pork and a 
range of vegetables. some grown under glass and utilizing lceland's rich gω晶ermal resources. 
Nevertheless the erstwhile hegernonic ideology of the '油e holiness and purity of the countryside" 
and the cultural and “rnoral prirnacy of the farm and farmers" has been in decline 阻 Iceland's
economy rapidly developed. Diversification has included energy intensive aluminium smelting -
utilizing, not without controversy, the ∞untry's huge water and geo-thermal reserves - tourism 
and new technologies. Iceland enjoys an intemational re抑制ion in genetic research, not least 
because ofthe genetic bornogeneity ofrnost ofits population. Iceland presently enjoys among the 
highest levels of in品rmation technology per capita and boasts a welfare state comparable to any in 
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the western world. Several Icelandic companies have wide international and even global interests 
in retailing, food processing, ph訂maceutics and prosthetics. Iceland has its own iconic symbol of 
market ideology 一 a stock market. 

15 This hypothesis was suggested by Njåll Sigu的sson in a British television South Bank Arts 
Show devoted to Björk. 
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3. RETHINKING MUSIC PSYCHOLOGY 

3.1 Psychology ofMusic and Logical Positivist Traditions 

Like psychology generally, the psychology of music has been dominated by an 

experimental research paradigm c1early located within empirical and logical 

positivist 企ameworks. These were the 企ameworks traditionally deemed necessary 

to justify scientific claims made by both music psychology and the wider 

discipline of psychology itself, in order 的 provide essential academic recognition. 

In music psychology a movement away from traditional laboratory settings and 

tow前ds more ecological validity, was recognizable in Sloboda' s study of the real

life behaviour of musicians (Slobo啦， 1985: 9). His everyday cognitive 

psychology of musicians and research by many others including Shaffc仗，

Gabrielson, Sundberg, and McPherson (see Slobo缸， 1985; Gabrielson, 1999) is 

more concerned with mental functions in situ. That is to say. 也倒也is kind of 

research focuses on the processes of listening, performing and composing in 

contextualised engagement with music. Predominantly, though no longer 

exc1usively, this focus has been limited to engagement with Western c1assical 

music and to functiona1 practitioners - or at least, to serious students - of it. 

Musical scores facilitate the objectifying of music, and, just 個 1 observed a 

historical tendency in the last chapter for anthropological and ethnographical 

research to objecti句， societies and their practices, so a similar trend remains clear 

in psychology of musica1 performance. Musical scores provide a sort of 

independent variable against which performances can be measured and assessed. 

The present s仙dy is essential1y neither concerned with musi侃1 objects nor with 

professional performers of them, but with biographies and singing in everyday 

life. It attemp個 to examine the structure of perceptions about vocal behaviour, not 

the structure of musical objects, or 也eir performance. It investigates the meaning 

of singing in individually lived experience. 

It should be clear then: 甜甜前ch p前adigms 晶晶 have dominated music 

psychology 缸'e not appropriate for the journey undertaken here. An admission of 

the limitations of these traditional frameworks was implicit in seminal rese前ch
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that looked at the biographies of young musicians (Davidson, Howe, and Sloboda, 

1997). Whi1st cognitive developmental sequences formulated from experimental 

paradigms, may, as Sloboda argues, account for the “types of musical activities to 

be found in virtue ofthe general cognitive capacities (children) require" (Sloboda句

1985: 195), there were wider concems 由前 the significance of social and cultural 

opportunities were being underestimated. Moving into the realm of socia1 

psychology and musical development, Davidson, Howe and Sloboda's study 

investigated significant factors .in the development of. outstanding young 

musicians. Despite subsequent studies that have looked into questions such as 

motivation, taste, opportun旬， identity and enculturation at bo出 micro and macro 

levels (see Zillman and Su-lin Gan, 1997; Burland and Davidson, 2002), these 

kinds of studies remain drastically under-represented. Surprisingly, the vast 

majority of contributions to a recent volume of social psychology of music edited 

by Hargreaves and North (1997) indicate th的 even in the search for social 

knowledge (of music), ~hich has enjoyed most theoretical con甘'Oversy and least 

consensus among general psychological disciplines, empirical experimental and 

psychometric methods, and cognitive forms of explanation, are far more widely 

represented than methods based on more naturalistic observations and dialectica1 

explanations developed through phenomenological symbolic interactionism. 

Significant among exceptions to 也is theoretical norm is Burland and 

Davidson's research 也.at follows up Davidson, Howe, and Sloboda's origina1 

research cited above. Interviewing some of the same individuals eight years after 

the original study, Burland and Davidson (2002) provide valuable longitudina1 

perspectives on motivational and emotional issues that appear to have played 

important roles in sus個ining individua1s' love of music, in their perception of 

music's role as a stabi1izing influence in their lives and in musica1 and 

professiona1 development. This biographical focus is much closer to the focus 

adopted here, as is the use of interpretative phenomenological methods. Closer to 

也e actual theme of也e present study of Icelandic men and singing, there is even 

some research that examines the function of vocal behaviour, itsagency in social 

andμrsonal settings and its significance in social and personal identity. These 

include an investigation by Durrant and Himonides (1998) into cro路-cul個別

perspectives of the choral phenomenon and Smithrim' s study of singing in the 

. everyday lives of women in North America. Smithrim's su峙的個 seem to be 
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suggesting that the function of singing has changed from one related to the larger 

socia1 group identity and collective entertainment to more private, perhaps 

therapeutic use of singing along with recorded musics (Smithrim, 1997). In a 

similar vein, Adams (2000) examines vocal autobiographies of three women who 

have sung in the same church choir for 60 ye訂s and identifies functions 由前 relate

to integration, self-esteem and development, spiri切a1 va1idation and 

communication. Patteson's findings about 伽 life transformations instigated by 

women' s taking up singing lessons, their finding and development of a personal 

voice and its impact on wide-ranging elements of self (Patteson 2000), a11 

resonate wi也 similar reports of the therapeutic impact of singing on persona1 

identity which can be found for example in work by Wiens, Janzen and Murray 

(2001), Bailey and Davidson, (2002a, 2002b, 2003) and Newham's Voicework as 

Therapy (1999). A tendency in some of these studies bo曲的 under-theorize

method, and to under-develop grounded theories, beyond the discussion of 

emergent themes, has 缸guably limited their impact on the dominant music 

psychology paradigm. 

Neither these studies nor the relatively few others like them can be seen as 

seriously undermining 伽 homogeneity of methodological and theoretica1 

企駝的works central to the majority of music psychology research. They do 

however raise doubts about the ability of empirical positivist frameworks to 

provide full and exhaustive explan副ions about the structure and content of 

musica1 experience, and they challenge the logica1-positivist hegemony, just 品

more phenomenological based methods have in psychology genera11y. The 

variables we should be looking for in phenomenological based research are not 

experimental ones, but those which relate 切 factors like personality constructs, 
beliefs and persona1 experiences - or to be more precise, to their perception, the 

retelling and reconstruction of them through symbolic interactionist work. 叮lese

variables become centra1 to the bui1ding of theory on an idiographic, case-by-case 

basis. The brief re-conceptua1ising of psychology that follows is central to 

establishing the va1idity of the kind of theoretical framework 曲.at 1 have adopted 

for this study and to a wider call for a reassessment of some of music 

psychology's most basic theoretical and me曲。dologica1 tenets. 
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3.2 Rethinking Psycholo部r

Rethinking psychology is the tit1e of a comprehensive collection of articles edited 

by Smi曲， Harré and Van Langenhove (1 995) whose cen伽1 hypothesis is 也.at

there may be an altemative conceptual foundation for psychological inquiry than 

that which has been privileged to date. Fundamental to their argument is what 

they perceive as an inadequate conception of the nature of knowledge. The 

omnipotence of knowledge obtained through logical positivist 企ameworks has 

been so persuasive 也別 many ideas from psychology's most original 也inkers， they 

suggest, have literally been tumed on their heads: Bruner's original conception of 

a cognitive psychology based on meaning and meaning making, becomes instead, 

the science of information processing (ibid.: 4); in the case of Wundt, it is widely 

forgotten that his experiments were not modelled on the natural sciences, neither 

was he primarily interested in behaviour, but in private individual consciousness, 

where psychological phenomena are attributed to individuals not to aggregates 

(ibid.: 17); even James, virulent1y critical ofWundt's work, can be properly called 

a phenomenologist whose most earnest concems were consciousness and self 

(ibid.). In the early twentieth century however, psychology increasingly privileged 

practices and products 也at were of value primarily as commodities in the 

capitalist market pl~e. According to Van Langenhove (1995: 18), Galton's index 

ofco討'elation soon became the most marketable of those products. Its significance 

in the subsequent development of psychology can hardly be overestimated: where, 

for ethical or practical reasons, psychology was unable to go to the laboratory and 

to experimental settings, Galton's index of correlation enabled the quasi-scientific 

observation and statistical assessment of the relationship between all kinds of 

“naturally" occurring situational variations and other variables. Van Langenhove 

however points out th前 the problem wi也 applying the natural science theories and 

Cartesian traditions of logical positivism to psychology is that human behaviour is 

meaningful behaviour (ibid.: 15); whilst active agents are observable in the natural 

sciences, predicting or measuring the impact of a whole range of human 

intentions, motivations, expectations and communications must surely limit the 

knowledge 出.at can be meaningfully represented as a statistical relation betwe 
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of social phenomena. Harré proposes that as far as the possibilities for human 

perception and experience are concerned, the materia1 world. can be seen 

epistemologically as consisting of three kinds, or rea1ms of phenomena: the first 

and second categories consists of objects of actual and possible experience 

respectively. The interface between them, according to Harr忌， is historica11y and 

technically unstable, so whilst traditiona11y Realm 1 would have inc1uded objects 

like rocks, people and houses, more recently and because of technological 

developments, it could include micro-organisms, stars in distant galaxies, 

previously belonging to Realm 2 - objects of possible experience. Rea1m 3 

consists of phenomena that 缸e inexperienceable in principle 一“for instance 

ensembles of quantum st削的 prior to acts of measurement" (cited in Van 

Langenhove, 1995: 19). Harré's point is that 伽 social sciences' adoption of 由is

framework implies an epistemological synonymy between the natural science 

model and the social sciences where none necessarily exists: if it is possible to say 

that in psychologica1 terms, observable behaviour constitutes Rea1m 1 and 也at

Rea1m 2 comprises that which is observable with the aid of “psychologica1 

instruments", whilst Realm 3 is made up of the unobservable - concepts like Self 

and mind - then it would seem perfectly reasonable 也at whilst the third domain 

was the centra1 concern of many of psychology's early pion閃閃， it can have no 

place in the science of psychology. At best, concepts like Self and mind might be 

moved to the realms ofthe scientifica1ly observable by objectifying them as social 

and cognitive processes and by rejecting introspection and reflection，的關y in the 

work ofMead (see Denzin, 1995: 48). 

An a1ternative ontological basis for thinking about the socia1 and 

psychological world is, as Van Langenhove 前gues， Harré' s two-dimensional 

framework where people, persons, or institutions can be located simultaneously 

on bo也 a space/time axis and on a persons/conversatio郎郎is. It is essentia1 to 

recognise though 也at time and space dimensions in H訂ré's referentia1 grid are 

not those of Euclidean 出eory; time and space are not simplistica11y mapped in 

physical or chronological terms on to psychological concepts of time and space 

(Van Langenhove, 1995: 20). This is an important point: whatever the “real" 

historical, geographica1, or other physical situatedness of any experience, in 

phe 
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ofmuch more concem to us. This is the central focus ofmy study ofmen's vocal 

behaviour: the autobiographical, psychological stories 由at men tell about their 

singing and the meaning they make of it.叮le themes 出.at 1 focused upon in the 

last chapter, in an effort to provide a sense of the specific historical and 

geographical context of 也is research, need therefore to be sieved very carefully 

tbrough the filter of men' s symbolic work. This process lies at the heart of an 

informed interpretation of life histories. Where life-histories are constructed 

through performances like reflective conversations, a chronologica1 ordering of 

events is not the same as a psychological one, granlmatical “tenses" are not 

synonymous with psychological ones; 也e present Self may be used to explain past 

motives or even be implicated as a causative factor in past behaviour, present 

settings may influence past ones; psychological locations 缸e not the same as 

those in which we may have physica11y lived. This is one of the main problems 

facing 曲e researcher who wishes to balance individual psychological perceptions 

of everyday experience wi曲曲eir undeniable situatedness. Having gone to 

considerable trouble 扭曲e last chapter to illustrate something of the specific 

historic剖， social and geographical context of the present study - the stage upon 

which men's vocality is performed - 1 find myself now cautioning against an 

over-reading of that “time and space" da施 and of its influence on the daily voca1 

behaviour of those men. When thinking of the development of specific voca1 

品rms or the historical and social status of singing in Iceland for example, it is 

worth being mindful of Berger and Del Negro's waming about the danger of 

attributing “a weight or profundity to a form of expression 出.at it does not possess 

in the experience of its practitioners" (2004: 22). Not to urge caution in assuming 

consequential links between these men' s voca1 practice and the rest of sociallife 

would be to run the risk of treating 也is setting 的 a reified object, men's vocal 

behaviour as a congenital product of 缸， and the natura1 science ontology 

challenged above, as stiU omnipotent. 

The more frequently articulated objection to hegemonic logica1 positivism 

however, is an epistemological one fundamental to establishing the validity of 

phenomenological study, and whose roots can be 甘'aced to the philosophical 

writings of Husserl at 1閥st. Centra1 to this objection 的 Giorg
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not so much concemed with singing, the singer, and the song, as with perceived 

singing, the perceived singer, and 也e perceived song. The search for musical 

meaning which excludes the hermeneutics of how musicki峙， the musician and 

the music 前'e perceived by individuals or ignores what Husserl saw as meaning's 

fundamental basis as a “determinate relationship between an act of consciousness 

and its 0峙的t" (Gior函， 1995: 36), Îs doomed to yield the limited and often 

frustrating insights typical of psychological and sociological studies of music 

which persist in the absolute primacy of the aesthetic music object. Retuming to 

Husserl's relationship between an act of consciousness and its object, we should 

acknowledge, though, that problems may exist in establishing the extent of 也at

determinacy when the objects themselves are brought into being 也rough， and are 

as closely bound up with acts of consciousness, as works of art are. Whilst the 

visu況1 arts usua11y produce artefacts which can be distanced, separated and related 

to 倡“reified" objec紹， this is not necessarily true of music , much 1ess so of 

musica1 performance and of ora1- aura1 traditions in particular. In such settings, 

complex relationships between the creator, performer, and consumer, who may 

even be one and the same person, add to the problems of deconstructing the act of 

consciousness and its object. Music in oral - aural modes is located only in a 

stream of time and consciousness; examining the relationship between 郎ts of 

consciousness and its object(s) in such conditions may be an exacting 

undertaking. Whilst 1 have no difficulty in thinking about and even reflectively 

talking with a friend about a Bill Brandt photograph as 1 observe it at a recent 

exhibition and even though DeNora (2003) has experimented wi血 consCÎousness

commentaries while individuals 訂e listening to music (to which we will retum 

later), the embodied and apparent1y consciousness-absorbing nature of vocal 

activity severely limits 伽 potential for this kind of separation, objectivity and 

reflection. Singers are obviously not able to provided a' commentary while 出ey

sing and 鉤， while we inevitably focus in this study on these kinds of relationships 

either in reflective post hoc modes and or in predictive, suppositional pre hoc ones 

-也at is to say through the symbolic interactive processes of conversation and 

narrative construction about singing which men in the study engage in - we will 

want to 5t 
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verbal and linguistic parameters to what is described as the “role of reflexivity in 

performance" (2004: 妙的. They note, following on from the philosophical 

writings of Bermude~ that there are possibilities for non-linguistic forms of Self

consciousness, a reciprocity between perception of the world and perception of 

Self, upon which later forms of self-consciousness in language emerge (2004: 

71ff.). Whilst Bermudez is primarily concemed with self-consciousness in vision, 

it is easy to see how 也is might apply to tacti1e, spatial, and aural senses too. The 

theory clearly challenges the privileging of the linguistic and its almost exc1usive 

status in phenomenological studies, reminding us th前 there are other forms of 

symbolic work. Trevarthan's communicative musicality in infants, 1 suggest, 

would be an example of 也is form of Self-consciousness (1 999, 2002). Similarly 

Davidson's studies of the body, movement and gesture in performance behaviour 

(1993, 1994, 1995, 2001 , 2002a) remind us th肘。由er forms of reflexivity are 

possible and that in recognising them we might be able to supplement 甘aditional

phenomenologica1 ana1ysis and the exploration of consciousness. But al1也is is 

only true up to a point: we are still largely dependent upon verbal interaction ω 

articulate those experiences even 斑。ugh observations of voca1 performances like 

Trevarthan's studies of infant-carer interaction or This study of men singing 

maintains a more traditional verbal approach, but the p啦啦cular point 1 want to 

make here, following on from Berger, is that the rea1-time perception of 

embodied, performative vocal acts themselves inc1ude forms of Self

consciousness which are not dependent on language. 

Giorgi provides an apt summary of the main points of this chapter to date 

when he 前gues 也別 it is the “individuated, subject-dependent construals of 

meaning", belonging to concrete everyday situations，也別叫它 the centra1 concems 

ofpsychology (1995: 37). In doing so he is of course arguing for a retum to some 

of those themes which were of most concem to early pioneers in psychology -

Wundt's private individual consciousness, Bruner's original conception of a 

cognitive psychology based on meaning and meaning making, and James's Self. It 

Ís this emphasis on a psychology of individua1ity 也at is at the heart of both the 

post-positivist paradigm and the theoretica1 framework chosen for the present 

study. It is my contention 也剖 one of music p 
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volume Musical Identities edited by Macdonald, Hargreaves and Miell (2002), 

suffers from the under-theorization of the much used term “identity", containing 

few contributions which make any attempt to explore “individuated, subject

dependent construals" of musical meaning. These surely ought not to be such a 

dramatically under-represented or inaccessible st前ting point for research into 

musical identity. Idiography, as the study of individuals, of personality variables 

and of the perception of things, rather then the study of general nomethetic 

aggregates is therefore absolutely .central to the re-thinking of psychology 也at 1 

have been arguing for in this chapter. We shall examine in more detail the 

processes involved in the building of theories from idiographic case study in the 

chapter that fo l1ows. 

3.3 Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis and the ReOexive Researcher 

Collecting and interpreting individuals' perceptions or perspectives of a thing is of 

course, the responsibility of the researcher. Interpretative Phenomenological 

Analysis (IPA), which is the specific method of phenomenological enq叫ryth副 I

have chosen to employ, explicitly acknowledges the central significance of 油倒

role: 1 am heavily implicated in an on-going, reflexive in但rpretation of those 

perceptions and perspectives (see Smith and Osbourne, 2003). Negating the role 

of the researcher's own lived-experience and conceptions 扭曲e interpretation of 

other people' s experience and the meaning that is assigned to 由em is not an 

option. This is why 1 prefaced this volume with some autobiographical detail 

emphasizing 油倒 1 am a singer and th剖 1 am a rnan. Few problems there then, in 

establishing a link wi曲， and motives for, the study of men and singing- 由ough

we might 叫sh to examine what else 曲的 might mean 叫 some later stage. My 

position, as an adopted member of the group being studied, having lived in their 

community for nearly twenty years and as director ofthe choir in which 由ey sing, 

underlines the importance of acknowledging this constructivist standpoint. The 

notion that researchers engaged in empiricallogical positivist research ever really 

enjoy 也e kind of objective unirnpeachability often claimed for them, could be 

challenged on similar grounds to 出.ose that have been explored above. 

Engaging with and interpreting data with a to叫ly objective, unbiased 

mind is not then, epistem.ol.ogically speaking, a truly realistic option. Nevertheless 

. IP A, like all grounded the.ory traditions, atternpts to resist the temptation t.o 
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impose theoretical 企ameworks onto data a priori. Illustrating the way in which 

emergent themes are identified and extracted from data before nascent 也e。可 IS

developed and tested and before contingent hypotheses 缸'e proposed, is however a 

difficult process, especial1y if the appe訂ance 油倒也阻 is being neatly pushed into 

certain shaped boxes is to be avoided. It is very easy to give the impression that 

data are being used simply as examples of a particul叮也eory post hoc, rather than 

the basis and catalyst for its development, as 1 recently found whi1st re-reading an 

already published article based on some of the findings of.this study. Those 

findings are dramatically expanded here where 1 hope they can be seen as 

emerging more realistically 企om individual vocal stories preceding it, than it 

seems to now, as 1 re-read it as an individual, isolated artic1e (Faul切er & 

Davidson 2004). 1 have noticed too how reflexive research processes seem often 

to fit more easily onto Harr忌's ontology of psychological time and space than the 

Eculidean one. Whilst researchers have right1y concemed themselves with the fit 

of data to emerging 出切旬， they have often ignored how reflexive r~se訂ch

methods, which are of course “rethought psychological" ones, are often forcibly 

fitted into the traditional, prescriptive structure of empirical, logical positivist 

research literature, where a clear sense of precedence, chronology and direction 

are c1early based on natural science models. 

Reg前dless of the 甘aditional logical-positivist positioning of most 

research literatu間， especially in academic joumals, Berger and Del Negro point 

out that all durable media have the potential to signal their creat，肘's reflexive 

attention to herself in the creating of: 

... an object for the heightened aesthetic attention of others [...] the 
overproduced recording, novel dense with allusion (2004: 122). 

This is true of the present study too, which, as 1 have attempted to make clear 

from the outset, calls for: 

.. partial sharing, reflexive consciousness, metacommunicative 
signalling and mutual orientation of subjects to 切ch other's experience 
(ibid.). 
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This is the kind of intersubjectivity central to phenomenological discourse and to 

Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) itself. Whilst a relatively new 

theoretical 企amework， IP A, developed by Smith has already been used in 

research areas as diverse 的 gender， sexuality, ethnicity, musical identity, 

homelessness and a wide range of health and clinical issues (see Smith and 

Osboume, 2003). Emphasizing as it does a psychology of individuality and 

symbolic interactionism, IP A appears sensitive to the investigation of a wide 

range of identity issues and seems a particularly appropriate framework for the 

present idiographic study. 

Having argued in this chapter for a music psychology of individuality it 

might have been appropriate to develop immediately themes relating to 

idiographic research design that ar海 central to the kind of rethinking of music 

psychology 1 am calling for. Instead, 1 wish to examine those themes in the 

following chapter, in tandem wi也 discourse about the sociology of music. Veηr 

recently DeNora, in her publications Music in Everyday L份 (2000) and After 

Adorno (2003) - interestingly and coincidentally. subtitled Rethinking Music 

Sociology - has proposed a radical re-orientation of music sociology. Her 

approach to an individual's perception of lived musical experience, though 

predominantly through listening experience, is essentially a phenomenological 

one. It is concemed with the kind of psychology of individuality and the multi

disciplinary perspectives 曲的.1 have attempted to outline above. Although DeNora 

is described as a sociologist, her work 峙， according to Giorgio's definition cited 

above, more essentially psychological 血泊 most previous contributions to 出e

field. Perhaps the term a psycho-sociology of music is a helpful description of the 

tentative 也eories she develops from a careful interpretation of, to use Husserl's 

phrase, the “determinate relationship between an act of consciousness and its 

o吋ect" (cited in Gior函， 1995: 36). Some of the issues she raises about music in 

everyday life and its social agency in settings like the shopping mall, the car and 

the fitness club, along wi由 her idiographic and essentially, if under-stated, 

psychological approach, will provide a useful springboard into my first individual 

vocal-graphy and the beginning of the development of a 也.eory of men' s voca1 

behaviour in this sp前sely populated and remote setting just south of t 
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4 IDIOGRAPHY AND THE CASE FOR A 

PSYCHO國SOCIOLOGYOF MUSIC 

4.1 Lessons from recent sociology of music 

It is hopefully c1ear from the last chapter that whatever insights psychology of 

music research 企amed in the logical positivist tradition has given us - and they 

缸'e both numerous and invaluable - the framing of the discipline in this way has 

exc1uded some of the most essentia11y psychological of all insights into the natu泊，

structure and meaning of musical behaviour. This was achieved by rejecting - just 

as genera1 psychology had before it 一 Self and consciousness as legitimate sites 

for systematic study, and introspection and reflection 的 legitimate modes of 

enquiry. Maintaining logical positivist supremacy in music psychology requires 

that we maintain the objectification not just of music artefacts themselves, but of 

musica1 behavîour too. An almost identica1 dilemma has plagued music sociology, 
and before turning to the life-stories of individual Icelandic men and to their vocal 

behaviour, 1 wish to .consider the question of reification 的 it relates to 也e

sociology of music. In doing 鉤， 1 hope to add a sociologica1 thread to 也e

theoretical network which 1 have been attempting to develop aild through which 1 

hope to formulate and refine comprehensive theories about men's voca1 behaviour 

and vocal identity. In particul訂 1 wish to review some recent developments in 

music sociology, which appear 的 me to i1lustrate how phenomenology, seen as 

the kind of interpretative 查通mework proposed in the last chapter, can break down 

traditional disciplinary frontiers by grounding theories of music's agency in 

psychological perceptions of lived experience. 

A long-standing and welI-documented controversy exists about music's 

social nature and function. Even differentiating between the study of music and of 

musical life is not unproblematic, for as Shepherd 前gues in Music as Socia/ Text, 

accepting a clear line of demarcation between the two, is to assume 也at the socia1 

m如re of music has on1y to do wi晶晶e circumstances of its creation and 

consumption， notwi也 the way it sounds (Shepherd, 1991: 5). 
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Rejecting this assumption, musicologists like Shepherd and 

ethnomusicologists like Lomax have 訂gued 也at analysis of musica1 artefacts 

alone can indeed reveal significant information about the political and social 

conditions of their production (Shepherd, 1991; Lomax, 1968, 1980). Lomax 

claims that singing styles and traits of song performance are related directly to 

socia1 interaction and socia1 structures. Of particular interest for the present study 

is Lomax's 也eory 也at the dominance of solo or choral organization, degrees of 

vocal tension and even vowel colour 前'e directly related to ma1e dominance, 

sexual sanctions (towards women) and patriarcha1 sys但ms. Lomax' s ambitious 

and provocative cross-cultural theory of Cantometrics - litera11y,“Song as a 

measure of man" - has been the source of very considerable debate and 

controversy. In an effort to develop a musicological framework for the social 

study of music, Shepherd 剖so focuses on musical sounds and 品rms. Like Lomax, 

Shepherd has not been without his critics, who claim 也at meaning in music 

cannot possibly be linked to social significance (Swanwick, 1984: 53). If music's 

meaning were linked to social significance, the argument goes; it would prohibit 

responses to music 企om other cultures. It is hard to see how such apparently 

musica11y pure arguments could endorse the possibility 曲at meaning in music 

might be linked to socia1 structure and management, let alone to subjective 

persona1 significance. What this argument fails to acknowledge though, is 也at

music' s sounds and structures are constituted by human practice located in 

specific social, historical, and personal practices. To what, if any extent, a 

potential link between socia1 or personal significance and musica1 meaning must 

lead inevitably to the kind of referential 由eory that musical purists see as both 

undesirable and naive is debatable. Moreover, the ways in which “particular 

personal gestures" of a composer or performer may be able to speak across 

cultural space and historical time (ibid.) - to some ofus, about something, at least 

- cited by 由e purists 部 evidence 也at meaning is not linked to social significance, 

might just as easily be seen 的 examples of the kind of psychological inter

subjectivity th別扭曲e basis of phenomenological enquiry. 

The problem here, just as in the society as ontologica11y independent of its 

memb叮s， versus Self as an onωlogy 也at informs and creates society dicho 
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exclusion of all other possibilities or dimensions. Musical meaning surely resides 

in more than one of the following perspectives: 

a) aesthetic/musicological 

b) social 

c) personallpsychological 

More studies might attempt to triangulate data from all of these perspectives and 

recognise that these are not discreet views of things but overlapping and 

interacting ones. 1 suggest that multi- and inter-disciplinary studies that examine 

the same phenomenon simultaneously from these different perspectives are far 

more likely to deepen understanding of musical meaning and function than those 

也at focus from only one of them. The relative importance of any one of these 

perspectives at any one time - that is to say at any specific, real or recalled 

hearing, in any specific and situated setting - for our meaning-making of any 

p缸ticul缸 musical behaviour or work, may vary very significant1y according ω 也e

ways in which individua1s socially organize their attention to the phenomena, be 

they ac臼 of concentrated audition, conscious reflection, or the seemingly sub

conscious reflexes involved when music is employed as backdrop to a whole host 

of activities. Exploring 伽se connections is essentially what DeNora does in a 

series of idiographic ethnographies which form 伽 basis of an innovative 

framework for music sociology she calls “The Musical Event" (DeNo悶， 2003).

Following a series of idiographic cameos in Music in Everyday Lifè 

(DeNora, 2000), which illustrate how music Îs used to structure personal and 

social life, DeNora uses Adomo's theoretical writings to develop a grounded 

曲eory about music's dynamic agency (DeNora, 2003). According to this 也eo哼，

music can be seen as a reso叮'ce for reconfiguring bodily conduct and providing a 

model for thinking about concepts. DeNora argues th剖 aspects of music' s 

structure and texture for example, can all provide resources for thinking in the 

form of “object lessons, analogies, exemplars, models". Now this is not a causal 

argument that would generate disdain from the musical puris胞， since as DeNora is 

剖 pains to point out,“(W)hat comes to count as the musical “object" emerges in 

relation to ho~ th副 object is handled by its recipient" (DeNo悶， 2003: 48). 

DeNora plots 也is musica1 engagement - the Musica1 Event and its 

conditions - on three dimensions of time, which a1though DeNora attempts to 

define them neat1y as past, present, and futu悶， appe前 to have much more in 
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c'Omm'On with Harré's 'Ont'Ol'Ogy 'Ofpsych 'Ol'Ogical time discussed in the last chapter 

than they have wi血 the Euclidean 'One. Similarly, acc'Ounts 'Of the Event rely 

heavily 'On the symb'Olic interacti'Onist paradigm central t'O phen'Omen'Ol'Ogy. 

Thr'Ough reflexive symb'Olic w 'Ork - which rnay either be alm'Ost synchr'On'Ous with 

the musical engagernent as in DeN'Ora's pr'Oblematical eff'Orts t 'O get subjects t 'O 

pr'Ovide running c'Ornmentaries, 'Or tirne-lagged rec'Onstructi'Ons 一 the rnusical 

“'Object" ernerges. It is easy t'O see DeN'Ora's “o吋ectified" “Musical Even站"的 m

example 'Of the s'Ocial and c'Ognitive pr'Ocesses central t'O the Meadian traditi'On 'Of 

“自e act". This reifying, h'Owever, bec'Omes rn'Ore problem副ical given the 

significance 'Of in甘'Ospecti'On and reflecti'On. The “ events" DeN'Ora 也.e'Orizes ab'Out 

might be th'Ought 'Of as having m'Ore in c'Ornm'On with the c'Ontinu'Ous stream 'Of 

experience central t'O James's serninal the'Ories 'Of Self and c 'Onsci'Ousness, where 

music' s structure, textua1 'Or 'Othèr characteristics serve t'O m'Ove h 'Oriz'Ons and 

f'Ocus 'Of an ever m'Oving awareness. F'Oll 'Owing 'On fr'Orn Husserl and fr'Orn 也e

phen'Omen'Ol'Ogical netw'Ork devel'Oped in the last chapter, 1 prefer t'O see what 

DeN 'Ora's participants say they hear and think in Remembering my 晶晶.er 出r'Ough

Br叫lßlS， De-stressing 也r'Ough Schuberf s Impromptus, Finding my kind 'Of st'Ore, 

and the taking turns (t'O say “ Hell 'O") 'Of rnusic therapist and client - n'Ot 倡

“'Objects", but as percepti'Ons, perspectives 'Of real things - p前tial， perspectival 

adumbrati'Ons. 

In spite 'Ofthis difference in s'Ocial the 'Ory, Iittle 'Other research has been as 

significant in the devel 'Opment 'Of rny 'Own study 'Of Icelandic men，的 DeN'O悶's.

Whilst the f'Ormal, traditi 'Onal literature search appe前s always t'O have been 

undertaken bef'Ore research plans are f 'Ormulated, executed and analysed, surely 1 

am n'Ot 伽'Only rese缸'cher t'O kn'Ow側的 is n'Ot true; it is yet an'Other myth 'Of 

the Euclidean time and space 'Ont'Ol'Ogy. DeN'Ora's Music in Everyday Life (2000) 

was published just as 1 began t'O investigate singing in rnen's everyday life in 

Iceland. 官lat listening, rather than active rnusic making, is the d'Ominant everyday 

m'Ode 'Of rnusical behavi'Our incontemp'Orary Westem s'Ociety and theref'Ore in 

DeN'Ora's study is, as suggested in the intr'Oducti 'On t'O this dissertati'On, hardly 

surprising. H'Owever, add t 'O this the inclusi 'On 'Of thurnbnail e甘m'Ographic studies 

'Of kara'Oke and music therapy sessi'Ons, and her study appeared t'O indicate that my 

'Own field 'Of enquiry might be an enIighten 
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provided by DeNora's theory of “The Musical Event" (2003), briefly outlined 

above. Music sociology has shown an increasing willingness to review its 

historical foéus on the influence and role of society in music~s production -

composing, performing, and listening - at. the cost of considering music' s 

dynamic social agency. DeNor丸 echoing Shepherd' s sentiment quoted above, 

cal1s it music' s downgr叫ing “from active ingredient or animating force to 

inanimate product, an object to be explained" (DeNora 2000: 3). Similarly, 

ethnographic and anthropological music studies has moved on in the past decade 

or so from an obsession with homogeneous social groupings towards more 

interactionist, individuated frameworks. This kind of idiographic research model 

remains rare in psychology of music because of the dominance of logical 

positivist paradigm, outlined above. 

4.2 The individual and case study 

There has been little place then in music psychology for the building of theories 

from individual case studies. 1 would argue however，出at DeNora's recent work 

not only reflects the growing use of idiographic 企ameworks evident in both 

ethnomusicological and sociological research, but can also, and in spite of her 

也eoretical emphasis on the object rather than 曲e subje剖， be described 的

essentially psychologica1. The glimpses th前 DeNora provides into the persona1, 

social, and psychologica1 wor1ds of her participants, and their i加I虹mpor前t劉an叩ce in her 

interpretation of 

concemed w叫it也h the interface between consciousness and musical ex沖pe剖I吋ienc臼e.

Nevertheless, music psychology can hardly be said to have recognized the 

legitimacy of the case study approach, even though its challenge to the dominant 

logica1-positivist paradigm has been thoroughly documented in psychology 

literature generally and increasingly represented in ethnomusicological research. 

In the case of psychology, some of this literature is reviewed in Smith, Harré and 

Van Lange油ove's discu路ion of idiography and the case 蜘dy (Smith, Harré and 

Van Langenhove 1995). In summarizing arguments for idiography's centra1ity in 

psychologica1 research, their frrst point, a philosophica1 one expounded by Goethe 

and later by Satre in his ∞ncept of the “universal singular"，扭曲.at distinctions 

between the individual and the universal are not 的 obvious 的 often supposed 

. (ibid.: 59). In developing frameworks which fac i1itate the building of theories 
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from idiographic realms to general nomethetic ones they call for researchers to be 

mindful of alllevels of Kluchohn and Murray's postulation 也at every man is in 

some ways like all other men (universal norms), some other men (group norms), 

and no other men (idiosyncratic norms) (ibid.: 60). As 曲e example from music 

sociology above and the survey of rnusic psychology in chapter three, illustrate, it 

is clear 也.at the study of idiosyncratic norms has been grossly under-represented 

in the search for a deeper understanding of the structure and content of rnusical 

experience. Ironical旬，出e validity of building general theories 仕om idiographic 

study is illustrated in Du M帥's distinction between mathematical properties of 

three empirical domains (cited in ibid.: 60). Whilst exploring the first domain can 

only provide data about all people at one rnornent in time, and the second da個

about all people over time but only about one specific property, investigations in 

the third domain potentially yield data about all the properties at all times of any 

one individual. Repeating idiographic nomethetic enquiries in intensively 

designed studies where extensions are literally a case-by case process is “a 

cautious climb up the ladder of generality, seeking for universal structures but 

reaching them only by a painful step by step approach" (Harré, 1979: 137). 

Theories will inevitably always be interim and contingent but 也is is surely 剖 least

as valid a scientific approach as individual difference research 也.at produce 

“indeterministic statistical zones that construct people who never were and never 

could be" (K郎tenbaurn， cited in Smith, Harré and Van Langenhove 1995: 61). In 

any case 部 Smith， Harré, and Van Langenhove, point out, it is generally accepted 

in almost all scientific paradigms 也別 intensive design is an appropriate way to 

develop universal theories and they justifiably ask why it is 也at extensive design 

has dominated psychology research even when it is seems very inappropriate. 

According to them the blame for the “triviality and banality" of a great deal of 

personality and social psychology research lies firmly at the feet of extensive 

design rnethods. 

In contrast to 也e production of people who never were or never could be, 

出is study is concemed with the open reproduction of real people and their vocal 

lives. Turning to rny own empirical work the study examines next the vocal 

hist。可 of one particular individual. Having heard Baldur's “voice" 
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singer that is unlike any other mai1, like other men who sing in the north east of 

Iceland and even perhaps like men who sing elsewhere in the wor1d. To be c1ear 

about how data 由at informed my interpretation and subsequent theory building 

were constructed, collected, and analysed, it is necessary to be provide some 

specific detai1s about the methods that were adopted. 
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commentaries appe訂 simply to illustrate a researcher's theoretical point, rather 

than being the generating force for it. Whilst researchers presumably do not adopt 

也e la悅r position deliberately, the possibility of (mis)using p訂ticipan阻， voices in 

this way is one 1 have attempted to guard against. It is for this reason that my 

e叮orts at developing theories about men's vocal behaviour begin with one man's 

voice - Baldur's. Somewhere on the continuum between the polarised examples 

of life history usage in research cited above， εrounded theories can be developed 

through an Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis that --stays 的 close to 

commentaries as possible, whilst recognising both their, and their interpreter's, 

historical and social situatedness. Within this framework the developing of 

theories from commentaries depends upon dialogic authority - the individual's 

“personal view of his own experience as he understands it弋 and the researcher's 

understanding or interpretation of it. Centr叫 to that understanding is an 

acknowledgement that the kind of life-history method employed in this study is 

not the testimonio form for which moral or social imperatives are often seen as 

existing, and for which the author is ideally little more 出an a passive mouthpiece 

(see Beverly 1992, cited in Tiern呵， 2000: 541). 甘le biographies told here have 

been elicited wi也 the specific aim of exploring vocal experience and illustrating 

the role of singing through01.汰出e life span of individual men. 

Tierney reminds us 曲的 life-history texts exist somewhere between 

history and memory, and that memories 訂'e recalled for reasons 也at are important 

to someone (Tiern句， 2000: 545). In the case of the present study, the rich details 

of these commentaries suggest that these memories are genuinely important to the 

storytellers themselves, and that 出ey are not simply constructed as a response to 

their implicit privileging because the researcher has come to talk about singing. 

Recognising the subjectivity of life histories is not to undermine their 

significance, especially when 也ey m它 explicitly interpreted from 

phenomenological perspectives. Essentially, 1 can concur with Connell, who uses 

life histories as the basis for his study of masculinities，出at we might wish to 

avoid “spurning 出e effort 也at respondents themselves make to speak the truth. 

An autobiographical story is evidence for a great deal beyond its own language 

(Connell, 1995: 91). N叮叮theless， in an i 
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much more concem to us than the “ truth" Connell speaks of. This is not to dismiss 

life histories simply as works of fiction, but to admit that we must carefully 

balance individua1 psychological perceptions of the everyday experience with the 

situatedness of the everyday, even where the latter can be described and verified 

with reasonable reliability. 

5.2 Conversations, Interviews and Analysis 

Interviews with long-standing friends are obviously unlikely t9 produce the same 

kind of data 的 interviews wi也 to個1 strangers who, as is typically the case in the 

vast majority of psychology research projects，缸'e met solely with this pu中ose in 

mind. 1 have had conversations with all of the men in 由is study at some time prior 

to the conversation that 1 called “an interview". 1 have spent many hours in 也e

company of these men, and not just when directing them as a choir: 1 have 

travel1ed widely with nearly alI of them; 1 have eaten and drunk with them; we 

have partied together and we have even grieved together; 1 have visited many of 

their homes and 1 am a regular guest in some of them. Our extensive, regular, and 

varied conversations have undoubtedly covered a wide range of subjects including 

politics, religion, spo凡 and singing. 1 have even sh前'ed what 1 consider to be quite 

personal matters with one or two of these men, and them with me too. Inevitably, 

given my position and role in the community, we have 企equently spoken about 

singing, songs, and music. It was, without doubt, listening to, and reflecting upon 

some of these conversations and stories about singing, that led me to want to 

explore their vocal experience more systematically - though exactly when 也at

was 1 cannot say. 

Having decided to engage in a more formal investigation of this 

phenomenon it was necessary to define wOOt processes 1 wou1d adopt. 1 have 

already outlined in chapter three why 1 believe tOOt IP A is a particular appropriate 

method for studies like the present one. 1 empOOsized its flexibility and sensitivity 

in developing a psychology of individua1ity, and in the examination of identity 

issues over a wide range of fields. Without repeating that philosophical 企缸ning of 

the method, it is neces詞句 to be clear about the specific details of it as they relate 

to the collection and analysis of da組 in this particular study. Following 

conventional IP A procedure, 1 a:扭扭d to collect primary data throu的 semi

structured interviews (see Smi曲， 2003: 55). 1 fully expected, in the process, to 
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hear stories and thoughts that 1 had heard before in other settings. 1 felt, 

nevertheless, that it would be appropriate to allow the men to reconstruct their 

vocal life histories, and to share perceptions of their vocal experience, within a 

specific framework that is acceptable as an appropriate psychology research one. 

It is these interviews that form primary data here. All the other conversations 1 

have had with these men may well have influenced what they decided to say in 

this setting 一 there were certainly no obvious inconsistencies between previous 

narratives and the ones constructed here. Similarly, all those previous 

conversations have undoubtedly influenced my interpretations of the interviews 

themselves. Occasionally my interpretation of this data is explicit1y informed by 

other casu叫 conversations with the men or other individuals; these are indicated 

as such. The deeper implications of my previous and continuing roles here，的

someone already well established in the community before formal research begun, 

will be examined in greater detail at the end ofthis study. 

Having approached the choir's 5-man committee for their support, 1 spoke 

ωthe men as a group, telling them of my desire to investigate men singing, and, 

in particul缸， to look at the role singing played in their lives, bo也 in and out of the 

male voice choir. Initial surprise th倒也eir own singing experiences might be of 

interest to anybody else, let only 也at it might form the basis of a formal research 

study, appe的d to be replaced by genuine interest. Initially, 1 informed them th剖 I

was looking for between 10 and 15 men who would be willing to 個ke pa的 in

interviews with me about singing in their lives. None of the men declined to take 

p側， and so, wi也 the exception of Bald\汀， with whom 1 had already taken an 

extensive pilot-interview, 1 drew lots for 12 other interviewees. Both before and 

after interviews were taken, these men were given other opportunities to withdraw 

f食全切om 吐曲le p戶r'‘吋E

provided, but which seemed particularly personal, 1 re如med to the men again and 

asked them specifically about its inclusion in the study; none asked for any dataω 

be omitted. 

A semi-structured interview schedule was prepared and memorised 

(Appendix A). Essentially, the schedule was built around four major areas of 

enquiry: the first concemed 吐le construction of vocal history from childhood to 

the present day; the second was aimed at exploring men's experience of singing 
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men's present everyday lives; fourthly, the schedule aimed to look at men's 

personal feelings about their voices and themselves, including gender, and to open 

the possibility for participants to raise other issues that they felt relevant. For a11 

of these areas a list of possible prompts and probes was produced. In a11 areas of 

enquiry it was hoped to focus interviewees attention not just on the recall of 

factual details, but on their own personal perceptions of singing - on the meaning 

也別 singing， and the remembrance of singing, held for them, and on 也elr

association with feelings and moods before, during, and after the singing acts 

themselves. 

Interviews were taken and recorded in the men' s Own homes. One 

exception was a group interview 也at was carried out in the community hall where 

the choir normally rehearses. The four interviewees who took p前t in 血is group 

interview had already been interviewed individually along the lines of the 

interview schedule discussed above. However, in these cases 1 had deliberately 

omitted the section on si~ging in the male voice choir. It was on ，this 缸'ea 曲的自e

group interview focused. The group interview proved, as was intended, to be a 

useful comp缸ator with individual's narrative stories about singing 扭曲e choir. In 

fact, no obvious inconsistencies emerged between this collective narrative and the 

stories that individuals produced. In fact, as we sha11 see later，也e bantering nature 

ofthe dialo邵le often illustrated points made by men in individual interviews see 

Appendix C). 

In practice, the interview schedule was only used for occasional prompts 

to ensure 也at interviewees covered all the main areas of enquiry, whilst bui1ding 

narrative constructions of their vocal-lives in their own words. Interviews were 

relaxed, friendly, and chatty. All went well over the hour 1 had originally 

estimated and several were nearly two hours long. In many cases men moved 

freely between the areas 1 had originally defined, blurring definitions between 

也em.Ne前ly all of the participants adopted a fairly chronological approach, and 

their commentaries, as we shall see, and 郎 1 had hoped they wou肘， related not 

just to the facts of their vocal histories, but also to reflections upon fee1ings and 

meanings that they associated wi也 them， and to their role in personal and social 

agency. Indeed，也e men's openness, in discussing what w前e often very personal 

matters, came as a slight surprise ωme， even as a friend. This in itsel 
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feelings verbally. Many stories and detai1s emerged of which 1 had no previous 

knowledge at a11. 

Their words, of course, were Icelandic words, and it is important to 

recognise 企om the outset that translation is always provisional (Tierney, 2000: 

543). This indisputable fact prevents even /, Rigobel呦 cited earlier, from 

acquiring the status of an immaculately unmediated testimonio - for most of us at 

least. Interviews here were transcribed and translated into English. In one or two 

isolated instances, 1 sought c1arification and confirmation of my translation before 

subjecting translated transcripts to analysis fo l1owing standard IP A procedures 

(see Smith, 2003: 51-80). First readings ofthe first case - in 也is instance Baldur' s 

- were accompanied by what was almost a “企ee textual analysis" (ibid.). Re

examining transcripts line-by-line, men's comments were summarized or 

paraphrased, and links between them were noted. In some cases, these links are 

questions of resonance or a deepening of previous ideas, in other cases they were 

contradictions of previous points or 也e introduction of novel ones. Subse明uently，

these notes were used to formulate succinct phr品的 or titles of themes, which 

were, in ~ examined and clustered with a view to theoretical ordering. 

Prototype themes 也at emerged 企om 也e original analysis of Baldur's transcript 

were the following: 

Singing is a very special kind of social connection 

To fi剖吋ly - especiaIly mother and brother, and to grandparents 

To other 企iends

To guys in the male-voice choir 

To audiences 

Harmony makes these connections even more special 

Singing a l10ws me to get physically closeωother people 

Singing is fami1y 

Family is identified by its singing 

Family is celebrated by singing 

Singing is Self-help therapy 
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Singing makes people feel.good physically 

Singing stops people being sick 

Singing changes mood and emotions 

Singing is cathartic 

Singing Ìs how bodies are checked out 

Singing act開tes physic叫 spaces

Spaces become vocal places - they are given meaning in song, they are 

changed in song 

Work space 一 Domestic space - Religious space - Urban/rural 

Places are remembered by the songs sung 血ere， or associated wi由 them

1 can make a personallvocal “impression" on spaces 

Singing in the male voice choir 

The men's choir = our collective identity in 也is county 

Unifies men from all over the county (and coun甘y?) and of all ages 

The sound! Expressive range 

The kick! Physical pleasure 

Pleasure in performance - presenting Self - connecting wi品。也.er people 

Singing as masculinities 

Singing makes me more of a man 

Social structures have limited women's vocal opportunities 

Sex impacts expressive potential of voices 

Men's voices have a naturally wider “expressive" range 

Singing is a special way for me to get close to my young offspring 

Singing “feels" good 

Singing fac i1itates the feminine - gentleness, loving, beauty 

Singing is life 

Life without singing is unimaginable 

1 get scared when 1 cannot sing! 

Singing as my memories 
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At a11 stages of analysis, emergent themes were comp前ed to the original text to 

validate the nascent 也eory. An independent third party verified the replicability of 

interpretations 由at had been developed in initial and subsequent coding, and 

c1arified meanings. Such validation is a relatively standard process in 

psychological research methods, and is seen in some qu訂ters as increasing 

reliability, rather like quantitative inter-examiner measures. Clearly 也ou帥， it is a 

remnant of positivist empirical frameworks that, to some extent, implies 也at the 

interpretation of one individual is not necessarily a reliable scientific too1. 

Never吐1eless， the analysis and interpretations developed here were sh前ed with a 

third party who had no attachment to this part!cular setti旬， and 1 argue that 也e

dialogue that emerged 企om 出is procedure helped to develop a deeper analysis of 

data and c1earer formulation of theory. 

In examining these themes, 1 became attracted to their apparent 

consistency wi也 James's social, physical, and spiritual elements of Self, and to 

models of gender identity. How the themes above can be seen, not just in Bald肘's

narrative, but in those of other men in the study too, as constructs of Self in these 

particular frameworks is the subject of the fo l1owing chapters. Proceeding in a 

case-by-case method, the theories above were tested, revised, and adapted in the 

light of analysis of the other twelve translated transcripts. A key moment of也at

development, about half way 也rough initial analysis of these transcripts, was the 

decision to attempt to organise emerging themes and 也eo討es around models of 

Self and gender identity. 

In all cases, the analysis procedure was the same as 也at outlined above, 

" but in keeping with the development of theory 企om the idiograph峙， nascent 

theory emerging from Baldur' s narrative orientated subsequent analysis. ln such a 

procedure, it is important to be sensitive to the emergence of new themes or 

contradictionsωold ones: as. we shaU. see, most of the subsequent interviews 

appe前.ed to resonant with, and deepen themes that had been identified in the 

original case study. But 也at is not to say that th釘e were not significant 

contradictions: these wil1 be examined in the chapters 世1at follow. In some cases, 
如此her triangulation of da祖 was obtained by returning to participants and 郎king

them to comment on interpretations, clarify points, or provide 臼rth叮 de旭ils.
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5.3 Diaries and Theoretical Sampling 

IP A recognises the possibility of collecting data from diaries as well as 

interviews. In addition to 出e forming and collecting of data in interviews above, 1 

decided to use a secondary method to generate data 曲的 could be used to 

theoretically s缸nple the theories developed in analysis and interpretation of the 

narratives 曲的 men had constructed in interview. 1 asked the thirteen men whom 1 

had interviewed, or was in the process of interviewi時， to keep one-week diaries, 

describing, and reflecting upon singing activities 也at they håd recently engaged 

in. In addition, 1 asked other members of the choir to keep vocal diaries too, and 

whilst most of them initially agreed to take a diary with a view to making entries, 

only sixteen other men returned completed diaries. Many men stated that they 

found 出is process far more challenging than the thought of being interviewed. 

Some claimed to have made aborted attempts at entries. others simply that 也ey

kept forgetting, or 出品也ey felt unable to articulate anything important enough for 

what 血.ey considered to be a serious 臨sk. The men were asked to make entries 

about what and where they had sung since their last en旬， and to reflect upon 也e

circumstances and feelings surrounding any singing. If possible. and in order to 

keep entries as close to the singing experience itself. men were asked to write at 

least once a d呵， though preferably 剖 bo也 lunch-time and in the evenings，凹的

soon as possible after any singing (see Appendix B). 甘le following suggestions 

were made as to how men might reflect on their singing. It was not my intention 

though, to oblige participants just to answer a list of questions for every singing 

event: 

。 Have 1 sung since my last entry? 

。 Aloud or just in my head? 

。Where， when and what was 1 doing? 

。Whowaslwi曲?

。Why did 1 sing? 

。What did 1 sing? 

。Whydo 1 也ink 1 sung that particul前 son.g?

。 Did 1 take any partic叫訂閱re with singing it? How did 1 project my 

voice? 

。 Did 1 sing it a11 曲e way through? 
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。 In what sort of mood was I? 

。 Did singing change my mood in any way? 

Only one or two of the men appeared to use the list as a checklist for all songs. 

Most of the participants made comments, usually related to several of these points 

for each individual en旬， in a more prose-like, conversational style (see Appendix 

D). Only a few men managed to make two entries a day, but those whose diaries 

were used for the generation of data included here, all made regular entries every 

day for at least six of seven days. Some made more than one entry on some days 

and not on others, and several asked if they could extend the period by a day or 

two because they had missed entries, or even because they felt 由ey were getting 

into a more comfortable routine with it. There seemed to be no reason not to agree 

to these extensions. Interesting issues arise about experience sampling methods 

like those used here: they will be examined in detai1 at the end ofthis study. These 

diaries provided a further dimension for developing 也eo旬， providing, in many 

cases, fairly detailed accounts of individual and collective vocal activities in the 

workplace, in the home, and in various recreationa1 settings. Diaries were 

ana1ysed in similar ways to interviews themselves, though there was a greater 

emphasis on the theoretica1 sampling and 脂sting of emerging themes, and of 

nascent theories，也at had been developed in the interpretation of interviews with 

the men. Additionally, the diaries provided a wide range of ethnographic vignettes 

of voca1 behaviour in men's current everyday life. Some of these are examined 

later 扭曲e light of the theory developed here, and in relation to OeNora's 出eory

of“The Musica1 Event" (2003). 

In keeping wi也 the argument for the building of theory from a single case 

study 也叫 1 outlined above (Smi曲， Harré and Van Langenhove 1995), the next 

chapter is concemed with Ba1dur's vocal story. At ftrst, and wi曲曲e

qualiftcations mentioned above, it is told with a minimum of theorizing. 1 

a1temate between my own paraphrasing of his autobiography and 由.e use of direct 

quotations from 比 As a rule, 1 have paraphrased autobiographical detai1s of a 

genera1 nature in my own words; Ba1dur' s comments speciftcally conceming 

singing itself前'e quoted directly. Any additiona1 comment前yattemp紹 to provide 

contextua1 details rather than interpretation, though once again, differentiating 

between the two is not incontrovertible. In the chapter 也別 follows， we shall look 
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in detail at emerging themes in an interpretation of Baldur's vocallife story, and 

begin the development of a nascent 也eory of men's vocal behaviour by 

examining other men' s vocality too. 
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6 ONE MAN'S VOICE - BALDUR 

Baldur was bom in 1948; he is married wi曲曲ree children and has eleven 

grandchildren. Part owner of a haulage company, Ba1dur worked for many years 

as a long-distance lorry driver, mainly on the Reykjavík to Húsavík route. When 

Baldur was regularly on this run, it was a difficult seven or eight-hour drive, long 

stretches had no hard surface or tarmac and 伽 road crosses several mountain 

passes. In winter, hazardous weather conditions were commonplace. These days 

Ba1dur drives local 剖ps from and around Húsavík and he is more involved wi也

the day to day management of the company's fleet; comprising around 12 large 

缸ticulated 甘ucks， it 扭曲el缸gest company of its kind in North East Iceland. 

I'ni always in and out of businesses with goods or vehic1es to pick up 
goods; 也en either I'm whist1ing or. singing and I'm known for 也at
wherever 1 come. 

Ba1dur now lives in Húsavík，也e county's largest town wi也 a population of just 

less than 2500 people. Ap缸t from providing a wide range of service industries for 

也e coun旬， Húsavík 釘aditiona11y relied on the fishing industries，也ough changes 

in the industry have reduced its significance in the local economy and 

employment. These days H的avík enjoys a growing reputation as the “wha1e

watching capital of Europe", and its economy is increasingly dependent on 

tourism. Its slaughterhouse and meat-processing plant serves agriculture al1 over 

north east Iceland, especially sheep farmers, whose numbers continue to dwindle 

as the nation's eating habits, changing life-styles and demands for greater levels 

ofproductivity force many sma11-holders to give up. 

6.1 Remembering CbUdbood and Song 

Baldur Baldvinsson a10ng with his two brothers and two sisters grew up on just 

such a typica1 lcelandic smallholding. He was bom 扭曲efi前mhouse at Rangå in 

1948, which his p訂閱脂， Sigrún and Baldvin, had just bui1t. For the previous 

.couple of ye缸s， Sigr個 and Ba1dvin, with Baldur's older brother J，侃， had been 
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Iiving wi也 Baldvin's father and extended family in the neighbouring farmhouse, 

just 50 metres away, whilst 也ey built their own house. Baldur's early memories 

缸e ofhis parents' efforts at establishing independent husbandry，也ough always in 

close co-operation with the neighbouring far咽， Ófeigsstaður. Ba1dur reca11s the 

building of outhouses and barns th叫 came to hold the dozen dairy cows and, 

between October and May, more than one hundred and flfty sheep. Along wi出

ducks, hens and Icelandic horses，也is formed 伽Iivestock of what Ba1dur 

describes as a “well-average farm弋 The family's “larder" also included plentiful 

tro叫 and salmon stocks in a river th剖 flows just east of the farm. Mains supply 

electricity was laid on in 1958, though Ba1dur recalls one of their neighbours 

insta1ling a small generator and dynamo over the farm brook around 1954, which, 

when functioning properly, provided some light in the long dark winter months. 

Otherwise，甘ley relied on oil-lamps both 副 home and in the outhouses. Around 

1956 Baldur recalls the insta11ation of an Aga that provided hot water. Along with 

his two brothers and then, one sister. Ba1dur slept in the same smal1 bedroom as 

hisp缸ents until he was about ten ye訂s old. 

If his parents' efforts, litera11y，別 building the family home, establishing 

their livelihood, raising four young children, a11 in very basic living conditions 

and in often very harsh natural conditions, were a struggle，也is is not a word 出at

Baldur ever uses. Everyday life appe訂s to have been typifled by optimism and a 

general sense of happiness frequently mediated by singing's agency in social and 

persona1 life: 

As far back as 1 can remember, 1 can rernember singing. And 1 grew up 
with that. Mum was a1ways singing. 
Always? 
Always, she sang at her work a11 the time aI1d when she was working in 
the kitchen, washing up, doing the washing on the washboard, she 
a1ways sung. And 也en there was a great dea1 of singing at home 
generally.... 

She sang a1ways, so completely, gave herself tota11y. 1 remember rea11y 
weJl, when she was singing, especially when she was at the washing 
board, must have been an absolutely dead boring job，的 you can 
irnagine, rubbing the washing on 血e bo甜可i， aI1d then she sang 
completely, then she sang, it was just these IcelaI1dic songs, these 
beautiful IcelaI1dic songs. 
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Whilst Dad sung too - especially when milking the cows, rinsing the milking 

equipment, in the local church choir and in local amateur dramatic productions of 

the Ungmennaj日'agið (Y outh Movement)一 it is mother's vocal behaviour that has 

clearly had the more lasting and deeper impression on Ba1dur's own vocality and 

vocal identity. Baldur's mother, Sigrún, is descended from the Halldórsstaðarætt 

or clan, in the nearby valley of Reykjadal. 甘le f;缸nily appe前s to have been 

defined for more than a century by their vocal and musical behaviour. Baldur 

recalls th剖 it was widely said ofhis mother's family that: 

Even if the hay was bone dry, the family at Halldórsstaðir would still 
forget themselves in singing and playing. 

Baldur's memories of early childhood visits to the matemal family home in 

Har叮叮 in Reykjadal,' some 20 kilometres away, reinforce the significance of 

singing as an i油erited legacy central to this family's kinship and identity: 

When we went to visit Grandad and Grandma at Harnrar, we always 
begun by singing and never went home . without singing, and in 
h訂mony! [...] As soon as we could stand up, Grandad directed, he was 
very strict about 也at， and it was absolutely obligatory. We couldn't 
leave Hamrar unless we had sung one or two songs. He taught 凶
particular songs 由前 were compulsory to le前n. Often we were just set up 
on a chair and allowed to sing loudly.. 

Grandad even appears in Baldur's vocal diary some fifty years later; on a 

day where Baldur confesses to having been angry and irritated by some 

unspecified and, in Bald肘's opinion, unjustified personal criticism, music plays 

an important part in restoring Self. Ba1dur's first comment reveals how even at 

these moments sad or heavy songs “seek a way" into his head. Later in the day, he 

hears on the radio, some music composed by an unnamed composer who lived 

most of his life in a wheelchair: Baldur rebukes himself for self-pity and when 

returning home his thoughts 個m nosta1gically to Grandfather: 

1 sat at the piano.，品 1 do sometimes when I'm a10ne and then often it's 
something origina1 and often a bit melancholic. 叮le latest was a piece 
with words by Grandad, a poem 10 a girl somewhere 如 away and he is 
going ωbuild her a house and live with her for the rest ofhis life. 
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The songs 也at Baldur mentions are all Icelandic national songs: Like so much of 

the Icelandic nationalist song and poetry repertoire significant in th"e construction 

of Icelandic identity and in the struggle for Icelandic independence these songs, 

like η'ðllin blána (Blue Mountain.抄， Ó fögur er vor fósturJδrð ρ'h beautiful is our 

homeland), are concemed wi血 Icelandic nature: 

Ó, fõgur er vor fósturjδrð 

um fríða sumardaga, 
er laufin grænu Iitka bδrð 

og leikur hjδrð í haga, 

En dalur Iyftir blárri brún 

rnót blíðum sol訂 loga，

og glitrar flötur, glóir tún 

og gyllir sunna voga. 

。如Thoroddsen)

Oh beautiful is our homeland 

On a peaceful sum ll1er day 

When green leaves colour the land 

And the flock plays in the pas如re

Arid the valley raises its blue brow 

Against the sun' s gentle rays 

The plains sparkle, meadow's glow 

And the sun gilds the creek. 

Whilst Grandad directed the singing at family gatherings, Baldur recalls 

Grandma adhering to “a principle 也at if you felt bad, it was good to sing." And 

when playing card games at whist drives, an erstwhile very popular Icelandic 

pastime, Grandma would use 曲e song Ó hve fagurt er að líta (Oh what a beautiful 

sight!) 的 a coded message ωher playing partner. 

During the summer，出e sun hardly 闋的 here for two months. Ba1dur and his 

brothers might then go and s個y on the grandparents' farm and enjoy the long, 

long summer days in an app缸ent rural idyll. They would cadge a lift wi也 themilk

truck and walk the rest of the way home. Motor transport was possible，出ough

Baldur recalls several occasions on which the family from Hömrum turned up on 

horseback，的自ey did on his fa'也er's thirtieth birthday where there was, as usual, 

a great de叫 ofsinging.

If you went ωa birthday, any sort of gathering [...] there was always 
smgmg. 

At Christmas the extended 晶mily would meet up, as long as weather 
permitted, and when 也ey did the fì倒nily would 剖1 [...] dance around 也e
wooden Christmas tree as they sung loudly and lots. Grandad insisted it 
should be loud! 
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Whether these Christmas visits and the extended family gatherings that Baldur 

recalls happening between six and a dozen times a ye缸" belong properly to 也e

realms of the everyday or to 也e special is debatable, but in any case Berger and 

Del Negro have illustrated how such concepts are really positions of interpretation 

(Berger and Del Negro, 2004: 8-14). What is not debatable is the way in which 

singing appears 的 have been a dominant medium of socia1 connectedness, not just 

permeating the fabric of life at Rangá, but actually being the fabric, the family 

script, which everybody knew and pe的rmed by memory (see Byng-Hall, 1985 

for a discussion of family scripts). There appear nevertheless to be severa1 

different scenes to the script: one is the singing th剖 accompanied everyday chores 

and tasks 一 Bald\汀's mother at the washing board. his father rnilking; the second 

is singing 的∞中orate hospitality: 

If we had any guests, 1 mean there were always lots of guests, lots of 
people visiting [...] people coming to visit in the evening, then we took a 
song. 

Yet another singing scene is the formaI vocal activity in the neighbouring church, 

just a few hundred m仰es away, or in the local Ungmenna起lag.

Having witnessed for myself family gatherings 到Rangå both before and after 也e

death of Baldur's mother, 1 can testify 油倒 singing's place at the core of thls 

family's identity seems hardly exaggerated. Nor does its importance appear to 

have declined over the half a century since Baldur's youth, even 也ough migration 

and demographic changes have made these gatherings Iess frequent. 

It was something that was simply in our blood, and it's been especially 
so in more recent times, was always, when the family came together, 
they never came together without singing. Yeah, it was just 油倒 people
were happy and felt better, went happier home. It had 也at sort of 
influence on pω'ple [...] tremendous singing, just four-part singing. 
These guys would sing bass, others tenor, middle voices, it just 
happened automatically. Nobody organised the voices or p缸妞， they just 
got it together. It was people who were used to singing from childhood. 
It's always been like that somehow. 
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6.2 Mothers, Sons and Songs 

Whilst Baldur sees vocal connections as significant in all social interaction, his 

vocal relationship with his mother is a very special case in point. Sigrún, Baldur' s 

mother, had a very fine soprano voice and apart from using it to accompany daily 

routines, she sang solo too in more formal settings: 

Kári, the first organist that 1 remember, he really loved mum's singing, 
accompanied her a lot. And 也ey would go home to .him and we would 
go home to him too, or he would come home to us. They founded a 
church choir, can't remember what ye訂 it was, 1 w的 5 or 6, but 1 
remember there were choir practices and we were allowed to go. Both 
mum and dad sung and we sat and listened. 

And 1 always thought Mum had an absolutely wonderful voice, a 
tremendously beautiful voice. 

Sigrún's women friends would also come together occasionally to sing. Sigrún 

would play 也.e gui個r， and the women would sing in 2 or 3 parts. Baldur goes on 

to recall: 

甘le frrst time that 1 sang publicly, mother wanted me to sing wi出 her.I
must have. been at least 15. It was a Lions Club meetin旱. it (Lions 
Movement) was just starting here and they wanted 凶 to come and sing 
together. Sang two or three songs. Went really well, well considering. 
Mum had a brilliant voice of course and sung reall仁.. and 1 ... incredibly 
little voice and a bit pathetic, 1 thought (laughs). But she knew how to 
project her voice 80 that 1 was decently presen個ble. It was so well 
received 油倒 we were asked to sing again together. [...] 1 thought singing 
wi也 her was absolutely fantastic and, and 1 would have liked to have 
been wi也 the voice I've got now and sing wi也 her， as she was then. 

The ∞mpact disc accompanying this thesis contains a recording of Baldur singing 

one of these songs with his mother: Baldur thinks 也at the recording here was 

made when he was 17 ye缸s old (CD 5). 

6.3 Brothers Singing 

In Baldur's relationships wi也 his brothers too, singing was a significant way of 

being. Singing before puberty wi也 his brother J6n, for some reason, does not 

seem ωcount as singing “publicly": 
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1 remember singing with J6n 剖 a concert when 1 was 11 or 12, it was in 
2-p帥， songs by J6n and Árni Múla from the play Dubron缸， we sang all 
the songs, knew them backwards. And after that J6n and 1 sang a lot 
together, until J6n went off to grammar school (boarding school) and we 
p訂ted.

Baldur and J6n became a lyrics and melody writer partnership: J的 would

normally make up a poem or verse and BaIdur would compose a melody to it, 

though sometimes the process was reversed. Following their p缸'en紹， example, 

they sang together whilst doing their chores 一個d youngsters are still given very 

considerable responsibilities even today on Icelandic farms. According to Baldur, 

he and J的aIways sung whilst milking toge出er. Baldur still remembers some of 

their originaI melodies and texts and a couple of years ago BaIdur 的ked me to 

write one of them down for performance at a 加nily gathering - his father's 7飢h

birthday: Baldur og 'Jón 世 Rangá Waltz was employed as a technology of 

recollection and celebration. 

J6n's education and career have subsequent1y taken him far away from the 

family home, as the introduction to this study reveals. But after J6n went off to 

boarding school at the age of fifteen, Baldur slowly developed a vocal p釘tnership

with his younger brother BaIdvin. Much later in their mid-twenties to late-thirties 

Baldur and BaIdvin'went on to enjoy widespread amateur success as a tenor and 

baritone duet. For a period of about ten years they appe前'ed regularly toge也er 船

“The Rangá Brothers" and even privately released a long play recording in 1986 

(CD 6a & 6b). They 臨時 together formal1y and informally at private and public 

functions, funerals, and birthdays. BaIdvin has subsequently pursued aspirations 

asaωloist， and the brothers have only sung together public1y on the odd occasion 

in recent years. 

6.4 School and Formal Music Lessons 

Apart from the school play mentioned above, school features little in Baldur's 

vocaI memories. In any case, schooling did not begin until B叫d回 W的 10 and 

even then, it was a kind of peripatetic school: 

1 w郎aIlowed to 個ke 伊rt in the schoo1ing at home at Rangá and 
Ófeigss祖.ðir. 1 was allowed ω 旭ke p，側， join 妞， even though 1 w，臨的
reaIly old enough. When 1 w師 12 1 went to school, walked 4kms to 
school, stopped off on 由e way home for 0海an (harmonium) lessons 
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with Inga, ex甘emely gentle and a fine organist, pretty well educated, at 
least for those times. [...] Though 1 have to admit it didn't really ignite 
any speci叫 interest and it didn't last long. 

Later Baldur had a few lessons on the harmonica but for the most p訂t， he was 

self-taught. He still plays the harmonica today f切m time to time, occasionally 

accompanying singing at family gatherings, and has a piano at home, which he 

plays by ear. 

6.5 I lIness, Losing a Voice and Vocal Therapy 

Singing, by his own admission, was always “more attractive" than playing an 
instrument and Ba1dur harboured aspirations for further vocal and musical 甜甜甜ng

as a young man before he feel seriously ill to tuberculosis, spending six months in 

the Kristnes Infirm訂y 剖 the age of 16, unable to sing. Baldur is still periodically 

susceptible to bronchial ailments and the fear of losing his voice still remains an 

ever-present one: 

Say for example 由前 my throat' s not Very good, maybe a sore throat or a 
bit off, maybe 1 should be singing, and want to sing, but can't，由en 1 
really feel bad. And 由en 1 get 由is feeling that 1 can't sing. And that's 
really bad. [...] 1 mean if it happenedωyou that you just could not sing 
剖 all， nothing atall, th剖 must be absolutely terrible. 1 mean you have to 
admit th剖 you eventually have to slow down. But singing, singing is just 
something th剖 you pretty much live for! 

Ba1dur's first 側的， in his diary begins wi也 similar concems: 

Oot up at 7:30 and when 1 am getting up my first thoughts are “How's 
the voice today" and clearing the vocal chords whilst 1 rinse my throat 
and brush up my face. 

Echoing his grandparents' sentiments about singi嗯's agency in personal and 

emotiona1 life and its therapeutic impact on men組1 well bei呵， Baldur attempts to 

explain singing's potenti品的 Self-therapy in everyday experience: 

If you feel bad, or you're angry, then there's nothing better than to sing. 
You 也ink differently, and feel a bit better, not least if you're angry and 
maybe you sing something, something sad, something gentle, you're 
soothed by it. And just the same, when you're 叫， you find an outlet. 
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Singing is just something that is ... an elixir.... Y ou feel tota11y different 
afterwards, you sing yourself away from something, you dissolve 
something that was stuck. Y ou 're sort of ... very f全ee of tension, really 
tremendously rel眼ed.

6.6 Thoughts on Singing and Gender 

Baldur's very special vocal relationship with his mother appe缸s to give him a 

particular view of gender and voca1 behaviour. Even though his mother sang at 

every opportunity, sang solo public1y and had women 企iends who would meet up 

on occasion to sing together, Ba1dur stated that he: 

can't remember ever hearing anybody t叫king about founding a woman' s 
choir. It was completely unimaginable that women should exclude 
themselves and get together to practice singing. Now I'm saying 
something 也at 1 don 't have any idea about. 

But he does have some ideas about gender and singing, and continues: 

1 mean that these women, they had other things to do at that time，前ley
weren't supposed to be meeting up together to go to a song practice and 
soon. 

When asked about his mother singing in the church choir Baldur explains: 

That was something 也at hαd to be; at least 也可也ought so. And it w的
something that was of course pleasing to God and a11 曲的. And it w的
possibly neither pleasing to men or ... now I'm saying too much. 

The implication is surely c1ear thougb; it was neither pleasing to men or God 曲at

women should spend time out of the domestic setting simply to gratify themselves 

by singing together in a choir. At the same time: 

It was 阻ken for grantedωform ma1e voice choirs; nobody made any 
comment about it. And imagine even in a little 前ea like Þingeyjarsýsla, 
for a while~ there were loads of male voice choirs. 

Eventua11y a women's choir was founded: 
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Lizz夕， the first woman's èhoir here in Þingeyjarsýsla, it maybe came out 
of that, that there were certain women at the front of certain women' s 
equa1ity issues, who were instrumental in its founding. Women were not 
supposed to be pushing themselves forward to form special choirs. 

The women' s choir Ba1dur 叩e此s of exists today only in name. Despite several 

revivals, which have been short-lived, it has not rehearsed regularly for several 

years. Its failure to secure a place in public music spaces raises questions about 

gender and vocal behaviour, socia1 institutions and structures. As Baldur hω 

a1ready made clear his mother and several other women would meet toge由er to 

sing informally, but 由at is not the same “as pushing themselves forw前d" to form 

a forma1 choir just for women. Men it seems had a monopoly on 出at arena, shared 

at best with occasiona1 concerts from mixed church choirs or chora1 groups. 

Furthermo時， Baldur sees other socia1 spaces 部 being configured by highly 

gendered vocal behaviour and conditioned by traditional sex-roles: 

At þorrablót (the mid卅linter feast of soured, smoked and sa!ted dishes, 
iften combined with helll少 drinking and singing - commemorating the 

pagan month of Þorr，呵， when 也e guys get toge由er and put their arms 
缸ound each other and sing. 11' s usually under 也e influence of alcohol, 
then 也is is some sort of tradition 也at emerges too. It was done when 
people (men) came happy home from the “gδngur" - (the autumn sheep 
round up in the mountains) - and 也en people rejoiced toge曲。rby 個king
a song. It needn't necessarily be und,er the influence of a1cohol. And it 
was a 甘adition and the men had a drink when 也.ey brought the sheep 
into the “réttir" 一 (sorting ring where sheep are claimed by farmers) -
and happy that it had gone well. 1 也ink it's just an obvious 也ing when 
men come toge由er; it was just the obvious thing to do, to sing a song. 

It is not always easy 切 see whether Baldur perceives men singing as an act of 

biologica1 determinism or the resu1t of restrictive socia1 processes and sex roles. 

He continues: 

In the past there were simply many more men 倒也e roundup 也m
women. In recent times there is much more of 也at， 1 mean equa1i旬，
women even go on 曲e round up in the mount割的， 50 it doesn't make so 
much difference rea11y. You could just as easUy put your arms around 
the next woman' and 5ing.... If you 也ink back 30 or 40 years, there 
would hardly have been a woman who would have drunk out of a hip 
flask at 也e round 坤， even les5 sing with the men who were a bit merry. 
Today you could go \中 to the next woman and 0叮叮 her your hip flask 
and she'll probably take a sup. 
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1 suggest 也at whatever changes may have occurred in this particulår vocal 缸ena，

Baldur is generous in his assessment. Though 1 have witnessed what he describes, 

it is still not very common. 

6.7 Male Voice Choirs and Hreimur 

Baldur began singing in a male-voice choir when he was 17 years 0祠， just as he 

was still recovering 企om tuberculosis. The choir in question was Þrymur at 

Húsav此， where Ba1dur was living. Membership of male-voice choirs was limited 

由en to small geographical areas; a town; one or two neighbourlng valleys; a 

hamlet and surrounding farms; and so on. Baldur sung in the choir for 2 or 3 years 

under the direction of a Czech director. The contribution of foreign nationals to 

the musica1 1ives of even small communities in Iceland has a1ready been noted in 

chapter two. 百le women's çhoir mentioned above for example, was named after a 

Scottish immigrant known here simply as Lizzy. Her considerable contribution to 

loca1 musicallife, and its implications for gender issues and voca1 behaviour, will 

be examined in more de個il later. Whilst Lizzy was an amateur musician, highly 

trained classica1 musicians from Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Poland, Germany，出e

Ba1tic states, Norway, Canada, U.S.A. and the U.K have a11lived and worked in 

the county throughout the twentieth century and to 也e present day. Some stayed 

just a couple of years; others, like my partner and 1, are still here after a couple of 

decades. Their contribution to local musica1 life is widely acknowledged and it 

illustrates once again the myth of Icelandic isolation. How many towns in the 

U.K. with a population of less than 4000 people could boast of such cosmopolitan 

musical influences? None of these people came to Iceland empty-handed of 

course and 也ey have played, in different ways, very significant roles in the 

development of bo由 public and private musica1 lives 出.at 缸e wo吋ly of further 

ínvestigation. 

It was a foreign national who was the first conductor of Hreim\汀， the choir 

of which Baldur was a foundi時 member in 1974. Ba1dur had moved 企om

Húsavík and bought a sma11 neighbourlng farm just a couple of kilometres up 曲e

va11ey 企om his p缸e肘's Rang血泊le farm had a relatively sma11 sheep quo個 and

Ba1dur w，個 frequently away from home driving for the company 油倒 was owned 

by 蚯s spouse's family. His children grew up there, but there are noticeable 
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differences in their vocal enculturation. They were increasingly left to more 

forma1 schooling and denied 也e same level of everyday domestic vocality 也at

Baldur had himself enjoyed. He sung of course in the same church choir as his 

p缸ents and formed a male-voice double qu缸tet wi由 men on neighbouring farms. 

But in 1974 剖 the age of 27, Baldur became one of the founding members of 

Hreimur the ma1e voice choir: 

1 am very proud of our male-voice choir, hugely proud, to have been one 
of its founding members and then one of its leading supporters and now 
的 chairman.

Original旬， Hreimur's members were drawn from three neighbouring 

va11eys. With continued urban migration, decreasing rural populations, 

improvements in roads and 甘ansport， and in the face of increasing competition 

from other recreational diversions - especially television - many male-voice 

choirs, even Þrýmur in Húsav祉，甜uggled and folded. Hreimur on the other hand, 

expanded, and today it is 伽 only ma1e-voice choÌr in 也is predominantly rural 

county of just less than 4000 people, which inc1udes several small hamlets and the 

sma11 fishing town of Húsavfk. Choristers in Hreimur presently number around 

sixty. They 帥， by.occupation, small-holding sheep and dairy fi如ners， 10叮y

drivers, a wide range of skil1ed manual craftsmen 一 inc1uding electricians, 

C缸penters， car mechanics, and welders - white-col1ar workers at both clerical and 

manageriallevels, a sales director of a leading national fish processing company, 

and county director of education, branch insurance manager, a specialist 

consultant at 出e 1ωa1 health centre a barber, several students at technic叫 coIlege，

an undergraduate student in education, and several men who are retired 企om full

time employment. Whilst this might give the impression that the male-voice choir 

cu臼 across social classes, this sp前'Sely populated community in northeast Iceland 

stil1 enjoys a level of egalitarianism rare in westem capitalist societies. 

Stereotypica1 socia1 class divisions of working-class, middle class or upper c1ass 

are for the most 伊rt un-i1luminating. This is n的 to 組y that 曲ere is no significant 

wage-differential, but that the size and interdependent nature of 也is community, 

unlike Iceland's major conurbation, mitigates against the building of socia1 groups 

缸。!und this construct. Simil前勻， a wide-range of ages, pre時叫y from 18 to 80, is 

represented in the choir. Improvements in transport meant that membership of 
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ma1e-voice choirs was not as limited by geographical boundaries 的 it had been 

previously. Hreimur for example presently has members who live more than 100 

kilometres apart. Some of them drive twice a week to rehearsals and, given 也at

the choir normally rehearses between October and April, weather conditions are 

frequently poor. 甘le seasonal nature of this and other social activities reflects the 

influence nature still has on the way of life here. ln the summer months and long 

summer days a11 hands in rura1 communities were traditionally needed on the 

farm, making Baldur's comment about his matriarcha1 family's reputation for 

neglecting hay-making in favour of music-making a11 the more pertinent. 

Although mechanisation has changed this considerably, the choir still rarely 

rehearses in the summer. ln the more distant p部t the traditional kvöldvaka with 

the performance of lcelandic kvæðas如rpur mentioned in chapter two, like the 

ma1e voice choir, was usua11y a diversion for the long winter evenings. 

Furthermore, the socia1 need to get out and meet other people seems far greater 

here in the 由此 winter months, especial1y for those men stil1 working on 

smal1holdings, often with little wider social contact outside immediate family

units, which are much sma11er than they typically were fifty years ago. 

Baldur sees singing in the male-voice choir as being bo曲 voca1lyand

socia11y motivated and differentiates aesthetica11y and v∞ally between homo

voca1 behaviour and singing in a mixed choir: 

1 wouldn't say that it was necessarily better, it's different. lt's a tota1ly 
different sound. 

You sing differently in a ma1e-voice choir especia11y singing tenor - it's 
more demanding. It's rea11y enjoyable singing in a mixed choir, 
especially to feel th剖 you are filling up a 開rticul缸 harmony. But while 
I'm in decent form it gives me a special kick to make an effort to sing a 
really handsome song (in the male voice choi.吵， show what you're made 
of ... singing at full power or the 自lest falsetto, giving everything you've 
got. 

Ba1dur 叫so gives the impression 也叫 male-voice choirs offer something different 

socia11y too! 

Well my vision ofmale-voice choirs and my being in ma1e voice choirs 
generally, is the socia1 thing; it's quite unique 1 think. I've thought 由at
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a11 through the years: It's a remarkably unified and sympathetic group, 
all the same whatever we take on, it's always a really, rea11y c1osely-knit 
and cohesive group …in recent years it's been even more unified and 
more united in standing together in whatever it is we're doing. 

The idea1 of men uniting in song is an important one in other ways to Baldur: 

under pressure from central governme剖， small local urban councils, not 

traditiona11y run on p叮叮 political lines but on a kind of realpolitik, are finding it 

difficu1t to survive financia11y. Some oftheir residents feel coerced towards larger 

local government units where 也ey fear disenfranchiseme帥， the “economising" of 

public services, the c10sure of sma11 schools, increasing bureaucracy and less 

personal access and accountability. Some tensions c1early exist between councils, 

and in particular between rural district councils and the urban council of Húsavík. 

Significantly 也ough， the choir crosses those barriers and Ba1dur frequent1y 

reminds bo也 choristers and concert guests of singing's uniting power and of 

Hreimur's a1most unique position as the most visible and audible symbol of 

county -wide unity and identity. 

The choir, like the county itself is made up of sma11er units, in this case 

voÎces. And there are tensions there too between in- and out-groups. Interestingly 

though these intra-choral tensions 缸'e played out, in what appe前 to be well

practiced strategies: 

. some sort of ragging between the men, nothing serious. 11' s always 
been like 也斜， throwing things at each other a bit ... like saying th剖 the
first tenor thinks 也at they 缸e the only voice in the choir, or 曲at the 
worst guys get put in the middle voices. 1 mean if you've got poor 
middle voices, it's a bloody awful choir. 

Baldur sees this inter-voice riv叫ry as light-hearted banter and quotes a text by a 

loca1 poet 伽t describes a choir rehearsa1 in these humorous terms. Similarly, 
several of 也e choristers 缸e highly skilled in composing Icelandic rhymes or 

vísur. This strict alliterative form is frequently employed in coffee breaks or on 

choir trips, bo也 ωa 隘nd of competition and as a means of light-hearted 臼nsure.

It is cle訂出混血e strategies 虹e designed to ensure 也at no individual choristers or 

groups develop too high an opinion of themselves! 

Returning to gender issues as they relate specifica11yωthe ma1e-voice 

choir, Ba1dur a也nits:
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Sometimes you're aware of ma1e chauvinism within the male voice 
choir, but not as a rule. And ifwe were asked to sing with a mixed choir, 
or a women's choir, which we've done, then our men would definitely 
not be the first to say no. 

But Ba1dur problematizes a simplistic view of the kind of masculinity represented 

by singing in this homo-social setti時， not least in his descriptions of repertoire 

and the sensations associated with singing it: 

Take Kvöldb/íðan lognværa (Evening 法 gentle zephyr.抄， we have to sing 
it in a richly loving way, gentle and beautiful. Yeah, 1 think that's it, that 
softer side. Women couldn't sing it the way we sing it. To be in control 
of such a beautiful song, when you feel 也at every note sounds pure and 
c1ean, you feel rea11y good. It can be sung so magica11y, beautifully by a 
male-voice choir. It's among the most beautiful things you hear. (see CD 
12) [...] And when you're singing toge也er and some bell starts ringing, 
even ifyou're knackered after a two hour conce民 and maybe end wi也m
encore Góðä的tt (Brahms Lullaby) and you find 由副 évery tone comes 
out clear and p叮'e， then it's a wonderful end to a wonderful time. It's, 
you couldn 't have any茵通ng better. 

Not 也at Ba1dur objects to singing more mythopoetic versions of masculinity: 

1 might choose something big and grand, something elevated 
(uprightlnoble), show what the choir is made of, something like Brennið 
þið vitar (Light the watchtowers). 
(see CD 19), for another example of a song 油倒 Ba1durωlIs “noble" by 
the same composer) 

Yet whilst Ba1dur suggests th剖 this se前ing represents and constructs something 

more complex than the stereotypica1, one-dimensiona1 masculinity often 

associated wi也 homo-social 訂閱郎， the dominance of male-voice choirs in 

Icelandic music剖 life is justified by aesthetic judgements: 

1 never think 也at a women' s choir is as beautiful, it can never be as 
much of an instrument. There' s much less width to the sound. You never 
get 也at deep sound 也at you get in a men' s choir and on the other hand, 
you can get 也到 high bright sound in the male voice choir. I've never 
he甜可i anythi峙. 1 mean a women' s choir 也別 I 由ink is comparable to a 
good men's choir. A men's choir, a good 0帥， can show unbelievable 
brilliance ... beautiful powerfì叫 singing， each voice clearly defined, you 
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just get goosebumps. I've never heard a mixed choir for example that 
has really bewitched. me, not that I'm not a great supporter of mixed 
choirs. 

Baldur feels 也at this is a general public perception too, reflected in the popularity 

of ma1e-voice choirs, not Ieast among women audiences. He rejects though the 

notion that this is related to sexua1-display: “TotaIly not; 1 can't see anything like 

晶晶. It's completely out of date，也at idea belongs to history." Moreover, when 

asked about whether Baldur saw singing as significant in his own courtship, he 

rejects this too. Having asked Baldur's p前tner of over thirty-five years about their 

courtship as teenagers, 1 am not convinced 也at this is necessarily true. Even if 

Baldur w的 unconscious of 鈍， his p訂tner seems to suggest 也at she was in fact 

attracted to his vocalness. 

Public display, sexual or not, has been and continues to be a significant 

p訂t ofBaldur's voca1 life both wi也 the choir and in other vocal arenas: 

Of course we spend a lot of time practising and even though we e吋oy
singing and get a lot out of this, we still get a lot of pleasure from 
鉗制ng that with other people, showing other people what've been doing 
and let other people feel what we can do, 1 think it' s a11 P釘t of this. It's 
essenti剖 to share wi也 many more people. [...] 1 rea1ly e吋oy it, a little 
nervous, a1Ways excited and great 扣n.

As a soloist, Ba1dur again differentiates significantIy between singing solo wi也

the choir or just with an accompanist. The choir offers a level of support far 

beyond that provided just by an accompanist on a piano, an impression 也叫 may

be linked to the authenticity of the match - the quality of reciprocity between his 

voice and the voices of other men: 

1 enjoy it more wi晶晶e choir, it just forms more sound which can be 
with your voice. EspeciaIly if it goes well; to have such a good sound 
behind you, beautiful. You get somehow, you feel good if you get th前
beautiful sound behind.... You get a certain power when the choir comes 
in, you get a specific strength ... something 也at supports and encourages 
you. It's the sound, it pushes under you, and almost automatically, your 
voice pretty much projects itself. You have nobody 切 sUPPort you 
except yourself when you are singing 5010 (without a choir). I've sung 
less just by myself, well 1 don't know if it's t側's of funera1s or a 
thousand, but 1 enjoy myself much more singing with a choir. 
(see CD 8) 
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6.8 Singing in the Church Choir 

Since moving back to Hús盯住. Ba1dur sings in the church choir there. He sees 

singing in the church choir 的 an act of community service: “Undemeath 1 really 

feel obliged to 肘， even ifI might be feeling a bit lazy." 

Funeral services are 加ge social functions in Iceland, and just 的 singing

plays an important part in other family and socia1 gatherings, so it does here, even 

if the structures 缸'e more forma1. Music - usually four or five, four-part hymns, a . 

solo song or two and specifically chosen voluntaries, which might frequently blur 

barriers between the secular and sacred - plays a large p甜的 an agent in 

grieving, catharsis and remembering. B叫d前 expresses concem about the 

increasing problems of staffing four-part choirs in church: 

l' d be ashamed not to sing with them, and people here who can sing and 
aren't 個kingp缸t in anything, they could support the choir, it's the same 
people who want and need singing in church for themselves. 

Ba1dur is presumably ta1king here about funerals, but in genera1, he thinks, 

“services in church without singing are not even half a service." 

Just a couple of years ago Baldur persuaded his wife Sigrún to join him in 

the church choir too. Ba1dur appears as proud of this new vocal partnership as any 

other he has sh前edin:

1 could never get Sigr帥的 sing. 1 mean she sings, often, singing or 
humming a10ng when she's washing up or something. But she was i 

convinced 也at she couldn't keep the pitch unti1 very recently. She can, 
definitely. And 1 think ifyou can sing you should, it's an elixir. 

Sigrún, who has been listening to this p叮t of our conversation, laughs, saying 由前

this was the only way she was ever going to get to spend anytime wi也 Mm!

6.9 Father and Grandfather 

Despite the long hours that Baldur has worked a11 his life and the often-unsocial 

hours worked when his own children were sma11, he insists that he sang wi也 them

剖1. None of them sing in choirs though and they 前'e certainly nothing like 部

voca11y active as he，出ough 1 have seen them singing 剖 family gatherings and 
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Baldur claims they all have good singing voices. Baldur recognises th副 his own 

absences from home meant 也at he did not sing as often for his ëhildren 部 he

would have wished. Their education was dramatically different from Baldur's 

own, and singing was a subject (object?) on their school curriculum. Baldur 

suggests that whilst his sons have often talked about joining the ma1e-voice choir, 

their work commitments have made 也at difficult. Whether or not this vocal 

behaviour, which Baldur sees as the single most important identifying family 

feature, skipped a generation remains to be seen. Certainlý, 1 have witnessed 

Baldur singing and playing wi也 his grandchildren, and the diary 也at he kept is 

full of references to everyday vocal activity with them: 

Dropped in to visit my daughter and her one-year old son, Gunnar. He 
也inks it's great fun when Grandad takes him in his arms and swings him 
back and forth in time to some song or 0由er.

On the way home from the male voice choir practice 1 just called in on 
my son to meet my namesake, my grandson. It's his fifteenth birthday 
and he told me he was going to 旭ke p訂t in a production of the musical 
Gauragangur (Rumpu.吵， he sings in two orthree songs. 80 1 tried to 
encourage him because he' s a bit apprehensive about it. 

Invited my dau的ter to supper, her husband is 副 sea. Little Gunnar has 
to have things to do, so after supper 1 'provided for him, sat at 也e piano 
with him and played and sung, so he moved 前ound in time and joined in 
- Nú blikar við sólarlag (Now the sun sets - Ef væri ég sðngvari (If 1 was 
a singer!) - Komdu og skoðaðu (Come and have a look in my box). 

Got home 前 17:30 and Little Gunnar was there so Grandad had to sing 
with him for a while. 

When 1 came home 企om work ωday， 1 popped in to see my daughter 
and little Gunnar and we sang a song toge也.er as usual. 

Baldur 阻ys 也at his grandchildren are all “fine singers, good pitch, but they don't 

sing in the school choir, there is a lot more 油倒也ey would rather do." Moreover, 

的 schools rather than extended families have become more responsible for the 

enculturation of vocal behaviour, it seems 也at there have been fundamenta1 

changes to it. Many schools in Iceland appe缸 to be struggling wi曲曲e kind of 

gender issues recognised wider in music education (間 Adler， 2003). Bald叫
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recalls a recent conversation with a female singer and music teacher now living in 

Reykjavík: 

She said 也at it's so difficult to get boys to sing with the girls. 1 said 油倒
1 had been to a concert the other day wi由 a bril1iant children's choir, 
lovely tone, and varied programme, full of boys 剖 Hafralækjarskóli.

The researcher and au出or directs th剖 choir， but more importantly perhaps it is 

full of pupi1s whose fathers and grandfathers, even older brothers, sing in 

Hreimur. It is also the school 也at serves the same 訂閱 in which Hreimur was ' 

originally founded and where Hreimur rehearses. Traditions and role-models still 

appe訂 to be significant in boys' attitudes tow前ds singing; in spite of the huge 

increase in recreational activities on offer in the community, greater access to 出e

popular media, and exposure to the kind of gendered musical behaviour and 

musical masculine protest typical of a great deal of 也at media, boys here still 

sing. It seems 也at 也ey are not in quite so much of a hurry to de-feminise 

themselves by refusing to sing, or that 出ey feel 也at singing, even as boy 

sopranos, does not 血reaten their gender identity: Baldur had raised this issue 

about boys singing and 1 pressed him as to whether he had ever felt singing a 

threat to his masculi吋ty:

No, no. 1 think, 1 也ink I'm more of, 1 mean, I'm more of a man ... 
because 1 sing. It works completely 也e opposite for me, definitely not. 
Never, ridiculous. 

I'm just more "manly" because of it, not that 1 am a soft man. Even 
when I'm singing something like Kvöldblfðan, that's exactly what 1 
mean: we 缸e 部 much， if not more man妙， because we can sing, gentle 
and beautiful and clean and pure and beautiful. You're not less of a man 
for 由前， you're more. Seriously! 
(see CD 12) 

The contradictions in B叫dur's vocally constructed gender identity are 

obvious and 由is isωit should be. Perhaps similar contradictions are evident 

between his own childhood experience of singing with paren妞， grandparents, and 

his experience of singing wi也 his own grandchildren on 吐le one hand, and his 

experience of singing wi也 his own childr凹， on the other. However cohesive we 

might like our theories to be, we need to remember Tiemey's assertion 也at:
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百le challenge is to ensure th剖 individuals are not the object of our 
disc1osures, but rather the agents of cornplex, partial, and contradictory 
identities that help transforrn the worlds they and we inhabit. 
(Tiem呵， 2000: 545) 

As 1 tum to developing theory frorn Baldur's vocal story and 企orn the vocal 

stories of other rnen in north east Iceland, 1 hope to rernain faithful to 血e

cornplexities of their vocal behaviour and to their construction of Self in its rnany 

and even contradictory facets. 
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Fig.6.1 
“Even if the hay was bone dry, the family at Halldórstaðir would still forget themselves 
in singing and playing". 
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Figs. 6.2 & 6.3 
“It was done w hen people came happy home from the g的'lgur- the 
autumn sheep round up in 出e mountains ... the guys get together and 
put their arms around each other and sing. " 
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Figs. 6.4 & 6.5 
Singing in the male-voice choir is traditionally a w inter diversion . 
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Fig. 6.6 
Banter at rehearsal 

Fig.6.7 
Baldur sees singing in the church choir as an act of community servic 
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Figs. 6.8 & 6.9 
Baldur 
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Fig. 6. 10 
From Sandur to Húsavík: “People don't sing as much in urban areas." 
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Fig.6. 11 
An Icelandic srnall-holding 
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Fig.6.12 
The road from Húsavík to Reykjavík -“Grandma said that if you sang you 
wouldn't be travel sick, so we sang and sang." 
“My w ife and 1 sung a few popular Icelandic songs together in thc car, 
just to shorten the journey home." 
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7 RESOLVING DICHOTOMIES AND 

EMERGING THEMES 

7.1 Reality and Perception 

According to ConnelI, life histories like Baldu肉， viewed as the making of social 

life through time, can be seen as a productive method in the study of social change 

(Connel1, 1995: 90). From such a perspective, we might wish to examine in more 

detaîl 伽 changes in 伽nily structures, domestic arrangemer呦， employment, 

education, mobi1ity, sex roles, and community practices, to which Baldur makes 

allusions in his life-history. Connel1 seems to be suggesting 由at life histories 

reflect the reality of social change. At more macro-levels and in discussing 也e

role of male-voice' choirs in the construction of a new Icelandic identity 

exemplified by hegemonic masculinity, Inga. Dóra Bjömsdóttir illustrates how 

viewing this vocal phenomena as a mere representation of that identity is to fail to 

recognise its agency in the processes of social change (Bjδmsd的ir， 2001). Even 

the inevitably sketéhy context provided in chapter two has, 1 hope, left the reader 

in no doubt 的 to the extent and rate of recent social, political, and economic 

change here. In terms of the gender and identity issues that Bjömsdóttir writes 

about, there have been many changes since the early ye前s of the twentieth 

century and the founding ofthe Icelandic male-voice choir movement This is also 

the case for the fifty years 也剖 havep那t since Baldur's ear1y childhood: obvious 

examples include 伽 fact that it is a quarter of a ce胸ry since Iceland elected a 

woman president, and th剖 in 2002 men and women were aw前ded equaI 

maternity/patemity rights - provoking the question as to what ìmpact more 

equalIy sh前ed responsibilities for infant care might have on men' s vocality? This 

was not a benefit 由前 Baldur was able to enjoy with his own children and it seems 

fair to suggest that 血ey did not have the same kind of vocal opportunities that s 

Baldur had himself in his early years with both p甜海n個 at home on the fl副官lstead.

Baldur's vocal Iife story notes social changes 企om the homogeneous tightly knit 

. rural fami1y uni認自at Baldur experienced 的 a child, where men e吋oyed high 
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levels of autonomy 剖 their work in and 缸ound the home, and where formal 

schooling did not begin until children were at le品t 10 and often later. Bald叫's

fatherhood is marked by the increasing importance of formal schooling, the 

moving of employment away from the home, and the dispersal of family groups. 

It is c1ear 也at these changes have been vocally represented in all sorts of 

singing practices, some of which Baldur describes above, and th剖 it might be 

possible to develop theories like Bjömsd6ttir's, which illustrate singing's agency 

in some of those changes. However, it should be noted 出at even Bjömsd的ir's

也eory about the origins of male-voice choirs is by no means a consequential one. 

implying precedence. Along with male-voice choirs, Icelandic literature, political 

discourse, the Icelandic Y outh Movement and resurging interest in Icelandic 

history, were all agents in the evocation, construction and maintenance of a new 

national consciousness and identity. Baldur and other men's vocal behaviour is 

surely not a congenital product of this setting anymore than the settings and social 

structures 也別 Baldur describes can be 阻id to be directly attributable to vocal 

behaviour. To agree to such a premise would retum us to the reified frameworks 

and the natural science ontology 1 have argued against 

This is an important point because it reminds us again of the psychology 

paradigm which l attempted to expound in chapter two: 1 am not primarily 

concemed here with efforts at mapping Bald肘's or other men's vocal experience 

on to an Euclidean framework of time and space and of es個blishing consequential 

links between men's vocal practice and the rest ofsociallife. Illustrating agency is 

not the same as establishing causality. Whilst Bjömsd6ttir，倒 a feminist historian, 

supports her argument with documented evidence about Iceland's official musical 

life, we are primarily concemed here with singing's agency in private musical 

lives and wi也 individuals' perceptions of them. Whatever 出e ''re叫"， historical, 

geographical or other physical situatedness of their vocal experience. in 

phenomenological psychology terms, it is what individuals reconstruct about their 

VOCal lives. through conversations or other symbolic work 也at concems us. This 

is consistent wi血 Watson's 叮邵nnent 也鼠也e direct purpose of life history is “asa 

commentary of the individuaI' s veηpersonal view of his own experience as he 

understands it" (Watson, 1976, cited in T 
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1995: 90). More accurately, but no less importantly，出.ey should be viewed as 也e

percept的n of social life and change and as 也e construction of psychologica1 life 

企'om the perspective of a p訂ticul訂 conversation or other symbolic act. 

Ba1dur provides us then at a p訂ticul前 moment in time with a particular 

set of Husserl's partial, perspectival adrumbrations of real things (Gior:函， 1995: 

29) 一 of singing and of singing's role in personal and sociallife. Their meaning's 

fundamen個1 basis is the determinate relationship between Ba1dur's act of 

consciousness - Baldur's remembering and rete1ling - and its' object 一 singing and 

sociallife (Gior函， 1995: 36). Having hopefully clarified this dichotomy between. 

real things and perceptions of them，的 they relate to Ba1dur's life history, 1 wish 

to look at one more app前'ent dichotomy, which may have relevance for our 

understanding of Baldur's perception of singing: the s% performer and the 

everyday singer. 

7.2 The Solo Peñormer, the Everyday Singer and Singing as Self 

7.2.1 Baldur and 8010 Perfonner Identity 

Reading over Baldur's interview for the first few times, 1 was immediately 

concerned th剖 1 had chosen a veηspecia1 case, a case so specia1 ωto make 

c1aims of ‘'the everyday" appe虹 totally unfoun由d and any endeavour 剖

developing more genera1 theories impossible. Whilst Ba1dur makes no c1aims as a 

solo p位former， he has and does sing 8010 fairly regularly. His voca1 history is a 

particularly rich one; his very ∞nsiderable voca1 experience clearly verges on 也at

of the solo vocal performer, which is ce叫nly not the group of people 1 had 

originally set out to study. Significant，也.ough by no means exhaustive work 

already exists on solo performer identity (Davidson, 2002b; Davidson and 

Coimbra, 2001; Burland and Davidson, 2002.) and it seems appropriate to 

consider to what, if any extent, these theories might contain Baldur's perception 

of his vocal self before 1 look at possibi1ities for developing theories of my own. 

In Davidson' s recent discussion of 也e solo performer's identity, several 

key themes em前ge (Davidson, 2002b): environmental factors inc1ude the 

opportunities to experience 可eak emotions" (see Slobo啦， 1991 , 1998); 問那l缸

but informal exposure to performance and music (see Lehmann, 1997); and the 

role of key others (see Davids側， Howe, and Sloboda, 1997). All of也ese factors 
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缸e given prominence in Baldl汀's account of his voca1 life story. Using 

autobiographical details and those of another instrumentalist, Stëve, Davidson 

differentiates between her and Steve's musical identity not primarily in terms of 

musical skills, but in terms of performance ones. As Davidson notes, the 

correlation between the two has often been taken as given, wi誼lout any rigorous 

examination of this assumption (Davidson, 2002b: 99). She suggests th副 it might 

be the specific and early learning of performance skills in unthreatening situations 

and t忱的socia討on of performance with positive experiences 伽t are likely to be 

the motivation for future musical performance. Looking at personality research 

questions of extroversion and introversion, th~ dichotomy between self-defined 

private and self-defined public persona1ities, and at the role of the projected self, 

Davidson develops a JungianlGoffman model of the persona and applies it to 

musica1 performance. She 缸仰的 for the v叫idity of a performance “mask" theory 

in understanding the solo performer's identity and for the importance of learning 

“how" to present a “prl吋ection" from early years as being a centra1 factor in the 

development ofthe 8010 performer's personality (ibid.: 102). 

In keeping with Davidson's 曲的is， Baldur appe前s to have leamt 

something like this kind of“projection" from his earliest childhood: 

When we went to visit Grandad and" Grandma at Hamrar, we a1ways 
began by singing and never went home without singing, and in harmony! 
As soon as we could stand 坤， Grandad directed - he was very strict 
about 血at - and it was absolutely obligatory. We couldn't leave Hamrar 
unless we had sung one or two songs. He taught us particular songs 也at

were compulsory to le前n. Often we were just set up on a chair and 
a1lowed to sing loudly. 

四lis is not of course a “performance" in quite the same sense 出at Davidson 

means, but it is learnt in the kind of unthreatening environment that Davidson 

talks about. involves key others and appe前s to have faci1itated the experience of 

positive emotions. Ba1dur seems to have subsequently developed the self-concepts 

which “permit him to enjoy public situations and to thrive 扭曲em" (Davidson. 

2002b: 103), at least in vocally mediated public situations. In another setting 

Baldur might perhaps have become a solo performer. 甘ll'Ough the im伊.ct of 也is

e訂ly “performance" exposure and in watching his mother's vωa1、erformances"

Baldur seems ωhave learnt how to use 也is voca1ly projected Self so effectively 
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that 曲e ease with which he appears to move between forma1 vocal performance, 

informa1 vocal performance and everyday voca1i旬， suggest a remarkably cohesive 

and unified Self, with singing firmly at its core. It is clear from Baldur' s s的可 that

he would not concur wi曲曲e popular British tenor Russell Watson's c1aim 也at:

1 keep myself and my voice in sep訂ate places. Some momings 1 can 
wake up and feel terrible, but the voice always,“the voice" never “my 
voice", can feel great. (Watson: 2001) 

Applying Davidson's theory of the mask to Watson's perception of the voice and 

Self, 1 am reminded of another mask, the doubled-faced Janus mask named after 

the Greek god of doorways and gates: for two faces, read two voices and two 

identities. Another concept th前 might prove helpful in comprehending Watson' s 

a1most clinical separation of “The voice" from “MySelf' is that of the “alter ego": 

For Dr. Jekyll and Mr Hyde, Clark Kent and Superman (see Weber, 2000: 184), 

read Me and The Voice. This kind of division of Self is far more radica1 than 

Davidson's 勻的ily shift(able)" “on-stage"，“focused"，“加ger" 也an normal self

presentation and other self 的ates. Furthermore Watson' s discrete 

compartmenta1isation is clearly in diametric opposition to the kind of integration 

of Self and voice .which first readings of Ba1dur's story seemed to suggest are 

symptomatic of his perception of voca1 identity. In reflecting upon these three 

views - Baldur池， Davidson's and Watson's - we find ourselves considering a 

continuum of psychological concep個 of voice and Self, Watson sep前ates a 

special 可erformance" voice from Self, Baldur integrates voice in Self and 

Davidson lies somewhere between the two. 

What the three examples seem to suggest, is 曲at the ability to use a 

“projection" of Self in terms of Davidson's 伽0旬， which is to say, the ability to 

be a performer, appe缸s unrelated to 也e extent to which the medium of that 

“prl吋ection" 一 in 也is case singing - is integrated with, or is a core concept of Self. 

The location of voice in Self, or for Watson, outside of Self, is not a quantitative 

indication of voca1 behaviour - of whether a person sings or not. It might 曲ough，

be a qualitative indication of 也e lcind of voca1 behaviour 曲.at an individual 

engages in: it would seem likely th剖 singing in everyday practices, as opposed to 

participation in “ special" vocal practices, especial妙，的 in Ba1dur's case, wb前e

they permeate the very fabric of socia1 and persona1 li詣， would indicate 也.at the 
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voice and singing enjoy a central location in Self. In co甜甜， Watson's 

relationship with “the voice" is not an everyday relationship but a special affair; it 

indicates a level of objectification that amounts almost to a denial of its 

embodiment. 

7.2.2 Baldur and Singing as Self 

Whatever insights t伽heo叫ne臼s of t伽h切e 8010 P仰erfc白f包former's identity might af仇T跆or，吋du凶s into 

Ba吋ldu叮Jr勻 perception of his vocalit可y， those theories clearly dó not fully contain or 

describe his vocal identity. His everyday vocal behaviour and identity on the one. 

hand and his solo performer identity on the other hand, are not easily 

di叮erentiated. Whilst this appe叮s to have been true too of Davidson's e前ly

experience, her formal training and the more separatist nature of the professional 

functional singer 扭曲e UK, appe缸 to have drawn a clearer demarcation between 

the everyday and the special. Major questions remain about Baldur's vocal 

identity, about his voice' s prominence in the construction of Self and in everyday 

life, about the mechanisms and processe8 involved, and about whether Baldur's 

relationship with his voice and singing is typical of other men's perception too? 

Much theoretical work remains. Concems th削。由er men's vocality might not be 

comparable to B叫dur池， even if they did sing in the male-voice choir with him, 

were overtaken by the recognition 也atany 也eory ofthese men's vocal behaviour 

would have to include him too. In looking at other men's singing lives it would be 

essenti叫 to examine whether 也ey met the criteria in∞Irporated into the kind of 

intension 也叫 Baldur appe前'S to have defined -也.at singing was a central 

construct, and everyday technology, of Self. Baldur is probably as a good a case 

的 any to start 企'om.

四le word personality owes much to the ancient Greek dramatic concept of 

an individual's core 甘aits being embodied in vocal sound. In mainstream 

twentieth century psychology however, and more particularly in the discipline of 

music psychology, the link between voice and Self has been neglected. This 

seems surprising consideriI泡出e emphasis th副 has recently been placed on the 

performative nature of Self and identity (Butler, 1999: 171-80). “Voice" 

frequently appe前8 in the general psychology literature as simply a vehicle for 

people to present themselves. Its common usage as a metaphor for all kinds of 

mechanisms employed in projecting social 問lves is illus悅，ted by idiomatic 
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expressions such as finding a voice. In music, it seems that the voice and singing 

might be salient in the actual construction, maintenance, and performance of Self 

at various stages of personal, musical, and psychological development. This 

potential is highlighted by Trevarthan' s examination of evidence implicating 

vocal social awareness in terms of developing infant identity (2002), and a study 

by Davidson and Coimbra (2001) investigating questions of voice and identity 

amongst students of classical singing. Davidson and Coimbra's students were 

engaged in learning how to present a “persona" connected"with a public, larger 

than life Self in their vocalising, and at the same time, present intimate, inner-Sel f. 

thoughts and feelings through their singing. Furthermore, Baldur's construction of 

his vocallife history, retold in chapter five, richly illustrates singing's salience in 

creating Self. His personality appears to be embodied through vocal sounds or at 

least in the dramas he constructs about them. In p缸ticul缸， it is clear that for 

Bald凹， singing has been and continues to be a technology of both social and 

physical Selves. 

7.2.3 Vocal Connections and the Social Self 

Undoub臼dly， one of the most prominent categories emerging from analysis of 

Baldur' s story is the perception of singing as a special mechanism for connecting 

with others. Whilst in the realm of the solo vocal or even choral performer this is 

a means of projecting Self to an audience with whom there may be no other 

開rticul前 relationship outside of the public vocal arena, singing is seen here 部

fundamental to special personal relationships. In relationships wi也 grandparents，

parents, brothers and grandchildren in particular and wi由 the wider family clan, 

vocal communication technology is clearly central t。 如nily script and identity. In 

all kinds of relationships - intima妞， fi缸吋li叫 ones or performer audience ones -

and even 也ough the stre時也 and quality of connection may differ radically, 
Baldur testifies to singir嗨's agency and affective powers, its abi1ity to fasten 

people together and 也en to act reciprocally on those relationships. 

百lese perceptions all point to singing's significance in the construction of the 

social Self. Just as individuals 前e often seenωhaving a multitude of different 

social Selves, so too can Baldur be seen as having a wide range of different Vω叫

Social Selves - depending on the connection 也at is to be made or maintained. 

Repertoire，加di1y pos個問 clothing, vocal projection 前e all employed in suppo此
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of an appropriate Singing Self and in the maintenance of various vocal 

relationships. 

7.2.4 Vocal Places and the Physical Self 

Baldur also 訂ticulates clearly how important the voice is to the material or 

physical Self. Firstly，也is is concerned with the obvious fact of the voice as body: 

the voice un1ike other musical instruments is not an extension of the body, upon 

which the body then operates. Whilst psychologically, as' Watson suggests, it 

might be located in a place elsewhere, it remains physiologically very much the 

voice in the body as irrefutably as the mind is in the body. For Baldur this is 

obvious: the voice is central to bo也 psychological and physical dimensions of self 

and thus vocal health appe前s synonymous wi也 general heal也. Baldur's fe缸 of

losing his voice is clearly a fear of losing himSelf. That this is true illustrates how 

vocal behaviour can be seen as a signifier of Self and has the potential for the 

embodiment of 叫1 kinds of Self-constructs. Secondly, the relationship between 

singing and physical Self can be seen as being concerned with the physical spaces 

where voices sound and where conn的:tions are made. Baldur makes no bones 

about the gendered nature ofthese vocal spaces, about men's and women's voices 

in private and public, work and recreational places. Significant amongst those 

vocal places are churches, and religion is obviously an important part of Baldur's 

life: even 也ere， connections with people and with Baldur's God, are vocal ones. 

Similarly, the importance Baldur places on the role of nationalistic songs and of 

the male-voice choir's role in the local community reinforce the significance of 

vocal agency in the construction of identity and real physical places. 

7.2.5 Vocal Behaviour and the Gendered Self 

Ap前t from emergent themes that appe訂 to point to general theories of Self and 

identity, the question of gender identity stands out 食。m Baldur's story. In a sense 

this is actually very surprising: even allowing for the fact 由at Bald山 is amanand 

由前 he sings in a men's choir, the wei的t of discourse about gender identity 

generally appe缸s to suggest 也.at the relevance of those facts to the practice of 

social behaviour, or to the construction of social structures, is rarely foremost in 

men's consciousness. The very special vocal connections th前 Baldur describes as 

. having with his mother 虹'e cle前'ly central to 也.e prominence that he gives to 
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gender issues and singing. Whilst he c1early sees his mother and other women as 

having been denied 也e opportunities for vocal expression and socialization 曲的

were afforded men, he also justifies men's dominance of public vocal arenas in 

aesthetic, rather than just social terms. 的 1 stated at the end of the last chapter, 

this is as it should be, for in in-depth life histories and identity studies, individuals 

surely produce rich, multi-faceted, even discrepant Selves. 

Looking at gender 出eo句， and ex阻nining Baldur's life-story and other 

men's perception of their voca1 behaviour, it became clear"that it was possible, 

and even desirable, to ta1k specifically about vocally constructed gender identities" 

or masculinities. The very term masculinities, tit1e of a book by Connell (1 995). 

points cle前ly to 由e “complex， partial and contradictory" gender identity that 

Ba1dur's singing and his perception of singing constructs. Interviews with several 

other men and ana1ysis of 也em， confirmed 曲的自ese were indeed prominent 

themes in men's vocal life-stories. Early on then, 1 found myself attracted to 

general discourse and theories of Self and Identity. It soon became c1ear th剖 some

of them provided useful and hitherto largely unexplored frameworks for 

understanding the meaning of men's voca1 behaviour. Applying and developing 

general theories of Self and Identity to a theory of Singing and Self required 曲剖

other life-stories were tested against them. 叮lis procedure has been discussed in 

an earlier chapter on method, and, wi也out underestimating the importance of 

questions of precedence in the developing of theory from da悔， what follows in the 

next chapters is an after the event summ訂y of what emerged from th剖 process.

No attempt was made to fit da個 to pre-conceived codes or to 也.eories at these 

preliminarγstages of analysis. However, as the themes above were being 

developed and tested from 也e da妞，也e au也or investigated theories of identity 

and Self found in general psychology literature. Whilst the question of gender and 

singing clearly called for its interpretation in the light of也eories of masculinities, 

the two other categories of socia1 and physical Selves point to general theories of 

Self and Identity. These two emerging themes appeared to resonate for example, 

with phenomenologist Wil1i缸nJ缸泊的's theoretical model of Self (1890, 1892, 

1902), and on clo閱r exarnination, more particularly. wi曲 its subsequent revision 

by Robert We 
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or its initial analysis. As other case"studies and men's vocal-diaries were analysed, 

so James's and Weber's models of Self were adapted and developed to provide a 

basis ofa theory ofsinging's role in the construction ofSelf. 

7.2.6 The Tripartite Self 

William James (1 890, 1892, 1902) saw Self as being essentially composed of 

three principle components: the material Self, concemed with the body and the 

physical world; the social Self, concemed wi也 how we relate to other people; and 

the spiritual Self, concemed with beHef and experiences of a religious or spiritu叫，

nature. These elements of Self or Me were not seen as being fixed, but as subject 

to continuing revision, development, contraction, and expansion. James's seminal 

the。可 of Self forms the basis of Robert Weber's recent discourse The Created 

Self (2000), whereWeber substitutes his more broadly defined “persona" -

thi此ing of Self and how it is presented to others - for James's social Self. 
Weber' s model of the 出p前tite Self then, is made up of elements defined as Body, 

Persona, and Spirit. Weber sees these elements as being held together by a unitary 

Self with its component p釘ts of consistency, contin吋ty， completeness and 

community (ibid.: 114 - 26). Additiona11y, Weber goes on to develop a theoÎ'y ofa 

control system of Self, examining motivating factors and mechanisms by which 

changes may be consciously made. guided by systems of unity, empathy and 

interpretation (ibid.: 144 - 56). Even though mý original analysis had not inc1uded 

a specific “spiritua1" dimension, Ba1dur's many comments about the place of 

singing in religion seemed to suggest that 也is was an important element in his 

vocal Self. Furthermore, Weber's spiritual self as we shall see, is a far wider 

concept than religion and it soon became clear th剖 it resonated with other 

concepts in men's vocallife histories. Whilst Weber's discourse on Self includes 

a whole range of behaviours from personal relationships to body piercir嗨， genetic 

reproduction and loss of persona1 identi旬， to spiriωal and aesthetic experiences, 

he omits discussion of artistic. musical or vocal behaviours. In chapters 也.at

follow 1 個rn to discussion of the role of singing and the narrative men construct 

about it in relation to the three elements of Self in Weber's model of Body. 

Persona and Spirit and James's ofPhysica1. Social and Spiritua1- and to Weber's 

model of the expanding and changing Self. beginning wi由 his voca1 connections 
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and projections, the voice as a technology of the Social Self or what Weber 

describes 的 Persona.

Before doing so, 1 introduce other men who participated in this study and 

whose accounts of singing in everyday lives facilitate this research's extension, 

from Baldur's case study and its idiosyncratic norms, towards a more general 

study of group norms, and towards the developing of theories about Icelandic men 

and singing. 
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8 OTHER VOICES: PROFILES 

It is not my intention to provide in-depth biographical detai1 about a11 the other 

men whose vocal stories facilitated the development of theory 企om Baldur's 

original case study，的 1 have with Baldur himself. It seems appropriate though to 

provide brief profiles of those men who engaged in the reconstruction of vocal 

autobiographies in extensive informal interviews like Baldw、'的 well as keeping 

vocal diaries. Other specific biographical information will be provided on a “'need 

to know" b扭扭，的 it appe訂s relevant to the interpretation of data and 

development of theory in the chapters 曲at fo l1ow. 

Magn的 (P2)， born in 1953, has sung in the Ma1e Voice choir for about 15 

years. He grew up in Húsavík and apart 企om a. few years spent studying at 

technica1 college in another p訓 of the country, he has lived here a11 his life. He is 

the manager of a local branch of Iceland' s biggest insurance company and does 

some private bookkeeping and accounting. He is married and has two children, 

the oldest of is currently studying at university in the USA, and bo也 ofthem 缸e

competent instrumen個lists. Magnús has considerable experience in various chora1 

groups, having sung in the church choir at Húsavík and in a 12-man close 

harmony/jazz group for severa1 years (see Figure 10.17 ). 

Ulfar (P3), born in 1953. is an electrician who works at the local 

hydroelectric power station in the rural setting of Aðaldalur. Úlfar plays guitar by 

ear, and performs sometimes at family functions and 伊rtiesωa “troubadour", ' 
even writing and performing his own songs. He has had forma1 singing lessons 

and has sung a wide range of repertoire including occasional lta1ian art songs, 

lieder, and even opera 訂ias. His other keen interes個 include Icelandic horses. 

Ulfi訂 grew up in a rura1 area before moving to a town in the south of Iceland and 

then to 也is area just over 10 years ago. One of his daughters is training as a class 

music teacher, he alωhas another daughter and younger son aged 6 (see Fi斟m

10.7 and CD 15). 
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Eiður (P4) h部 sung sec 'Ond ten'Or in the male v 'Oice ch'Oir f'Or well 'Over 20 

years. B'Om in 1957, Eiδur has lived f'Or nearly all his life in the same rural setting, 

and alth'Ough he is a qualified electrician, Eiδur has increasingly w'Orked 

designing, making, and installing small water turbines and generat'Ors all 'Over 

Iceland and even in Greenland. He has a pil 'Ot's licence and 'Owns a small light 

aircraft. Eiður als 'O sings in the l'Ocal church ch'Oir and plays the pian'O and 

harm'Onica by e缸. All his three children play instruments, his 'Oldest, aged 16 is a 

promising pianist. Aged 44, Eiður is Baldur's c'Ousin. 

Sigvaldi (P5) is 'One 'Of the 'Oldest members 'Of the ch'Oir. Br'Ought up in a 

rural setting in the n 'Orthem part 'Of Þingeyjasyslu where he was b'Om in 1928, 

Sigvaldi was a farmer 'On his 'Own smallh'Olding, bef'Ore earthquakes in 1975 and 

1976 caused c'Onsiderable damage t'O his pr'Operty. M'Oving t'O the t'Own 'OfHúsav此，

Sigvaldi w'Orked in a variety 'Of manual j 'Obs, especially in fish pr'Ocessing. N 'Ow 

retired, Sigvaldi enj 'Oys relatively g'O'Od health after a m吋'Or health scare three 

years ag'O. 

Gunn前 (P6) was b'Om in 1948 and was br'Ought up 扭曲e same part 'Of the 

c'Ounty 的 Sigvaldi， bef'Ore marrying and m 'Oving t 'O a valley just s'Outh 'Of Húsavík. 

F'Or many ye前s， Gunnar w'Orked as a fisherman, 'Often 'On deep-sea trawlers. 

Giving up this 'Occupati'On, which t'O'Ok him away 企om h'Ome and family f'Or l'Ong 

periods 'Of time, he t 'O'Ok 'Over the running 'Of his wife's family farm, which 也ey

n'Ow 'Own. Gunnar is 54 ye前s 'Old and als'O w'Orks as a p訂t time p'Oliceman. All 'Of 

his children play musical instruments; 'One 'Of his daughters is an extremely 

pr'Omising f1autist, plays the pian'O, and als'O plays in b'O也 a Zimbwabean marimba 

gr'Oup and guitar in a teenage r'Ock gr'Oup. Gunnar has sung in the ch'Oir f'Or eight 

years and has little 'Other f'Ormal v 'Ocal experience. 

Erlingur (P7) has sung frrst bass in the ch'Oir f'Or 8 ye前s. He plays the 

guitar by ear and ch'Ord symb'Ols, writes his 'Own songs, and has performed in a 

variety 'Of 肘。s and popular groups. He plays guitar in the male ch'Oir's 

instrumental group, which acc'Omp扭曲s lighter repertoire (see Figure 13.1 and CD 

14). Erlingur was bom in 1955 and grew up in the t'Own 'Of Akureyri (Iceland's 

se∞nd t'Own and “capital" 'Of the n'Orth), in a home where Erlir單位 is at pains t'O 

p'Oint 'Out, singing played a very min'Or r'Ole indeed. Erlingur is a m 'Ot'Or mechanic 

and w'Orks as an inspect'Or f'Or m'Ot'Or vehicles' r'Oadw'Orthiness. He sung in the 

same cl'Ose harm'Ony/jazz gr'Oup as Magnus f'Or a while and has also perf'Ormed in 
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amateur dramatics. Erlingur lives in Húsavík with his wife; they have four 

children in their teens and early twenties. 

Kjar臨n (P8) was bom in 1966 and lives with his wife, stepdaughter and 2 

daughters on their dairy sma11holding. He has sung in the male choir for 2 ye前S

and whilst he has not taken part in much organised choral activity, he claims 曲的

there was a great dea1 of singing in the family home. His two daughters and one 

stepdaughter a11 play various instruments, including violin, piano, guit缸， and 

Zimbabwean marimba. Kjartan plays guit前 by ear and frort1 chord symbols. His 

father was a keen harmonica player, composer of several popul前 songs and 

performed in a loca1 functions band. 

J6n Gauti (P9) is one of four brothers who a11 sing in the male voice 

choir. 44 years old, J6n sung briefly in another ma1e choir and church choir. He 

and his brothers form an occasiona1 vocal qu缸tet for family get-togethers. Bom in 

1958 and brought up in a rural setting near Lake Mýva'阻， J6n now lives in the 

va11ey of Aða1dalur on the banks of the river Laxá. . J6n does not play an 

instrument but two of his children, aged 16 and 11 both play piano and 

Zimbabwean marimba. His son, aged 16 a1so plays in a rock/pop group. J6n and 

his wife, who plays a little on the guitar by ear, also have a one-year-old daughter 

(see Figure 9.1). Trained as a c缸penter， J6n works 的 a school caretaker and runs 

a famì1y guesthouse over the summer months. J6n Gauti also sings in the loca1 

church choir. 

Guðmundur (PI0), born in 1959, is a sheep farmer who lives on his own 

sma11holding 剖 Vestmannsvatn Lake with his wife and 3 children. He plays the 

drums in a local functions band 曲剖 plays very reg斟ula缸r甘 for dances a11 over the 

c∞。m句句'. Guðmundur is 43 years old and has sung in the male voice choir for over 

20 ye缸s. His son a180 sings in the choir and is one of its youngest members (see 

Figure 6.2 left & Figure 10.16, seated). 

Þ6rarinn (Pl1) plays on the bass in the same functions band as 

Guðmundur, origina11y founded by Þ6rarinn's fa也er. He lives in Húsavík with his 

wife, who has been one of the leading figures in the extremely active and widely 

renowned amateur dramatic society there. Þ6rarinn's other interests include 

Icelandic horses. They have no children. Þ6rarinn works as a driver, driving the 

milk 個nk between dairy farms a11 over the county and to the 1∞al dai可﹒ Þ6rarinn，

born in 1955, is cousin 的 bo也 Ba1dur and Guðmundur. He has sung in the ma1e 
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voice choir for nearly 30 ye前s where he also plays bass guitar in the choir's 

instrumental group (see CD 14). 

。la臼r (PI2) was born in 1927 and lives in Húsavík. For many years, he 

was a teacher of craft and woodwork at the compulsory school in Húsav此，

although he was brought up in the Westmann Islands off the south coast of 

Iceland. Ólafur is a renowned wood-carver and h的 carved and painted birds for 

displays in the local whale museum at H的avik.

Guðmundur 企om Grímsh的 (P13) was born in 1938 and lives on his own 

dairy smallholding in Aδaldalur. Guðmundur has sung in the choir for almost 

thirty years apart from an enforced absence because of bronchial trouble and 

asthma. He and his wife have three children, and six grandchildren. Guδmundur 

sings in the local church choir 剖 Grenjaðarstaðir. He is well known for his interest 

in local history (see Figs. 12.1 & 12.2). 

Ap訂t f全'Om the men above, the following men all kept vocal diaries used 

for the theoretical sampli1.lg of emergent themes: 

Åslaugur (PI4) was born in 1952 and lives in Mývatn where he works at 

the geo-thermal power station at Krafla. He has sung in the choir for several ye訂s.

Guðmundur Árni (PI5) lives in Húsavík like his father Ólafur who also 

sings in 伽 choir. He is 泊的er by profession and has little other formal vocal 

experience ap訂t 企'Om singing in the male voice. Guðmundur was born in 1963. 

Sveinn (P16) has sung 抽出e choir for 2 years. He was born in 1960 

Ómar (P17) is a sheep farmer and has sung in the choir for well over 

twentyye前s. Born in 1960, he has recent1y been joined in the choir by his own 17 

year-old son who also plays drums in a functions band performing regularly for 

dances and bal1s. Óm前 does not play an instrument himself. 

Hafliði (P 18), bom in 1941，的 the father in yet another father/son 

partnership in the choir. He plays a litt1e by e缸 and sung in a functions band but 

has not done so regularly for over ten years. He has composed songs, including 

one that the choir has sung. Hafliδi works in the local meat

processinglslaughterhouse and was for some years the verger at the parish church 

in Húsavík. His son, who has just joined the choir, is present1y studying for B.Ed. 

at the University in Akureyri. 

Friðrik (Pl月 lives in Mýva:組sveit. Born in 1954, Friðrik's formal vω叫

experience is limited to singing in the male voice choir, where he has sung for 16 
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years wi血 a short gap. He is widely renowned as a writer and improviser of vísur 

(a popular and often humorous form of Icelandic poetry). Indeed, 1 0缸en have the 

impression 也at Freδrik thinks in this form! He has produced a welter of Icelandic 

texts for the choir, inc1uding for example, translations of folk songs from Estonia, 
England and Canada, and songs by Poulenc and Schubert. 

Jón Sig (P20), bom in 1948, is a car mechanic. He something of an expert 

on vintage cars and has rebuilt and restored several himself. J仰 lives in Húsavík 

and has two grown-up daughters. one of whom has immigtated to the USA. Jón 

has no other formal vocal experience but has sung in the choir for over ten ye訂S﹒-

Jón Þ (P21) works as a stores and sales assistant in a building, hardware, 

and DIY store in Húsavík. Jón was bom in 1959. His p叮tner suffers from a 

serious degenerative motor disorder; 也ey have two young children, aged 10 and 

12. He has sung in choir for over two decades. 

Oskar Óli (P22), bom in 1954, lives in Húsavík and works in the same 

store as Jón Þ. Oskar works part time in order to be able to spend more time with 

his young fami旬， especially his son who has severe disabilities. His partner is 

departmentalmanagerforeducationinH的avík town council. 

Jónas (P23) is a car mechanic, working at the same garage, in Húsav鼠， as 

Jón Sig. Bom in 1960, married and with two children, Jónas has sung in the choir 

for over 20 years. 

Einar (P24) was born in 1975; he lives and works wi也 hisp缸'ents on their 

farm. Einar plays the keyboard by ear and has sung in the choir for about 10 ye前s.

Einar is Baldur and Eiður's cousin. 

Bensi (P25) has recently sold his sheep farming quo個 though he stills 

lives on the 伽nily f1前m. Bensi is currently working in the training of Icelandic 

horses. His son has recently completed an M.A. in composition from 8t. 

Petersburg Conservatoire. Bensi is one of Hreimur's founding members; he has 

sung in the choir for nearly thirty years and has sung the occasional bass solo. 

Bensi was bom in 1951. 

Þorgrímur (P26), bom in 1937, is a machine tool maker and welder living 

in Húsavík. He appears here as an occasional performer of Icelandic rímur and is 

the author of the text “í Ásbyr囡" also on 也e compact disc (see Figure 10.12 & 

CD 14). 
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Sigurður (P27) is a sheep farmer. He regularly sings solo with the 

Hreimur and a1so sings with a mixed choir in Húsavík. He has sung in the choir 

for nearly twenty years. Bom in 1964, Sigurður's son, aged 19, has also recent1y 

joined the choir. 

Sté:fi如 (P28) was bom in 1927 years old and lives in Mývatn where he 

has a smallholding. 

Ing61fur (P29) is a teacher at the 16+ higher education college and runs 

his own fitness centrel gym at Húsavík where he lives with "his wife. He has sung 

in the choir for several years. Ing6lfur was bom in 1958. 
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9 THE SINGING VOICE AS PERSONA 

9.1 Family Scripts and Songs 

All of the men in the study illustrate the varied ways in which singing has had, 

and continues to have significant agency in relationships with parents, offspring, 

fami妙， friends, and wider social groups. These kinds of connection networks 一

thep前tems individuals make and伽 forms they 個ke 一 constitute what James saw 

as the socia1 Self. 1 am concemed here with vocal forms of these networks, the 

way in which people present themselves to each other and receive each other in 

singing. For every individual in the present study, singing appe缸stobean

essentia1 and fundamental mode of communicating and relating, providing 

considerable personal and social enrichment. Some of the richest accounts of this 

vocal connectedness relate to the home and to relationships primarily situated 

there. In the interpretation 也at follows, this is where 1 begin, examining singing's 

role at a micro-interactionist level, and then tracing its agency in wider socia1 

networks and settings outside of the home. 

To help in the interpretation of 'men's stories about domestic 

communicative vocality, 1 wish to borrow伽 term family scr伊，ts from Byng-Ha11 

(1 985), who developed itωa way of thinking about repeating pa社ems of family 

interaction generally. According to Byng-Ha11 these pattems become ritualized 

through their regular performance in daily family practices and communication. 

We can a1ready see from Ba1dur's commentary that singing in his home at least 

can be thought of in this way, as a motif weaved into the very fabric of domestic 

life, repeated to form intricate vocal and social pattems. Here then, family scripts 

and songs describe a whole repertoire of domestic vocal practice and even the 

repertoire appropriated for it. As we have seen from Bald\汀's life history, there are 

in fact several different types of domestic voca1 motifs; different kinds of vocal 

practices and different repertoires 缸'e sung by members of也e family in different 

contexts. The first type relates essentia11y to 由e eveηrday songs sung for work, 

rest, and play; se∞ndly， there is a repertoire of voca1 family scripts c1early 

interpreted by Ba1dur 部 belonging more to the rea1m of the specia1, to extended 
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family gatherings, trips to the grandparents, and celebrations. In such scripts 

singing lies 倒也e heart of senses of :fi缸nilial and collective identity: Singing is an 

active affective agent in their construction, the medium by which they are 

experienced and the mode of their representation t。 如nily and outsiders alike. 

Family scripts and songs, then, may be performed by large or small vocal 

ensembles, or even by solo family members, and the extent to which individual 

relationships within the home are determined or expressed in these vocal terms 

V前ies too of course. In Baldw勻 case， it is quite clear 也at 'his relationships with 

his brothers and in particular with his late mother are determined to a great extent 

by their vocal connections. In this latter case note how in various life transitions 

of childhood, adolescence, and adul由ood Baldur remembers his mother through 

vocal events, and often defines his relationship wi也 her by, and through, vocal 

empathy: 

Mum sang 叫1 the time and when she was working - in the kitchen, 
washing up, when she was doing the washing on thé washboard, she 
always sung - she gave herself totally in song, complete秒. (Pl) 

And the first time 1 sang publicly (as a teno吵， it was with my mother. 1 
had a little, pathetic voice, but she knew how to project hers so 1 w個
decent1ypresentable. (Pl) 

1 would have liked to have been with the voice 1 am now and sing with 
her…船 she was then. (P 1) 

Baldur' s comment about singing with his mother implicitly recognìses her vocal 

and social skiU in projecting a voice 也別 takes due consideration of his. In doing 

鉤. she seems to have facilitated reciprocity, a memorable vocal matching, which 

with some justification, might be compared to the way in which a mother might 

match a young infant vocally. According to Trev缸也an (1 999, 2002) this kind of 

matching or vocal synchror哼， observed in a wide range of infant and adult 

interaction, stimulates a communicative musicality fundamental to 出e

development of social identity. This vocal event certainly seems to have been 

hugely significant in Baldur's perception of his own voca1 identity development 

The positive feelings it promoted motivated him 的 greater voca1 endeavours, just 

as a mother's matching of her baby's babbling does. One' might draw the 
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conclusion from research literature investigating adult and infant vocal interaction 

th剖 all of these family scripts are exclusively duets between mothers and babies. 

As we shal1 see, the evidence here does not support such a view of adult-infant 

vocal interaction. Social developments, in particular those relating to the changing 

status of men, from autonomous home-based workers towards oul of the home 

employmenl, appe訂 to have had some impact on these vocal scripts，部 Baldur

reluctantly seems to admit. But men still sing with infants and they clearly value 

the connections 由at are made in intimate social and vocal modes of projection 

and reception. Following on from Byng-Hall's general claims about family 

members conditioning to family scripts, it comes as no surprise that Baldur sees 

vocal behaviour as essential to relationships with his own children and presently 

with his own grandchildren. The more settled routine of his recent daily working 

life appears to have provided him with the opportunity to nurture vocal 

relationship with his grandchildren, as the following extracts, written on 

consecutive days, from his vocal diary show clearly i1lustrate: 

Dropped in to visit my daughter and her one-year old son, Gunnar. He 
thinks it' s great fun when Grandad takes him in his arms and swings him 
back and forth in time to some song or other. (P 1) 

On the way home from the male voice choir practice I just called in on 
my son to meet my namesake, my grandson. It' s his fifteenth birthday 
and he told me he was going to 個kep削 in a production of the musical 
Gauragangur (Rumpus), sings in two or three songs. So 1 甘ied to 
encourage him because he's a bit apprehensive about it. (P1) 

Invited my daughter to supper, her husband is at sea. Little Gunnar has 
to have things to do, so after supper I provided for him, sat at the piano 
wl由 him and played and sung, so he moved around in time and joined in 
- Nú blikar við sólarlag (Now the sun sets)- Ef væri ég sðngvari (lf 1 was 
a singer!) - Komdu og skoðaðu (Come and have a look in my box). (P1) 

Got home at 17:30 and Little Gunnar w倒也前已 so Grandad had to sing 
with him for a while. (P 1 ) 

When I came home from work today I popped in to 認e my daughter and 
little Gunn缸 and we sang a song together 部凶ual. (P1) 
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Other grandfathers practice similar rituals with their grandchildren on a regular 

basis; Va1函， like Bald\汀， leamt the ritual from his own grandparents: 

Even though he was deaf from the age of three and could only hear a 
tiny bit, he knew loads of songs and sang them with extraordinary 
accuracy. 1 taught my children and grandchildren them even before 也ey
could speak. (P5) 

In addition, as with Baldur, movement also appe訂s to. be important in 也is

unavoidable ritual: 

1 went to visit my daughter at Akureyri so 1 couldn 't avoid taking a few 
d缸闊的ps with my younger granddaughter and singing a10ng too, and 
we sang Happy Bi叫1day for her pet dog. (P5) 

The importance of men's vocal connections wi也 their young offspring is re

iterated by most of the men in the study. Many of them 前'e younger than Baldur 

and their memories of singing with their children and their perception of the 

importance of this vocal interpersona1 intel1igence is very much based on present, 

的is day experience，的 Jón il1ustrates: 

百1e day ended like so many other days, because 1 sung for my children 
when 由ey had got themselves ready for bed and got themselves under 
the duvet. Usually 1 sing lullabies like Sofðu unga ástin mín (Sleep, my 
young love) or Er旬~ góða Erla (Erla, good Erla) or something like that. 
But 也at di也l't seem to fit so 1 sang “Once there was a boy who had a 
little 臼r!" and then a long repertoire of songs that came into rny rnind! 
It's so lovely to see the children be quiet, listen, relax and sleep because 
of this noise coming 台om rne. (P21) 

We should note too the satisfaction 出at J6n 個kes， despite his self -deprecating 

tone, in the knowledge that his voice projection has the power to affect mood and 

facilitate relaxation and sleep, made explicit in a later entry: 

Singing di也l't start today until evening, in 也at place where my singing 
appe缸'S to have most and be5t inf1uence - in the children's bedrooms! 
Now the children_ wanted to sleep with lively ma1e-voice choir songs, 50 
1 sung for them Áφ'rengisandi and 1 Ásbyrgi (About places in Iceiand). 
(P21) 
(see CD 13 & 14) 
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Gunnar too practices vocal connections in the domesticity of the home: 

This evening my daughters were practising 伽 piano -:- Bjart er yfir 
Betlehem (Bright over Betlehem - Piae Cantione砂 and 0 helga nótt (0 
Holy Night) - 1 sung along and felt very good! (P6) 

My daughter Ha企ún asked me to read for her this evening before she 
went to sleep. When 1 had finished reading, 1 sung her a lullaby, Sofðu 
unga ástin min βleep， my young love) and 1 kissed her goodnight! (P6) 
see CD 18) 

As does G的mundur and several other men: “Sung some children's songs with 

Bessa Bjarnason with my son Hrann缸， whilst he was going to sleep." (P10) 

Given that vocal diaries were only kept for a week the number of 

references to singing with children and grandchildren clearly suggest 也at for most 

men in the study，也is is, if not quite an everyday occurrence, a very regular one 

indeed. Neither is singi~g with children limited to bedtime luUabies. Many of 

Óli's entries and several by 0崗位 men suggest th剖 traditional sex roles in the 

home are not adhered to exclusively: 

Didn't sing 也is moming. Picked up my daughter from the play-school at 
12:00 and on 也ewayhome 扭曲e car we sung together H拼ð bláa hafið 
(l'he sea, the blue sea) and A,B,C,D. She is always singing and in a 
cheerful mood, so of course it makes me feel cheerful too. When we got 
home, 1 tw百.ed on the radio and the “last 50ng before the news" was Í 
dag skein sól (Today the sun shines) 50 1 sung aloud as 1 got the lunch 
ready. From lunchtime until around 16:00, we are just two homes. This 
aftemoon the song Litla Stína (Litt1e Stína) was 如p of the pops and she 
demanded 也別 1 sing it aloud wi也 her twice and it was really fun, felt 
good 血ough I'm not sure 1 took any specìal care with singing it. (P22) 

Everybody was on good form and Hrund insisted th的 1 sing with her 
while we were doing the housework. It was songs like Vakna Dísa 
(Wake up Dis呵" Ég d gamla frænku (1 Have an Old Aunt), and now we 
can sing Chris恥的 songs ~oo， like Rudolf með rauða n祈ð (Rudolph the 
Red Nose Reindee.吵， and Í skóginum stóð kofi einn 你 the Woods There 
Stan品 a Cottage). They were sung aloud and made our mood and the 
chores lighter! (P22) 

Valdi, who is retired notes: 
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My granddaughter comes to visit. She is 6. We sing a few songs 
together, on the ligh~ side and end with the lullaby, Mamma ætlar að 
s吶a (Mother is going to sleep) - a favourite with both of us. (P5) see 
CD 10) 

The importance Va1di' s granddaughter attaches to singing with him is reflected in 

the following deal she strikes with him: 

The day was spent for the most part wa1king betw~en houses and sel1ing 
Christmas cards for Association of Heart Patients. My assistant is my 6-
year old granddaughter. She makes one condition - when we have 
finished 1 have to sing lots of ChristrÌ1as songs with her. 1 oblige, tel1 her 
a few Christmas stories and in the evening we are together in song and 
Christmas meditation. (P5) 

Ulfar echoes Ba1dur's very special vocal relationship with his mother, in his own 

relationship with his father: “He was a1ways singing, anything and everything ... 

副 home， in the shops. 1 understood it completely." (P3) And the shouted response 

ofUlfar's 5 year-old son, who has been listening from outside the room,“Dad you 

sing everywhere too, you're a1ways singing something", suggests 也at the same 

fam i1y script is still being performed. 

Of the thirteen men originally interviewed, there are two notable 

exceptions to 也is pict前e of domestic vocal performance. They claim 也at there 

was little vocal behaviour in their childhood homes and 曲的自eir p缸en的 did not 

sing very much if別叫1. Erlingur insis扭曲前，“1 don't 曲ink she 仰other) ever sung 

me to sleep and 1 never heard Dad sing a single tune. he doesn't sing, not even 

half a note." (P7) ln the absence of voca1 connections in the home, Erlingur finds 

another explanation for the very significant role singing plays in his own life: 

“This singing is in me, it' s not something th剖 has come from somebody else. It's 

just sort ofbom in me". (P7) He continues: 

I've been told 1 could sing before 1 could speak. 1 sang pretty much from 
the beginning. 1 could hold a melody and sang the text ... you could hear 
the text of songs long before 1 was talking. (P7) 

In keeping with the family script, Erlingur claims to have replicated these pattems 

of non-vocal behaviour in his own home: “I've never sung my children to sleep 

and never sung or played for them." (P7) 
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Erlingur's vocal connections are concerned with other social groupings; 

the patterns 由ey make are different to almost all men in the study. Following his 

teenage experience of playing in a band with his peers, it seems that it is in this 

kind of social peer group that singing is a central technology of his social self. As 

we shall see，也is is also the case for all those men who enjoyed considerably 

也 greater vocal connectedness in their childhood homes than Erlingur did. 

Plenty of music repertoires generally are concerned with duets other than 

vocal displays of connectedness between men and their offspring like those 

discussed above. In particular, a whole range of formal and informal repertoire all 

over the world can be seen as being directed at or determined by some kind of 

aesthetic sexual display. None of the men in the present study though, thought 

singing significant in terms of relationships with their own p前tners.

Conversations 也at 1 have had wi也 some of their par訂lers seems to suggest 

however 也別 the men may well be underestimating the impact of their vocality on 

their then prospective p訂個ers and failing to recognise 由.at their singing was 

sometimes clearly perceived as a significant and attractive p缸t of their identity. 

四lere were though, occasional references to singing with and for partners: 

On the .way home from the male-voice choir practice tonight, 1 was 
revising A旬ns伽!gur which we had been practicing this evening. Why? 
Well maybe because it's about Hul4a and my wi誨's name is Hulda, 
when 1 got home 1 sang it for her!!!! (P14) 

And Gunnar 1 suggest, seems to be echoing this process of appropriating and 

personalizing - perhaps more appropriately described here as inter-personalizing -

songs and lyrics wi由 his partner: 

Maybe when we were dancing together 剖 a ball or something, maybe l' d 
sing along wi也 the band, 1 couldn 't say it was, that it was for her ... but 
some need ... some longing. (P6) 

These specific ex缸nples 缸'e exceptions and even when pressed, nearly all the men 

reject the notion th鼠也eir singing is related to aesthetic sexual display. Only one 

man makes the suggestion himself 也.at there may be an element of biological 

determinism in what he seesωmen's need to sing publicly: 
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1 mean in the choir, aren't we guys always the cockerel showing off? 
You see it in nature; doesn't that happen everywhere in nature? The 
male a1ways has to display himself ... has a specific routine. (P2) 

And another recalls the importance he attached to being watched by girls as a 

teenager in a pop group when he says,“We thought we were pretty rnanly, in the 

eyes ofthe girls, first and foremost, naturally." (P3) 

Natural.秒 is a key word here, and questions of men singing and its 

perception as aesthetic sexual display wil1 be discussed more fully in a later 

chapter on gender identity. Similar issues relating to singing and traditional sex 

roles such as infant childcare 叫so deserve more than cursory consideration; 也ey

too wil1 be examined in a chapter specifica11y devoted to the theories of 

masculinity and men's vocal behaviour. 

Returning to, and extending the web of connectedness from the immediate 

family, 1 turn now to the wider family or kinship group. Family-ties 訂'e important 

in Iceland and genea10gy is an extremely significant element in individua1, local. 

and even, 1 suggest, in national identity. In this' respect at least, a view of 

Icelanders 的 a homogeneous group, is backed up by clear evidence from both 

genealogy and genetics. For many of the families voca1 behaviour has agency in 

the performance and maintenance of those ties' and singing appe前s as a central 

construct in concepts of kinship, some like Ba1dur's, are even renowned 

throughout the county for their voca1 behaviour: “Even if the hay was bone dry, 

the family at Ha11dórsstaðir would still forget themselves in singing and playing." 

。1) Whilst Ba1dur's rnatriarchal family 前 Ha11dórsstaðir were known by their 

devotion to song and music-making even at the expense of neglecting necessary 

work, other men, though by no means aU, also speak of how singing is central to 

their kinship identity. 叮lis is true, for example of Ulfar, who says,“Dad's family 

had to find a tune to sing for everythi晦"伊3) and continues to fo l1ow, for the 

mostp叮t， the same family script: 

I'rn maybe not quite as industrious as 1 was. We sang a lot here at home. 
1 sung wi也 my daughters when 血ey were little and we still do acωa11y. 
One ofthem is just graduating as a class music teacher herself. (P3) 
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Many others relate what they perceive as the role singing plays in connecting 

families and friends together. Kjartan recalls a childhood tradition he c1early 

interprets as everyday: 

Often in the evenings, a sort of KVðldvaka (lit.: evening wake), there was 
just a lot of music. Dad played the harmonica, composed a lot. It was 
nothing special and it's always been around us a11 the time. (P8) 

.. even though it may have special significance on high 由，ys and holidays: 

We get together, my sisters and fi缸ni妙， at Christmas for example, we've 
always done it and we sing. 1 don't think we have ever missed a 
C趾istm郎， to come together, Christmas Day, in the evening. (P8) 

As Byng-Ha11's family scripts would predict, Kj訂個n，晶晶er of two girls and 

stepfather to another, pe旬的uates the pattem of vocal behaviour: 

1 suppose a couple oftimes a rnonth, we a1i get together, the girls, Sonja, 
and me. Sornetirnes it's shorter between. 1 think it helps the children too. 
It gives us pleasure or something. Happiness! The gir1s are getting on 
rea11y well in their rnusic lessons. But 1 don't do it for 也瓜， you do it for 
yourself and for them. (P8) 

Kjartan and Sonja's daughters are indeed developing fairly advanced musica1 

skills. The oldest daughter has, since 1 began this study enrolled in forrna1 singing 

lessons at one of Iceland's rnost prominent music schools, recently singing the 

role of Papagena in 也eir production ofthe Magic Flufe. One ofthe younger girls 

plays violin, piano, Zimbwabean rnarirnba, and guitar, and the other plays violin 

and rnarimba. But even so,“Y ou do it for yourself' indicates 也到 what Kjartan 

sees as being most important in singing with others is neither the musica1 skills or 

the rnusical objects per 凹， but sornething more in甘insically persona1 and socia1, 

出.e rnaintenance of Self and of our col1ective Self. This appears true of Ga\肘's

familytoo: 

The other day at Þórdís' s bi此hday a11 the family came and we sang for 
an hour and a half. (P9) 
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If we had guests, and there were always lots of people visiting, then we 
took a song. (P9) 

All of Gauti's four brothers sing in the male-voice choir. They even sing together 

occasionally as a quartet, drawing lots to decide who sings which voice! More 

recently three of them formed 伽 basis of a double quartet who self-effacingly 

ca11 themselves Quartet Garðar Hólm after a fictional character in a novel by 

Ha11dór Laxness who persuades a local council to financially support his overseas 

vocal studies, despite his apparently singing very, very badly indeed (see Fig. 

9.2)! 

9.2 Wider Vocal Networks 

Widening the focus from micro-socia1-systems, it is clear that both the vocal and 

social self are not just constructed within 也e contex臼 of connecting wi也

immediate or extended fami1ies. In isolated cases like Erlingur's, they 訂e not 

actually performed 伽re at all 一也ough even this fact is hugely significant for 

ErlingUI勻 construction of his vocal identity. It has been claimed that we have as 

many Selves as there are people whose opinion we care about (James, 1892). The 

following comments revea1 how men see singing as central to many of those 

Selves, to 1前ger and various group identities and to social harmony wi由in 也em.

In sma11 group situations, a few friends engage in singing together: 

Before we left for the ma1e-voice choir evening, Ella and Inga came 
because we were going toge也er. Before we left, we picked up the guitar 
and as we do so often when we meet, we took a few lively songs. We 
always try to be careful and sing in harmony. It always gets us in a good 
mood! When we got back home, we took a few more songs before going 
to bed! (P23) 

Even certain work sÎtuations a1low for voca1 partnerships, as Siggi illustrates,“I 

went to help Kjartan at Múli in his cow-shed …1 sung a bit, but he sung more." 

(P27) And in larger socia1 gatherings, 

When there are get..;ωgethers， dances or something, people start singing 
in harmony, then you mix with 也at group, just to take part, to join in 
with others. (P3) 
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At a birthday party 1 ended up singing with Jón and Karl, and loads of 
people, it was amazing singing and therewith 1 was taken into their 
group …it was the first time I'd had 曲的 feeling for singing in harmony 
…massive singing. (P4) 

In a11 cases, the justific剖ion， the importance of vocally connecting to others, is 

similar: 

There's so much joy in people doing something toge由er rather than just 
.by themselves... it is like some sort of甘eaty. (P27) 

Y ou feel much better in harmony with others. Then you get 也at kick. 
that's how it's supposed to be. (P2) 

Singing in harmony in particular seems to facilitate a veηspecia1 kind of social 

connectedness and whi1st many contemporary societies would see singing in 

harmony as an indication of highly developed aural and voca1 skills. it is not 

unfair to say 由at it is rare here to hear a group of adu1ts sing just in unison. In 

fact. it happens rarely and in many circles it is looked upon with derision, not 

apparently bom of simple snobbery or a sense of superiori旬， but that singing is 

inevitable an affair of different parts! Seen in the light of Iceland's very recent 

adoption of 4-p叮t harmony and its wide叩read and 時latively wholesale 吋ection

of older two-p訂t and unison vocal styles, this seems very striking indeed. Perhaps 

singing in harmony is va1ued in particular because the connections it makes 

differentiate between people within a group, rather than producing a monochrome 

collective in unison, th剖 it preserves a sense of individuality within a group 

settinε. Whilst these kinds of mu1ti-layered connections are frequently 

spontaneous and voices quite possibly improvised at informal occasions，也叮叮e

also made in the more formal setting of the male-voice choir in which 伽se men 

smg. 

9.3 Choral Connections 

The vocallinks made in singing in Hreimur Ma1e Voice Choir, are clearly ofhuge 

significance to these men's social Selves, but even 由.ey are not easily 

differentiated from the f1副nily scripts discussed above. Five fathers and sons sing 

in the choir along wi血 Gauti and his threebrothers mentioned above, two other 

pairs ofbro也.ers， and, 1 suspect, more cousins than not! It is eωY to 甜e 也enhow
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the choir might become an extension of Self to be looked after, cared for, and 

invested with emotional energy (see Weber, 2000: 175). The simple fact of the 

distance many men travel to practices 1 related earlier is a clear indication of the 

importance attached to this particular vocal network. The men attempt to explain 

The men's choir is quite unique 1 think; it's a remarkably sympathetic 
and unified group... really, really closely knit andcohesive. (Pl) 

He only lives forthe men's choir. (PI0) 

It (singing in the male voice choir) isjust some kind ofmadness. (Pl1) 

If one link breaks, it can ruin the whole 由i旬， if you don't concentrate, 
just one small thing. (P5) 

Their succ~ss is. directly related to how hard they work;. men's attitudes 
to what we are doing，叫ted in our determination to do it well. (PI2) 

I'm so proud of our men's choir. (P13) 

Whilst some social groups might differentia扭曲emselves by, say, attire or body

decorating (see Tajfel, 1978), the single most important feature of this group 

appears to be that they are men who sing toge也.er. Whilst few ofthe men identi有r

themselves explicitly 船“sing釘s" or “musicians" ，也ey distinguish themselves 

favourable 企om 0由er men by virtue of their vocality. Singing contributes 

significantly to the group and individual's Self-esteem, while non-singers are 

perceived as being denied a wide-range of personal and social benefits 也at come 

through vocal access and connectivity: 

There was a group in the mountain hut last autumn 曲的 wasn't singing. 1 
pitied 甘lem; they were completely out in the cold. (PI0) 

The guys th前 don't join in (singing), they're just left out, not in the 
grOl.中﹒ 1 think they're really missing out. (Pl1) 

Even men who see 甘lemselves 部 being not particu1缸ly good singers enjoy 也is

e出anced Self-esteem as, in Weber's words，出ey “are Iinked to a valued 

. community" (2000: 71). Whilst the conjunctive nature of choral tasks might mean 
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that the group performs no better than the level of the least able singer, the large 

size of the group means 也at the tasks in hand are divisible - extremely competent 

smgers suppo此 less able ones in what is essentially co-operative interdependence. 

Light-hearted banter and rivalry between voices ensures，的 Baldur noticed, that 

there is some element of competition. In stark contrast to the Barbershop 

traditions of North America (Stebbins, 1996), or Isicathamiya in South A企ica

(Erlm缸m， 1996), where choral competitions often appe前 to play central roles in 

collective vocal identity, formal competitions are conspictiously absent from the 

male-voice choral scene in Iceland: 

Even though singing is number one, there's that feeling that you are a 
link in a particular chain. That you 前'e something, rather than nothing. 
(P5) 

It's always been a bit like 晶晶- VOlces 也rowing things at each other a 
bit. Ragging between the men, nothing serious. (P 1) 

There are four teams on the pitch，出ey own their sound and had better 
come with it right. (P2) 

They (first tenors) think of themselves as 伽 top of the world (laughs). 
It's fme ,. just humour. (P4) 

It was when 1 w個 att臼npting to interpret men' s perceptions of singing in the choir 

or at least in larger social groups 也成 two specific modes of vocal interaction were 

thrown into sharp relief - those of vocal collaboration and competition. They 

appe訂 to have salience for understanding the communicative processes involved 

in leamir壇， rehearsing, and perfonning songs. 1 turn to them now, because whilst 

they mightjust 的 easily be relevant ωa discussion of gendered identi旬， they cast 

particul前 light on the nature of the vocal connections about which rnen speak, and 

especially upon projective and receptive empathies, which 1 see as being 

increasingly significant to an understanding of vocal networking. 

9.4 Competition and Collaboration 

In a later chapter on singing and the construction of masculinity, 1 give some 

consideration to the v的al competition th剖，的 we have already observed, appe缸S

only on the periphery of men's life histories - singing as aesthetic sexual display. 
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F'Or n'Ow th'Ough, and ev'Oluti'Onarý bi 'OI'Ogy ap前t， it is c1ear b'Oth 仕om Baldur's 

st'Ories ab 'Out what g'Oes 'On in the ch'Oir and from 'Other men qu'Oted ab'Ove 由前， m

keeping with psych'OI'Ogical the 'Ories 'Of s'Ocial interacti'On, vari 'OUS permutati 'Ons 'Of 

interpers'Onal and intergr'Oup behavi'Our, 'Of c 'Ompetiti'On and collaborati'On, 

manifest themselves wi由in and between v'Ocal 'Or ch'Oral gr'OUps. Elements 'Of 

c'Ompetiti'On c1early exist b'Oth between and within individual v'Oice-categ'Ories 'Or 

ch'Oral p叮ts.

C'Ompetiti'On in a wider c'Ontext may be seen as end'Owing a particular 

S'Ocial gr'Oup with the kind 'Of “cultural 'Or s'Ocial capi划"也at men in the ch'Oir 

seem t 'O think they P'Ossess. In 'Other settings, this cultural capital has s'Ometimes 

been seen as c'Ompensating f'Or the absence 'Of ec 'On'Omic capit叫， p甜t 'Of a wider 

c'Ompetiti'On for P'Ower and change in s'Ocial structures. Erlmann, f'Or example, 

缸gues 也is case in his study 'Of S'Outh African migrant w'Orkers and their singing 'Of 

isicathamiya or “nightsong" (Erlmann, 1996). In Stebbin's survey 'Of the 

barbersh'Op singer, by far the m'Ost “important thrill" in pursuing ch'Oral singing as 

a leisure activity is the c'Ompeting 'Or winning as a ch'Orus in regi 'Onal, district，缸ea

'Or nati'Onal c'Ontests (Stebbins, 1996). Similar responses were f'Orthc 'Oming in 

interviews 1 carried out b'Oth with men wh'O sang in a 1前ge men's barbersh'Op 

ch'Orus in Newfoundland, and - in a very different setting and singing very 

different repert'Oire - a small university men's ch'Orus fr'Om the USA 

. (unpublished). The absence 'Of 也ese kinds 'Of f'Ormal inter-ch'Ora1 c'Ompetiti'Ons in 

Iceland is interesting. It is my c'Ontenti'On 曲的 tW'O fact'Ors 前e p訂ticularly

significant here; firstly, the early Icelandic Male V'Oice M'Ovement was c'Oncemed 

fundamentally with a c'Ollab'Orative eff'Ort 剖 c'Onstructing a unified nati 'Onal 

identity - albeit a hegem 'Onic masculine 'One. There was little space in such a task 

f'Or c'Ompetiti'On and male v'Oice ch'Oir members across the C'Ountry were t 'O 恤，

f'Ormally at leωt， s'Ong br'Others, ch'Oir festivals were n'Ot t'O be ch'Oral c'Ompetiti'Ons. 

Seen fr'Om this perspective, c'Ompetiti'On and c'Ollab'Orati'On am'Ong singers 'Or ch'Oral 

gr'OUPS arguably may c'Ome d'Own 也en to S'Ocial structures and ωa culture's 

P'Ositi'On 'On an individualism - c'Ollectivism dimensi'On (see Lub訓， 1999). 

Sec'Ondly, we can see a clear tendency emerging f切m men's st'Ories t'O emphasize 

the essentially social act and social functi 'On 'Of singing, rather than the aesthetic 

'Objectificati'On 'Of a perf'Ormance 'Of a musi 
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the measure of a performance appears frequently to be the quality of connections 

singers make with an audience, even in these formal settings. 1 explore next how 

collaborative and competitive strategies are perceived as acting as technologies of 

these connections at various stages of vocal behaviour, and 1 begin, where we just 

left men's stories, in the formal setting ofthe male-voice choir. 

9.4.1 Collaboration and Competition in Leaming New Scripts and 

Songs in F ormal Settings 

Few oft曲he choir勻 members read music flu即1旭er剖ltl句y， though notation clearly aids their 

learning considerably and wi由 their often 4ighly developed aural skills and 

tradition of singing in harmony, they leam varied repertoire at remarkable speed. 

During these early stages of what is usually rote-leaming, music is learnt either 

voice by voice in sectional rehearsals or, depending on the nature of the piece, two 

or more voices more or less simultaneously. Collaboration with other members of 

the voice group is essential; the men rely heavi1y on hearing other same-voice 

singers, an intra-voice network. They are aurally sensitive and quick to confer if 

there is not unanimity, without waiting for the conductor to correct them. All of 

the participants, even experienced singers, claim in a self-effacing way to rely on 

other members of the group to learn 開rts:

I've always thought it good to sing with somebody who's got a good 
voice, quick to leam and so ... somebody who can lead the singing ... 
It's always better to sing with good singers. I'm maybe not the sort th剖
would lead the singing. (P4) 

I'm not very quick to leam exactly, I'm not terribly musical, but wi由 the
help of出e good chaps in the second tenor ... it went O.K. and you could 
feel that it was beginning to sound. beginning to harmonize and resonate 
...也en it became really fun. (P6) 

Intra-voice collaboration also compensates for what the men perceive as 也e

limitations of their own vocal technique and tone quality: 

1 always thought 1 was pretty poor ... my voice is 50 thin and poor and it 
doesn't work by itself ... but yeah, it's OK to have it along wi也
something else. Yes, yes, that's how 1 see me in all ofthis. (P7) 
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1 think I'm pretty good in a team, when we're not singing too loudly, but 
1 can often get pretty high up, but it's not a particularly big voice. (P2) 

At this stage of1earning the intra-voice collaboration is balanced by an inter-voice 

competition to produce “the goods": 

We have our sound, it works 切gether with yours, and you'll jolly well 
give it to us right and then we come along wi曲。叮s. (P2) 

This competition to "get it right" often 蝕的 the form oflight-hearted banter th剖

Baldur had observed and 出at is echoed by many of the men: 

Well you know, men support their men and all that ... it's done more for 
fun 1 think …yeah. (P6) 

Well each voice is made up of these guys and these guys have of course 
much more in common ... what's more, some people find it difficult to 
cope when they are moved between voices. (P5) 

Commonly this competitive banter takes the form of comments about 

stereotypica1 persona1ity types according to voice, as the following discourse 

il1ustrates: 

The tenors think they are the only voice in the choir (PI0) 
1 mean people often say at practice, bloody tenors 也句， you know, can 
never learn anything (P9) 
No, no, usua1ly second tenor.... (P lO) 
There we go! (RF) 
It's nothing, nothing nasty; it'sjust ajoke. (P lO) 
Well it's supposedωbe like that. (P 11 ) 
It's mainly just to get the humor going a bit ... if it was serious than it 
wouldn't be enjoyable. (9) 

First tenors maybe think ofthemselves as top ofthe world. (P4) 

First bass is naturally the rubbish bin, people that can't sing anythi時，
也ey have to be there (laughs) because everybody should be able to sing 
first bass... 也e normal range for a man.... (P,1 1) 
What about first tenor then? (RF) 
They're just abnorma1 (laughs) or some sort of straini嗯， or something, 

squeezing. (P 11) 
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This kind of competition is strictly limited to motivation strategy in learning and 

rehearsing. Magnús expands on the idea of inter-voice competition wi血 a sporting 

analogy but makes it quite c1e缸 that the performing choir, as we shall see, is a 

singul缸 entity:

There are four teams on the pitch. And there' s competition and team 
spirit in each and of co叮se， you unite under your banner. 1 mean in the 
tenors, when people 缸'e taking shots at us, then we respond to 也at. And 
that's how the whole team works. You're maybe defending your voice. 
[...] We're never talking about individuals; it's always the bass, not 
Jón!!!! Ifyou don't produce, well, that's a battle, let them have it. You 
have got to demand it. Anywhere else, public1y, we're one choir, the 
people th剖 listen， they listen to the whole team! (P2) 

9.4.2 Collaboration and Competition in Rehearsing Songs 

At a later stage of rehearsa1, a different standing arrangement facilitates another 

kind of collaboration. Sometimes the 60 men move from their normal 

arrangement on risers, where they stand in same-voice category groups, and stand 

in one large circle. At this point, nobody stands next to a same-voice singer. 

Significantly, none ofthe men see this arrangement as a competitive one, none of 

them c1aim to avoid listening to the other voic郎， in a “fmgers in ears, singing in 

harmony" sense, rather the men seek an appropriate self to a “different voice" 

balance: 

1 think it is really great when we rehearse in a circle, stand beside 
somebody in the bass, if you're secure, then it's rea1ly fun to sing. 
You're with 也e support you need; you can get into the harmony. Build 
the higher voices down into the b的s. (P2) 

You hear it natura11y, but you maybe 甘Y to lock it out while you are still 
甸甸的 learn your part and then you begin 的 put some effort into trying 
to listen and fmd some balance wi也 it •.. then you can feel, you can 
find, the whole thing, the sound.... (PI0) 

1 mean that is the most important thing if it's really going to work, that 
everybody hears what everybody else is doing.... (Pl1) 

百le concept 出atmen 前e 削iculating is sometimes described 站出e Self to Other 

Ratio (SOR) and its significance in chora1 singing has been examined as an 
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ac 'Oustical phen'Omen'On (Ternstr'Om & K缸na， 2002; Daugherty, 2000). The SOR 

is seen as key t 'O b 'Oth g'O'Od int'Onati'On and ensemble and it can be affected n 'Ot 

'Only by individuals' 'Own v 'Ocal techniques but als 'O by extemal fact 'Ors such as the 

arrangement 'Of v'Oices, use 'Of f'Olders and 'Other ac 'Oustical fact'Ors. The men in 也e

present study h 'Owever articulate a significant psych'Ol'Ogical perspective t'O this 

phen'Omen'On, which appe訂s t'O have sa1ience f'Or the meaning they make 'Of their 

c'Ollab'Orative v'Oca1 activity. The idea1 Selft'O Other Ac'Oustic Rati 'O appears t'O be a 

metaph'Or f'Or an idea1 Self t'O Other S'Ocial rati'O. This is an imp'Ortant c'Oncept f'Or 

'Our understanding 'Ofv 'Ocal c'Onnectedness and the v'Oice's agency in the pers'Ona t'O 

which 1 retum at the end 'Ofthis chapter. 

9.4.3 Collaboration and Competition in Formal Performance 

Effective perf'Ormance 'Of s'Ongs in harm'Ony is clearly perceived 的 depending 'On 

an a11-channel c'Ommunicati'On pattem: singers must hear their v'Oice, 'Others 

singing the same p缸t and 'Other v'Oices ar'Ound them: 

Over the p的t few ye缸s， I've been m 'Ore willing t 'O listen t 'O 'Others and 1 
w'Ou1d like t'O品ld it even m'Ore, t'O晶ld the s'Ound wi也 an'Other v'Oice. [...] 
Y'Ou feel much better in harm'Ony with 'Others. Then y'Ou get th剖 kick.
That's h'Ow it's supp'Osed t'O be .... (P2) 

At an'Other level, the c 'Onduct'Or med泌的出is a11-channel v'Oca1 c'Ollaborati'On and 

u1timately 'Of c'Ourse the f'Ormal singing situati'On varies fundamentally 企'Om the 

inf'Orma1 because 'Of the s個.tus 'Ofthe c'Onduct'Or. Given the size 'Ofthe gr'Oup, this is 

n'Ot surprising. Even s'O, 'Only 'One 'Ofthe men in the study saw the c'Onduct'Or's r'Ole 

as a clearly auth'Oritarian 'One. 

Y'Ou have a piece, a pr'Oject and y'Ou s'Olve it t 'Ogether, but the c'Onduct'Or 
decides ...出e interpretati 'On .... I've a1ways been able t'O submit t'O the 
captain, I've never been the rebelling type. It's n'Ot 'One pers'On's 
resp'Onsibility the perf'Ormance 'Of a s'Ong; it h那 t'O be the c'Onduct'Or. 1 
mean y'Ou 訂e just 'One 'Of 50 v'Oices that make that sound, and wh'O' s 
g'Oing t'O see that it s'Ounds a11 right ... it's g'Ot t'O be 'One pers'On. (P2) 

9 .4.4 Connecting with an Audience 

叮le f'Ormal perf'Ormance 間位ing differs fr'Om the inf'Orma1 voca1 'One because 'Of the 

r'Ole 'Of a v 'Oca11y n'On-participat'Ory audience. Bringing an audience int'O some kind 
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of sh缸ed aesthetic col1aboration about mood and emotion is clearly seen as 

important though, whilst at the same time a kind of competition is clearly 

discemable in the ways in which men see one of the prizes of singing publicly as 

soothing other people, influencing their mood. Y ou do it in a game not 
like propaganda 一 it' s a game [...] and on stage when (you) hear 也at
everybody in the audience is captive, listening and (you) sing a note 由前
everyone is waiting for, that's incredible influence th倒也at person has, 
power. (P2) 

Weber's re-defining of James's social self as persona, is particularly approp討ate

for the study of singing and Self, with its emphasis on the ways in which we 

present ourselves to others. Forma1 musica1 performance is, of co叮間， a 

particular, symbolic version of these pattems of connectedness and these are the 

versions of pattems that Davidson 曲eorises about as the identity of the solo 

performer (2002b). 訂閱 men in the present study clearly project a group identity 

onto wider social systems 也rough the act of vocal performance 斗 a public display 

of who we are and what we do in similar ways 的 Davidson's solo performers. 

Nevertheless, there are fundamental differences: whilst still retaining a very 

strong sense of myself, singing together facilitates a projection of a collective 

mask . the col1ective vocal Self - which individuals might not be able to sustain 

a1one, either for reasons 曲at relate to their vocal ability of because they may not 

have developed the solo performance identity of which Davidson speaks. Along 

the lines of creative systems theories thinking, most of the men find that the sum 

of their vocal skills and achievements are far greater than their own individually. 

Whilst their individual voices might not be of particular interest to people outside 

of their close socia1 networks, their collective one is, and it is often able to draw 

other people's attention and connect wi曲曲em.

It's like expressing something of myse1j, giving something of oneself. 
(P8) 

It's essentia1 to share with people what it is we've been doing, show 
what we've done and let themfeel what we can do. (Pl) 
(My italics reflecting narrators' emphases) 

Performing is about the need for attention or some也ing. (P12) 
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Together, rnen rnay be able to' irnpact the rnood and feeling of other people 扭曲e

sarne kind of way 部 Baldur's Grandrna had talked about singing in the horne and 

as Magnus had suggested above. 

Soothing other people, influencing their rnood, that's incredible power 
th剖 that person has. (P2) 

So this is still a reciprocal connection with other people, where feedback is seen 

品 an essential recognition of who we are. The presence of others is associated 

with evaluation and arousal in general psychology literature (Travis, 1925; Z吋onc

1965; Cottrell, 1968, 1972. All cited in Wi1ke & Wit, 2001). This is rarely as 

explicitωin public perforrnance. Indeed the presence of audience-others is seen 

by the rnen as leading to an irnproved perforrnance of this identity. Given th剖

tasks are norrnally very well learned - and this choir perforrns alrnost all its 

extensive repertoire by rnernory 一 this is as Z吋onc predicts (ibid.). 

11' s the exciternent and challenge, the need for attention, i1' s rnore fun to 
sing, we were pretty bloody good. (P 11 ) 

It's special, when we're singing and people stand up for us.σ9) 

l1's worth a lot when people say the choir has really sung well ... it's a 
nice feeling to have that support. (P4) 

We can begin to see then, how cornpetitive and collaborative strategies work in 

the forrnal setting of the rnale voice choir, establishing and rnaintaining all kinds 

of vocal and social connections. When we retum again to less forrnal settings 

however, we find very different s個tegies 倒 work.

9.4.5 Informal Collaboration as Performance 

Many of the rnen's first experiences of horno-social singing 叮'e not in the forrnal 

situation of the rnale-voice choir. All kinds of social arenas becorne settings for 

vocal behaviour; birthday parties, rnountain huts, sheep corralS' dance fl∞1巾，

rnen's ω，ilets， and farnily get-togethers. All kinds of spaces becorne vocal places -

barns, silos and resonant landscapes. Many of the songs wi1l be 也.e sarne 的缸e
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sung in the male v'Oice ch'Oir, 'Others will be fr'Om a large, 'Orally transmitted 

repert'Oire 'Of what have bec'Ome essentially “ f'Olks'Ongs". The singing will usually 

be in harm'Ony and if the harm'Onies are n'Ot “kn'Own"，也ey may be impr'Ovised. 

Men can even try themselves 'Out in an'Other v'Oice 企'Omth副 which they sing in the 

f'Ormal ch'Oral setting - first ten 'Or being a p'Opular ch'Oice! 

r d always been in awe 'Of the ten'Ors. Just tried as hard as y'Ou c'Ould, t'O 

getup 也ere， 'On s'Ome high n'Ote 'Or s'Omething! (laughs) (P8) 

Understanding the c'Onstructi'On 'Of these vari 'Ous v'Ocal spaces will be 'One 

'Of the themes 'Of the next chapter. F'Or n'Ow, 1 wish t'O n'Ote 也叫 highly pleasurable 

experiences in these inf'Ormal singing settings 'Often appe前 t'O have been 

significant in subsequent decisi 'Ons t 'O j 'Oin the ch'Oir. The pleasure derived 企om

these peak experiences seems a1m'Ost exc1usively t'O stem fr'Om collaborating 'On a 

singing 的 harmony pr'Oject - a very str'Ong sense of being in harm'Ony with 'Other 

pe'Ople , v'Ocally and physically. Whilst even in inf'Orma1 settings like birthdays 'Or 

dances the men may subject themselves to a self-app'Ointed c'Onduct'Or t'O c'O

'Ordinate v'Ocal c'Ollab'Orati 'On, equally as 'Often 出ey will rely 'On a kind 'Of au4i 'O a11-

channel c'Ommunicati 'On between as many gr'Oup members as p'Ossible, with added 

aids 'Of facia1 expressi 'On, physical gesture and t'Ouch (Faulkner, 2003). Once 

ag函n， these physica1 issues will be dealt wit11 in greater depth in the f'Ollowing 

chapter. Significantly, divisi 'Ons between learni嗯， rehearsir嗯， and perf'Orming d'O 

n'Ot exist here; this is learning “'On the j 'Ob". The essence 'Of this “ musicking" - a 

term borr'Owed fr'Om Small (1998) - is 伽 c'Ollective v'Oca1 m'Oment. The preferred 

m'Ode of learning 叩開缸s to be something akin to co-operative, peer teaching; 

alth'Ough there is n'O f'Ormal teacher some individuals clear句 have expert st剖us.

Men huddle t'Oge也er in a kind of v'Oca1 scrum. When a participant is unsure 'Of a 

v'Oice，出ey may even align themselves, a1m'Ost t'O cheek-t'O-cheek, wi也'Other

singers. Men talk about learning a v'Ocal part by being physically sensitized t'O it, 

their bodies are litera11y physica1 sens'Ors, and in c1'Ose pr'Oximity, they 缸e able t'O 

pick up and tune in t'O the right signal, even 也ough 'O也.er voices may be s'Ounding 

ar'Ound them. 

Y'Ou kn'Ow there is a big traditi'On 'Of singing at birthday parties.... It was 
缸ound 1988-90, quite a few people had big birthday parties and (1) 
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wanted to take part too and stood beside somebody who could do 祉， ••• 
somebody who knows the part and you are sensitized to it.... pick it up. 
(P9) 

1 went to his birthday party .... There was this amazing singing. 1 ended 
up singing with them, and 1 was taken into their group. It was the first 
time 1 got this feeling for singing in voices, that I've always been so 
attracted to ...甘emendously enjoyable ... 1 fell for it straight away ... 
this sound，出e harmony th剖 you land inside of ... pulled 叫ong in the 
sound. (P4) 
Aha? (RF) 
1 got a lot of really good instruction 企om him. It was good to follow him 
and leam the part. (P4) 
Was 血.at formal instruction of some kind? Did he teach you the voice or 
something? (RF) 
No, no, just following him and learning 也ep缸t， he knew all these 
songs; we didn 't have any notes or an列前ng. (P4) 

Thus, a whole repertoire o( Icelandic “folksongs" has been orally transmitted by 

an integrated collaborative mode of learning/rehearsing/performing - vocal 

bèhaviour in a much more democratic network of connections than 也at which is 

typical of the male-voice choir. The physical intimacy 油倒 often accompanies 

them suggests 也別 the Self to Other Ratio in singing has not just an acoustic and 

psychological dimension, but a physical one too. 

9.4.6 Informal Vocal Competitions 

At some dance or something, the guys might get toge也er out in the 
comer and s個rt blowing 血eir chests out a bit. It's some kind of s甘m伽u喀gglee 
o叮r competition; maybe 由e叮yγ'r昀'e not tωot叫ally in control 
booze. (P4) 
Competing for what? (RF) 
Who sings the loudest or highest, probably. (P4) 

When the guys have had a few then they tend to screw themselves up as 
high as they can ... and normally they are in some kind of singing 
competition, who can sing the highest and best. (P10) 

甘le competitions 晶的 the men speak of above will invariably be in unison and, 

regardless ofthe singers' normal range, singing high tenor appears to afford most 

status. But 也e paradox of the competitive co-operative dimension is i1lustrated in 

that even this informal competition: 
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...holds the group together and ... there's, ••• there's great joy in it .... 
(P8) 

Moreover, whilst there are no fonnal competitions between choirs in Iceland, 

unlike many other contemporary choral cultures, an interesting incident happened 

when the male-voice choir found itself staying at the same hotel as another male

voice choir from Reykjavík. Having decided to eat together, the two choirs 吐len

proceeded to sing for each other in what was quite clearly a competitive sparring 

match. 1 was instructed to conduct repertoire that would “show ‘ein what we could 

do". After severa1 rounds, a truce appeared to be called, but long into the night, 

strained battle cries could be heard 仕om alcohol imbibing individuals and small 

groups from both choirs a11 over the hotel. 

Aren't they just displaying themselves, proving 也到 they are better than 
the others, can sing higher. Jón was doing it the other day wi也 guys
from x choir. well into the night. I've stopped t可ing to jack myself up 
there! (P lO) 

Having proved mutua1 voca1 prowess，也at evening was a1so the beginning of 

considerable fonnal collaborative ventures and co-operation between the two 

choirs. Bo也 the choir's foreman and 1 have since been made honorary members 

of the “opposing" choir. exchange visits organized, super-ordinate goa1s were 

established, ca1ling for voca1 and social collaboration between the groups. 

9.S'Summing up Song and the Social Self 

By way of an interim summary. then, the men in the study appe前 to use voca1 

behaviour to ensure that 也ey are socia11y well connected. The connections, 

mediated by individual or group vocal behaviour are highly cherished, and whilst 

they may vary according to the nature of relationship - p前en個1 - immediate 

family - kinship - wider social groups - audience - they 缸e clearly seenω 

essential componen臼 in the technology of the socia1 self. In most cases, this 

technology makes complicated pattems across a wide range of micro- and macro 

settings, in intimate vocal dialogues, small-scale en~embles and in large-scale 

choral interaction. Web缸's conceptualisation of persona sees it as being 

constituted by ways in which people present themselves and receive each other. A 

central construct of persona for men in the s個dy is vocal behaviour - the many 
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and varied ways in which they sing to and for each other, listen to each other 

singing, and sing with one another. In a wide range of social settings, establishing 

and maintaining these connections is a question of finding an ideal Self to Other 

Ratio, finding it voca11y is perceived as finding it psychologica11y too. This will 

mean adapting voices and voice projection according to whom it is th前 the singer 

is connecting wi曲， whether 也別 is young infants, parents and families，企iends，

fellow choristers, or “opposing" ones. Whilst most of the men connect voca11y in 

all kinds of directions and to a11 kinds of people, there is evidence to suggest 也at

family vocal practices or even in extreme cases, the absence of them. produce 

family scripts which subsequent generations tend to follow too. Nevertheless 

vocal behaviour appe前s to be so central to the social self 由at nearly all of the 

singers find themselves moving easily between formal and informal modes, 
domestic and public settings. This is the voca1 equiva1ent of James's claim 晶晶

individuals have as many Social Selves 的 groups of people whose opinions they 

care about. The men are able to put on different vocal identities or voices or join 

voca1 forces wi也 others to 晶.cilitate the making of these connections. One night 

J6n sings lullabies, the next a lively ma1e-voice choir song; both voices are aimed 

剖 the making of socia1 connections wi也 his children. At the male-voice choir 

practice, he may tune in more finely to receptive modes, as he attempts to leam a 

new song in a very different setting. The next evening at a birthday party, he may 

be in c10se physica1 proximity with friends singing together in ha1f 1eamt, half

improvised harmony. On Friday evening, he may join forces with the male voice 

choir in an effort 的 pr吋ect a collective identity and make new connections in a 

formal concert setting. All of these situations wi1l require different voices, the 

employment of competitive or collaborative vocal 甜ategies like those discussed 

above, and empathy . an operation that Weber sees as absolutely centr叫 to the 

social Self. 

1 mentioned above the significance of projective and receptive empathies 

in the vocal dia10gues in which p前ents or grandparents engaged in wi也 infants

and children, without clari時ing those concepts sufficiently. Weber. talks of 

projective and receptive empathi郎的 too1s in the building of connection and 

communìty; 也e former a tool for reachlng out to others，也e latter，伽 basis for 

understa 
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participating - albeit intuitively and unconsciously - in the minds, feeHngs and 

thinking of others and even “incorporating them into our own self'. Singing is 

clearly employed by men in the prese到 study in just this way, just as it w個

employed by Bald肘's mother and in his home, as a way ofbuilding family. Men 

note the effectiveness of this tool as an empathetic mechanism of identifying wi也

and understanding other people's situations, feelings, and motives. Likewise, it 

helps them project their own thoughts and feelings, developing often ve可 close

personal relationships wi也 significant individuals or groups, or short 臼rm casua1 

affairs wi也 that evening's audience. We have seen how this applies in particular 

to relationships with very young children, relationships not appropriated to such a 

l前ge ex跑到 by forms of verbal communication soon to become the hegemonic 

mode of socia1 interaction. But 1 want to 前gueth剖 concep臼 of projective and 

receptive empathy 訂e also 剖 the heart of the va1ue 也.at a11 men in the study 

without exception attach to singing with a11 kinds of other people. More 

especially, 1 believe that it provides us with a model of the workings of peak 

aesthetic and psychological experiences 曲的 the men clearly perceive in singing in 

harmony. 叮le idea 也剖 music is a metaphor for human relationships is not a novel 

one, but the application of this metaphor for understanding music' s meaning in 

Westem settings at least, has often been aimed at musical works themselves rather 

也an at musical behaviours. The men here provide us with plenty of evidence 由.at

也ey see singing in harmony as synonymous with being in harmony. Just 部 good

singing in harmony is often conceptua1ised acoustica11y as 伽 Self to Other Ratio 

(SOR), finding the right ba1ance between individua1s, making socia1 networks 也別

maintain a clarity and equality of parts, is a question of ba1ancing projective and 

receptive empa:制的. Matching others in vocal behaviour, whether it is the 

mirroring of ad吋t and infant interaction, or adults singing in harmony, requires 

this aura1 and voca1 empathy. Being in harmony relies on musica1 manifestations 

of projective and receptive empathies and whilst 也is may be true of any ensemble 

music making, it h的 pa:rticular meaning in voca1 behaviour because of 也e

embodied and physica1 nature of singing - themes we tum to in the next chapter. 

When voca1 practices are 的 commonplace and everyd混y as they appe前 to be in 

出.e lives of most of the men in 也.e present s個dy，也en it bec 
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Fig. 9:1 
“Family-scripts" 

Fig. 9.2 
Quartet Garδar Holm 
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Figs. 9.3 & 9.4 
“You have a piece, a project and you solve it together, but the conductor decides .. .由e
interpretation. .. " 
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